
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm (beginning 9/12/2011) 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm (beginning 9/12/2011) 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ Weekend Sun   7:00-7:30pm (ended 9/11/2011) 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day‟s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F 7am – 9am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer‟s medical questions.  They 

also share advice for keeping healthy between doctors‟ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self-improvement. This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs share their easy recipes and or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O‟Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills. They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 
 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Gammon Elem. Watch Dog Member 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

Assistant Baseball Coach Heights Youth League 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‟s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  



 

 

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‟s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Community Leadership and Development Project, member 

 



 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‟s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid‟s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

July 2011 

28 Wichita Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

15 Senior Services Roast 500 Roger Cornish 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

August 2011 

25 Wichita Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

6 Food for Kids Live broadcasts  Roger Cornish 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

September 2011 

01 Various Nonprofits Community Advisory 

Board Meeting 

12 Joan Barrett, Chad Cross, Shawn 

Oswald, Joe Miller, Emily 

Deaver 

09 Kansas State Fair Meet and Greet 100s Roger Cornish 

10 Kansas State Fair Meet and Greet 100s+ Joan Barrett 

10 Kansas State Fair “     “     “ “ Roger Cornish 

11 Kansas State Fair Meet and Greet 100s+ Erika Schlup 

12 Kansas State Fair Meet and Greet 100s+ Joe Miller 

13 Kansas State Fiar Meet and Greet 100s+ Joan Barrett 

14 Kansas State Fair Meet and Greet  100s+ Laverne E Goering 

15 Friends University Breakfast  Joan Barrett 

17 Kansas State Fair “   “       „ “ Roger Cornish 

24 Komen Race for the Cure  11000+ Erika Schlup 

24 Susan G. Komen Race for Cure 10,000 Roger Cornish 

29 Wichita Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

904 Flu Prevention :30 46 

905 Flu Prevention :30 34 

907 Goodwill “Greenscreen” :30 52 

908 Goodwill “Thinking Twice :30 58 

911 Pet Adoption :30 44 

912 Pet Adoption :30 80 

914 Pet Adoption :30 51 

915 Pet Adoption :30 62 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 41 

935 Ad Council/Veteran Support “Camouflage” :60 104 

940 American Diabetes Assoc “A Toast” :60 42 

941 Girl Scouts of America “Park Girls” :60 128 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 138 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 52 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 28 

951 Emergency Prep “World Upside Down” :60 46 

952 Think-Speak “Fitting Room” :30 32 

953 Think-Speak “Cashier” :30 32 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 106 

961 Social Security Office “Boldly Go” :30 30 

962 Red Cross (1st Time Giving) :30 28 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 31 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 88 

966 KS High School Activities Assoc. “prez” :30 10 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 26 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 24 

975 Dr Phil “Bullying” :20 5 

978 TV Roadblock/Drunk Driving “Save a Life” :30 20 

987 Big Brothers/Sisters “Start Something” :60 52 

998 Dept. of Energy “Be an Energy Saver” :30 32 

999 KAB “60th Anniversary” :30 32 

 

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Third Quarter 2011 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

July 2011 
07/20/11  12:15pm  12  Students 

 

August 2011 

08/10/11  4:40pm  8   4-H Students 

 

September 2011 

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‟ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KSCW-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

THIRD QUARTER 2011 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning July 1, 2011 

Ending September 30, 2011 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of the daily 

KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Friday, ranging in length of 45 

seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the 7pm Sunday Newscasts ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more, address community issues.  (ended 9/11/2011) 

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

KSCW 

Third Quarter Reports 

2011 



 

 

 

Crime 
 

7/1/11  7am 

<this case was brought with such great fanfare by the manhattan district attorney and they very loudly 

trumpeted the credibility of the accuser here. But new revelations about the accuser's credibility in the 

strauss-kahn case raise questions about the woman's story. "specifically the new york times is reporting that 

among other things that a day before this woman talked with law enforcement officials that she had had a 

conversation with a man who had been jailed in which she allegedly discussed the possible benefits as the 

new york times put it of pursuing charges against him and that this conversation was recorded."  "the 

evidence apparently shows.. Dna evidence of a sexual encounter between dominique strauss-kahn and the 

woman who is the maid, yet even with dna evidence the prosecution is considering dropping the case." 

based on these concerns, strauss-kahn's defense team will ask for bail modifications at a court hearing 

slated for friday morning. He is out on bail but he's restricted to house arrest, they may seek to have him 

released on his own recognizance where he can go wherever he wants as long as he doesn't leave the 

country. That's a major, major change. N-y-p-d officials had "no comment" on the alleged credibility issue. 

I'm melisa raney reporting. > 

 

7/4/11  8am 

Police are also investigating an assault early sunday morning...witnesses tell police they saw several people 

beating a man, and stomping on his head near first and washington. He was taken to the hospital in serious 

condition. No arrests have been made. 

 

7/5/11  8am 

Jury deliberations continue this morning in the murder trial of casey anthony. The panel failed to reach a 

verdict monday after deliberating for almost six hours.  Anthony is accused of killing her two-year-old 

daughter caylee.  If convicted of first degree murder, she could get the death penalty. 

 

7/6/11  7am 

<"as to the charge of first-degree murder, verdict as to count one, we the jury find the defendant not guilty." 

casey anthony... Emotional tuesday as she learned she was acquitted of first-degree murder and aggravated 

child abuse in the death of her 2-year old child.. Outside the orlando courtroom... Outrage..."i can't believe 

this -- to a child!  It's disgusting.  It's disgusting."  even those who were close to the 25-year old mother 

expressed disappointment. "i'm appalled, and now i'm angry and i say shame on this jury that they are 

either not to bright or just plain lazy." "i walk away from this case with dissatisfaction with every side. 

(butted sot) and nobody sought out the truth in this. This was all about winning. This was never about the 

truth." all 12 jurors refused to speak to the media... But an alternate gave some insight into the decision. 

"i'm pretty sure i can say this for all 17 of us... There was in fact a horrific accident. The family knows a lot 

more than what came out at the trial. But they didn't prove that there was a murder." "casey did not murder 

caylee. It's that simple and, today, our system of justice has not dishonored her memory by a false 

conviction." anthony was convicted on four misdemeanor counts of lying to investigators. She will be 

sentenced thursday... And could walk free with time already served.  I'm melisa raney reporting. > 

 

7/711  7am 

<in just hours-- casey anthony could walk away a free woman. But after an intense trial filled with 

accusations against her family...  Where will the 25-year old go?  "i don't see her going home, maybe ever. 

I mean i don't see how this family reconciles. There's just so much blood that's been drained out of the 

system." anthony could face more legal troubles... The state of florida may seek restitution against her to 

recoup court costs for the murder trial. They could tax anthony on any book deals or other profits she might 

make on her story. Meanwhile, a search firm out of texas may sue anthony to collect money it spent in 

2008 searching for caylee.  "we was lied to and of course jose baez's opening statements were caylee was 

never missing, so why did they call us?  Why did they put us through all of that?  Why did we spend 

$112,000?" anthony's lawyer says he is worried about casey's safety... But feels she will move forward. 



 

 

"i'm afraid for her.. And i don't think it's fair. (butted) i think there are still plenty of things casey can do in 

life. And i think casey can be a productive member of society."  i'm melisa raney reporting. > 

 

7/8/11  7am 

New this morning.. A man dies after crashing his vehicle in south wichita. Sedgwick county deputies say a 

chase started when they tried to pull over a man driving with bright lights on. This was near harry and 

hydraulic about 11-20 last night. But the chase ended a short time later when the driver went into a 

neighborhood. The officers drove around looking for the car. That's when neighbors told them about a 

wreck near bayley and st. Francis. Deputies say they found the driver dead in his car in a small field. They 

say the man drove through a "t" intersection, down the railroad tracks... And into a park where he hit some 

trees and a light pole. The kansas highway patrol is investigating the accident as a standard operating 

procedure. 

 

7/10/11  7pm 

New details about the man accused of killing a teenage girl in great bend. The information comes from 

documents filed in barton county court. The documents say that adam longoria agreed to be a law 

enforcement informant just days before the death of 14 year old alicia debolt.  Longoria is charged with 

capital murder in debolt's death. Her body was found at an asphalt plant near great bend. The hutchinson 

news reports that longoria bought marijuana three times for great bend police.  He also met with a k-b-i 

agent... And agreed to be an informant for it as well. Longoria is scheduled to be in court again later this 

month. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

A student from the university of south alabama is in police custody. It comes after a man is found stabbed 

to death in his dorm room. It happened sunday morning in the university's delta six dormitory in mobile. 

The south alabama student admitted to stabbing a male visitor who is not a student there. Then he called 

911. Police believe the two men are friends. Students say they're concerned about their safety, but the 

police chief says not to worry. <sot verbatim:"there's no ongoing threat to our campus, to our students. 

There's nothing for us that would lead me to believe there was an ongoing threat. If there was, i would tell 

you that." >  the victim's name or a motive have not been released. 

 

7/12/11  7am 

Jury selection continues today for the last of four men charged in the death of a wichita teen. Edward laurel 

is charged with first-degree murder in the shooting death of miguel andrade. The 13-year-old was shot ten 

times through the front door of his home more than a year ago.   Brothers eli and alejandro betancourt were 

both convicted of first-degree murder in the case. Another man pled guilty to second degree murder and 

agreed to testify against the others.  Prosecutors say the men were looking for revenge when they started 

shooting at the wrong house. 

 

7/13/11  8am 

Opening statements are expected today in the trial of baseball legend roger clemens. The seven-time cy 

young winner is accused of lying to congress about using steroids and human growth hormone. If 

convicted, he could face time in prison. 

 

7/14/11  7am 

Wichita police arrest a man on more than 70 counts of child sex crimes. The 47 year-old man was booked 

into the sedgwick county jail on suspicion of charges including kidnapping and rape. Police say the man 

had sex with children at hotels in wichita... And that the children's mother may have arranged it. Last 

month, kansas city, kansas police alerted wichita investigators that a mother may have been driving her 12 

and 13 year-old daughters to wichita to have sex with someone. Police say it appears to have been going on 

for a few years. 

 

7/15/11  7am 

A 17 year old boy is arrested in connection to the disappearance of a wichita teen... Police say 14 year old 

katelyn barrett met the boy on-line, and agreed to meet him. She left her home early wednesday morning to 

meet him, but told her family she was going for a walk. Katelyn was later found at a park city home.  Police 



 

 

tracked her using text messages. The boy was booked on suspicion of indecent liberties, and drug 

possession. Officials say the girl will not face any charges. 

 

7/17/11  7pm 

A wichita man is killed early this morning in his home on the city's north side. Police found the 47 year 

old's body in this home on north kansas. The man's roommate called 9-1-1 after finding him... Police say 

the preliminary cause of death may have been blunt force trauma. Investigators are treating it has a 

homicide. Officers on the scene say there was a 9-1-1 call at the same home saturday night for domestic 

disturbance. Police are trying to determine if the two events are related. 

 

7/18/11  7am 

More details could be released today about the death of a north wichita man. Police found the 47-year-old's 

body in a home in the 14-hundred block of north kansas early sunday morning. The man's roommate called 

9-1-1 after finding him... Police say the preliminary cause of death may have been blunt force trauma. 

Investigators are treating it has a homicide. Officers on the scene say there was a 9-1-1 call at the same 

home saturday night for a domestic disturbance. Police are trying to determine if the two events are related. 

 

7/19/11  8am 

New this morning... Wichita police are investigating a pair of stabbings in the delano district. Police say 

one stabbing happened just after midnight...during a fight in the 100 block of n. Mclean. Police found a 

man with a stab wounds to his upper body. He was taken to the hospital for treatment. A second man was 

treated and released at the scene. Meantime, another stabbing victim showed up at this quiktrip at douglas 

and seneca. Police say that man was stabbed in a fight near the river. It's not clear if the two stabbings are 

related. There's no word if any arrests have been made. Expect more updates on eyewitness newscasts. 

 

7/20/11  7am 

The f-b-i arrest more than a dozen people accused of mounting a cyberattack on the payment website – 

paypal.  A group called "anonymous" claimed responsibility for the attack, calling it retaliation for paypal's 

suspension of wikileaks' accounts. Fbi agents made the arrests after raiding several locations across the u-s. 

 

7/21/11  8am 

Two men accused in a deadly shooting in west wichita appear in court wednesday. Shannon hutchinson and 

patrick unrein are both charged in the may death of john delgado. He was shot at the villa west apartment 

near 13th and west. Police say the shooting started with a drug deal. Their trial is set for september. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

Thieves drive off with thousands of dollars worth of lawn equipment..  And it all belongs to wellington teen 

jeff mcguire.  He started a lawn care company five years ago when he was just 13 years old.   Last weekend 

someone took his trailer and five thousand dollars worth of equipment.    He still has two mowers, but 

without a trailer to haul them, he says all the work he put into the business may have been wasted. 

<16:17:26 - it's just disappointing because i was going to sell it when i graduated and get a motorcycle or 

cheap car or just keep it and go to welding school and use it to pay my way through school but that's not 

going to happen now i suppose> mcguire still owes money on a loan he took out to buy more equipment. 

He says he's just going to have to find another job to pay it off. Anyone with information is asked to call the 

wellington police department. 

 

7/24/11  7pm 

Wichita police say saturday's stabbing turns out to be an argument between drinking buddies... Officers 

found a 46 year old man yesterday evening with a stab wound to the back near gilbert and waco. He was 

rushed to the hospital in serious condition. He initially told police that an unknown man had stabbed him 

and ran away. Further investigation he was stabbed by a friend during an argument. The 49 year old suspect 

was later arrested. 

 

7/25/11  8am 

In the crime watch.... Wichita police say a stabbing saturday started as an argument between drinking 

buddies... Officers found a 46 year old man with a stab wound in his back near gilbert and waco. He was 



 

 

rushed to the hospital in serious condition. He first told police an unknown man had stabbed him and ran 

away. Further investigation shows he was stabbed by a friend during an argument. The 49 year old suspect 

was later arrested. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

Wichita police say a thief is targeting people at tanning salons. Police say the thief takes purses and wallets 

from occupied tanning rooms. In most cases, he poses as a potential customer and waits for an opportunity 

to pick the locked door. Police say the crime spree started about five weeks ago.  They say the thief has 

struck at least five times - he's been spotted before, but manages to get away before police can get there. 

 

7/27/11  8am 

The court date in the sexual assault assault case of Dominique strauss-kahn has been pushed back until 

august 23rd. The former i-m-f chief is accused of trying to rape a hotel maid in New York City. Prosecutors 

said the case weakened after nafi diallo lied to them about her background. But diallo tells abc new's robin 

roberts that's not the case. “why should we believe you? Because i'm telling the truth. I'm telling the truth.” 

Strauss-kahn's attorneys hope prosecutors will eventually dismiss the case. 

 

7/28/11  7am 

Nats of playing music  this tale begins... And ends... In chelley graves' music studio.  3.57  it's kind of like 

where's waldo.  Where's the silver zeta violin?  00  nat pop  burglars broke into her wichita home this 

winter...  5.57  it's fascinating to me that it went from my house in wichita, kansas to elat, israel. 02  among 

the items stolen ---  chelley 2.07  the electric violin is a zeta, modern stratos model. They have stopped 

making zetas, so it's worth a lot of money now. /// 30  it's a very unusual design, it doesn't look like this.  

///34 i haven't found any other silver ones. 36  she notes police followed every note  2.45  i can't believe all 

of the work they did to track this down.  And its path plays like a staccato song.  Chelley 3.02  i guess it 

was sold, the day after the robbery at church's fried chicken, for 75 dollars to somebody.  Then that guy got 

online and researched and found out it was a little bit more.  He sold it to a store on ebay for $700.  And 

then the ebay store sold it to a man in georgia for 1,200 dollars.  Then the man in georgia had a friend in 

israel who was interested in it.  So he sold it to him for $1,500.  So now it's in elat, israel.  And graves is 

still in wichita, kansas.  Chelley 4.12  there's nothing else they can do, and only if this israeli guy, out of the 

goodness of his heart, decides to give it back. But otherwise, it's probably gone. 23  six months after 

strumming another string...  Graves has a sense of humor about it all.  2.55  that violin has seen more of the 

country and world than i have.  00/// 3.40  they say, you know, it played a lot of holy music in church, so 

maybe it wanted to visit the holy land. Laughter. 50    after all, music is the universal language.  Nat pop so 

she keeps playing, and hopes this song brings her zeta back to where its song started.  In wichita, rg, kwch 

12 ewn. 

 

7/29/11  7am 

"i was hoping it wasn't as bad as it was">  Vandals damage 12 buses at a Wichita church.  4 of them 

completely destroyed. Vandals set fire to the buses Wednesday morning near Hydraulic and macarthur.  

The First Pentecostal Church uses them to bring as many as 800 people to Sunday morning services. The 

church's bus mechanic says replacing them won't be easy..."it's a lot of legwork to find a bus, you've got to 

call a lot of people and hope that some school district out there is going to get rid of it" 1:24:28> Church 

officials say they'll work around the loss as best they can. So far no one has been arrested. 

 

7/31/11  7pm 

The juvenile detention center in Salina has changed a lot in recent years. A lieutenant there tells our news 

partners at the Salina journal the beds are usually always full the center used to rent out space to other 

counties. He's also noticed that more girls are being sent to the facility. The offenders are also getting more 

violent. The center in Salina is the only one between Salina and Denver.. Other than the one in garden city. 

 

8/1/11  8am 

A wichita church is able to pick up kids as scheduled.. Even after vandals torched several buses. Officials at 

the first protestant church in south wichita were able to buy three buses at the last minute just in time for 

sunday services. They pick up about 800 people every sunday and take them to church. Most of the people 

they pick up are kids and wouldn't have a way to get there otherwise. Youth leaders say the bus ministry is 



 

 

an extremely important way to serve the community. “we want to get them off the streets, we want to take 

them somewhere so if we can get them into church and off the streets then all these gang problems that we 

are having it will help stop that you know." vandals set fire to several buses on thursday... They caused 

about 45-thousand dollars in damages... Church officials say they have forgiven who ever did it... A sign 

outside the church says you are forgiven. 

 

8/2/11  7am 

A judge warned there would be jail time... And monday we found out just how much.. Doug and valerie 

herrman were both sentenced to several months in prison... After pleading guilty to felony theft. It stems 

back to the 1999 disappearance of their adopted son adam herrman. The herrmans kept accepting state 

money for his care...and never reported him missing. The herrman's had agreed to a plea bargain that said 

probation... But the judge handed down prison time. He said - abandonment of a child was a significant 

reason why. Doug and valerie herrman's attorneys argued their crime was a financial one and was non-

violent. The judge called their crime 'callous' <sot verbatim: sot from judge 2:45:11 adam herrman, a 

human being, a real boy was named in this document. He deserved to be reported missing.>  the judge 

decided both would spend time in prison... Doug for 9 months... Valerie for seven months. Doug's sentence 

is slightly longer because he has a previous conviction on his record 

 

8/3/11  8am 

“I'm sorry, i couldn't stand seeing a baby in a car with nobody by it... “ this 9-1-1 call leads wichita police 

to an 11-month-old boy left inside a car at a Wichita wal-mart parking lot. Investigators say the doors were 

locked and the windows were up... It was a passer-by who saw the boy and called 9-1-1. The child is 

okay... Police say the mother came out of the store while officers were there... She told them she forgot the 

child was with her. The woman was arrested for outstanding warrants. 

 

8/4/11  8am 

The reward for information on the murder of a hutchinson woman increases. the hutchinson city council 

added an additional five thousand dollars to the reward fund in the murder of 27-year-old jennifer heckel.  

She was found shot to death in her home in june. The reward now stands at 16-thousand dollars. Four 

detectives from the hutchinson police department are working the case along with the k-b-i. 

 

8/5/11  7am 

An inmate is still on the loose this morning.  Authorities say the man ran away from the sedgwick county 

work release facility thursday morning. the sheriff says 23-year-old marquez kelly was unloading food 

trays when he escaped. We're told he was a "trustee worker" at the harry and mclean building... Meaning he 

did chores at the facility. He was serving time for misdemeanor domestic violence. 

 

8/7/11  7pm 

A group known as anonymous says it has hacked dozens of law enforcement websites across the nation.  It 

claims the attacks are retaliation for the arrests of its supporters. The hacking group claims to have stolen 

emails, credit card details, and other information from law enforcement systems. kansas is one of the states 

anonymous claims to have hit. 

 

8/8/11  8am 

Hip-hop artist antwan "big boi" patton is out on bail, after being arrested in miami for drugs.  Patton's 

booking sheet said he had viagra pills without a valid prescription, Ecstasy pills and M-D-M-A powder.  

His attorney says Big Boi was entering the United States with a group when contraband was found in their 

collective luggage. He goes on to say he's confident his client will be exonerated. Big Boi is half of the 

Grammy Award winning duo, "OutKast."  

 

8/9/11  8am 

A man from missouri says he was abducted at gunpoint... And forced to drive to wichita... Now police are 

looking for the suspect. police say the suspect stole the victim's car in joplin... and drove four hours to 

wichita with a gun pointed at the man...  The 52-year-old was dropped off in a neighborhood...then walked 

to a quik-trip for help. Police later found the victim's truck abandoned nearby. They're trying to piece 



 

 

together what happened and say there are several hours unaccounted for.  the salvation army helped the 

man get back to joplin. 

 

8/10/11  7am 

Wichita police say...they caught a copper thief red-handed. Police were investigating in the area of this 

building on west central...because of previous copper thefts...when someone pulled up in a car and started 

removing more copper wire. They arrested the man - they say...damage to the building was more than 50-

thousand dollars. Police also investigated another copper theft-- at hall industries on east murdock.  That 

wiring was recovered at a local metal recycling center...which called police. No word on whether the two 

thefts are connected. 

 

8/11/11  8am 

In the crime watch.... Authorities in cowley county are still looking for more than a dozen following a drug 

bust. After a month long investigation...officers from several agencies executed 49 arrest and search 

warrants.  It started around six a-m wednesday morning. 31 people were arrested yesterday... But 

authorities are still searching for 18 more. The operation focused on possession and distribution of 

painkillers, crack cocaine, marijuana and methamphetamines."there are several  indications that there are 

connections with a lot of these people but it's not just one ring. So why make all the arrests at once if 

they're not connected? Authorities say for things like this it's easier to pull manpower in for one day rather 

than bring people in once a week to execute so many search warrants. 

 

8/15/11  7am 

New this morning... Two people trying to escape police on a motorcycle end up seriously hurt... It 

happened just after midnight at 33rd street and south elizabeth...near 31st and south seneca.  Officials say a 

sedgwick county deputy noticed a motorcycle turn out in front of a vehicle. While the deputy tried to get 

the motorcycle's tag number when the rider sped off. The rider then hit a curb and flipped the 

motorcycle..he was taken to the hospital with critical injuries.. A woman riding on the motorcycle was 

taken to the hospital with serious injuries. Deputies say the motorcycle was reported stolen through the 

wichita police department. 

 

8/17/11  8am 

In the crimewatch this morning ... Police arrest a woman for trying to rob a korean restaurant. But 

something on her gun...may implicate her in bigger crimes. Police say it started monday night outside this 

restaurant.   A woman with a gun tried to rob workers as they were closing. Officers tracked her down...and 

noticed a pink substance on her gun. They tell us they strongly suspect it's dye from this exploding bank 

dye pack. This is surveillance video from a bank robbery last year. Police say during questioning about the 

restaurant robbery, the woman implicated herself in two separate bank robberies. 

 

8/18/11  7am 

<university of miami football players get ready for a new season...as a new dark cloud emerges. Nevin 

shapiro..shown here in 20-03...is an incarcerated former businessman who has come forward with some 

explosive allegations. He claims for eight years he showered dozens of miami players with a variety of 

improper gifts..including cash...jewlery..and prostitutes. Current miami head coach al golden has just been 

on the job since december...he says he wants answers. how did he get around our players like that..so I 

know me as a head coach I want to know...and I know our assistant coaches want to know to make sure it 

never happens again shapiro was arrested in 20-10 on charges of overseeing a ponzi scheme that 

prosecutors say totaled some 930 million dollars.  His lawyer had this to say about his relationship with 

players. He opened his boat to them...he opened his bank account to them..he helped them when they had 

problems Golden meanwhile is trying to stay positive. We'll get through this..we'll get through this The nc-

aa..which regulates college sports...says it has been investigating shapiro's claims for months. University of 

miami president donna shalala has pledged full cooperation with the investigation.  

I'm greg black reporting from atlanta. > 

 

8/21/11  7pm 

the Trial of an man accused of killing his estranged wife and 3 other family members resumes this week... 

Defense attorneys are expected to raise questions about the sanity of James Kahler. Prosecutors say the he 



 

 

shot his wife, two daughters, and his wife's grandmother in 2009. His attorneys say Kahler snapped because 

of his pending divorce, and his wife's relationship with another woman. 

 

8/22/11  8am 

New at 8 o'clock this morning... A Nebraska man is on the loose in Kansas after a police chase in Marshal 

County. Sheriff Dan hargrave says someone called 9-1-1 late last night about a man who made threatening 

statements at a bar in barneston, nebraska. The caller said kyle d. Joekel claimed he was heading into 

kansas to kill police officers, was armed and dangerous, and has ties to a terrorist organization. Marysville 

police officers and county deputies say they saw joekel speeding and chased him to oketo. The chase ended 

when the man crashed into two parked vehicles.. And pushed one into the home. No one in the house was 

hurt. 27-year-old joekel fled the scene on foot, but a passenger in the truck was arrested. 

 

8/23/11  7am 

Police say he's armed and dangerous...and still on the loose. now...u-s marshalls are helping state 

authorities look for a man they say threatened to kill police officers... investigators say 27-year-old kyle 

joekel made threatening statements sunday night at a bar in nebraska.They also say he could have ties to 

terrorist organizations.  Marysville police and marshall counties deputies saw joekel's vehicle speeding... 

And chased him to oketo. The chase ended when the driver crashed into two parked vehicles, pushing one 

into a home.  No one was hurt. Joekel fled on foot... But a passenger was arrested. Homeowner darrell cook 

spent monday putting his home back together.  he says it all happened so fast. 

<sot verbatim: 1:28 Nobody seemed to see him leave the truck there was so much dust and commotion all 

of a sudden we have no which way which way he ran. 1:32> The 43-year-old passenger has since been 

released and is cooperating with authorities. But an arrest warrant has been issued for joekel. He is 

considered to be armed and dangerous. 

 

8/24/11  8am 

a man accused of a dodge city kidnapping is found in california. Ausberto Baez-Rivera turned himself in to 

Police tuesday morning. He is accused of kidnapping a woman from a home over the weekend. She 

escaped when she saw some officers. That's when Baez-Rivera took off. No word when he will be brought 

back to Kansas. 

 

8/25/11  7am 

A man shoots four people...and then turns the gun on himself.  that's the scene wichita police are 

investigating this morning in southwest wichita.  the shooting is near pawnee and maize in the 2300 block 

of south stoneypoint.  eyewitness news reporter melody pettit is live on the scene. what can you tell us this 

morning? 

 

8/26/11  8am 

A california judge denies michael jackson's former doctor a request to sequester a jury. Dr. Conrad murray 

is accused of involuntary manslaughter in jackson's 2009 death.  Murray's attorney argued there is likely to 

be incredible media attention and keeping the jury sequestered is the only way to ensure his client gets a 

fair trial.  The judge also denied the defense's request to bar t-v cameras from the courtroom during certain 

testimony. Murray's trial is set to begin next month. 

 

8/28/11  7pm 

He was found guilty last week...now the question is... will he be sentenced to death. James kahler was 

convicted of killing his estranged wife and three other family members. Now the sentencing phase begins.  

His lawyers say his conviction will likely be appealed. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

And an osage county jury is expected to decide this week if a man should be sentenced to death. James 

Kahler (kay-ler) was convicted last week of killing his wife and three other family members.  Now the 

sentencing phase begins. His lawyers say his conviction will likely be appealed. 

 

8/30/11  7am 



 

 

new this morning.. A man is critical condition after a stabbing in the indian hills area. police were called to 

an apartment complex at 9th and McLean... about 10-45 last night. They say a man was cut several times 

on his lower body. The 30-year-old was taken to the hospital for treatment. police say they're talking to the 

victim and someone who was inside the apartment to find out what happened.  

 

8/31/11  8am 

actress daryl hannah gets arrested tuesday. She was among the more than one-hundred people arrested 

outside the white house. she was part of a group protesting a pipeline expansion project that would span 

from canada to the gulf coast. <sot verbatim: "We stand here today to just say no to slavery, to just say no 

to tar sands oil, to just say no to the keystone pipeline."  > hannah refused to get off the sidewalk when 

asked by the u-s park police and was put in cuffs.  her representatives had no information on the arrest.  

 

9/1/11  7am 

A crime watch alert...westar energy warns customers to be on alert for scam phone calls... The caller claims 

a check bounced or a bill is past due. That caller then asks for credit card and other personal information. 

Westar says the call-back number goes to an adult entertainment business... The company says legitimate 

calls show up as westar energy on caller i-d. If you receive a suspicious call... Contact the company at 1-

800-383-1183 or police. 

 

9/2/11  8am 

New this morning.... A police chase with a motorcycle turns deadly last night...after a young woman riding 

on the bike dies at the scene... And the other rider was taken to the hospital in critical condition. It all 

started near in south wichita near 27th street and meridian. Police say they tried to contact the rider... But 

he sped off into a neighborhood and short chase began. A second chase started when the rider was spotted 

again on k-42 near pawnee. Police say speeds topped 100 miles per hour. But it was called off... And five 

minutes later... A trooper with the kansas highway patrol found the rider crashed near 135th and maple -- in 

far west wichita. The 19 year old woman from wichita was thrown from the bike. The other person from 

park city was taken to the hospital. He's currently listed in serious condition this morning. The crash is 

under investigation. 

 

 

9/4/11  7pm 

Three people are stabbed at a party in south west wichita... It happened at 5-oh-clock this morning, near 

pawnee and maize. Witnesses say the suspect attacked one of the victims.  Two others who stepped in to 

stop the suspect were also attacked.  Police are still looking for the suspect. 

 

9/5/11  8am 

Wichita police are looking for the person who stabbed three people sunday morning...it's in the crime 

watch.... the stabbing was early sunday morning at a party near pawnee and maize. witnesses say the 

suspect attacked one of the victims.  two others who stepped in to stop the suspect were also attacked. 

 

9/6/11  7am 

Wichita police are investigating - after a man is found beaten overnight -  witnesses saw the man lying in 

the street hurt...and called 9-1-1...when emergency crews got to the scene on north piatt, they found a man 

with injuries all over his upper body - police haven't released the victim's name, but say he's likely in his 

fifties...  authorities on the scene tell us, the man had so many cuts, bruises and other injuries, they aren't 

sure how he got them all. <"We're not able to determine how they occurred.  It could've been struck by a 

vehicle, run over by a vehicle.  Just the variety of injuries on him is kind of perplexing right now."  >    

Officers also found his car two blocks away at a friend's house...but aren't sure if that area is connected.    

No arrests have been made. 

 

9/7/11  8am 

Police in garden city are calling the shooting death of a star high school athlete a homicide...18-year-old 

braxton medina just started his senior year at garden city high... He's seen here in white competing at the 

state wrestling championships back in february... Finney county sheriff's investigators say medina died of a 



 

 

single gunshot wound - he was shot tuesday morning at a home in a rural subdivision east of garden city. 

He was pronounced dead at the hospital a short time later. Police have not made any arrests. 

 

9/8/11  7am 

A 22-year-old navy medic has turned himself in to authorities in california. This is daniel morgan.  

Authorities say writings found in morgan's quarters at camp pendleton's military barracks prompted the 

evacuation of an orange county high school earlier in the day.   Police say the writings said explosives had 

been placed at san clemente high school. Authorities evacuated the school...but later declared that the 

campus was clear of explosives.  

 

9/9/11  8am 

New york city and washington, dc are on heightened alert this morning following a new terror threat. 

Officials say the credible but unconfirmed report suggests that al-qaida is planning a possible car bomb 

attack on bridges or tunnels.  The threat comes just days before the tenth anniversary of 9-11. 

 

9/11/11  7pm 

in the crimewatch tonight. Police are looking for three suspects accused of tying up a babysitter and 

robbing a home. it happened in the one thousand block of north pine crest around midnight. Police say the 

17 year old babysitter heard a knock at the front door and saw three masked men wandering on the front 

porch. They forced their way inside and tied the teen up with electrical tape. The suspects collected 

electronics and clothing when three other people came home and interrupted them. One of the suspects 

fired three shots into the air and then all three fled. Police say they left in a black or dark colored pickup. 

 

9/13/11  7am 

it's 45 years in prison for a man convicted of second degree murder in the death of a wichita man. 22-year-

old aaron hobson was killed last year outside of a convenience store in columbia, missouri. He was there to 

see his cousin play football for the university of missouri. today daron peal was sentenced for his role in 

hobson's death. Investigators say peal was the triggerman. Two other people have pleaded guilty to lesser 

charges and five others await trial. 

 

9/15/11  8am 

New this morning.. An inmate is on the loose...after escaping from a minimum-security prison in 

northeastern kansas. Authorities say 33-year-old ronny peters escaped from the lansing correctional facility 

about three o'clock wednesday afternoon. He's serving time for battery, theft, drug possesion, and burglary. 

Peters is described as a white male, about 5 feet two inches tall, weighing 110 pounds with blue eyes, and 

red-auburn hair. If you see him call crime stoppers. 

 

9/16/11  4pm 

A wichita couple wakes up to gunshots outside their home... And holes in their front door. Marcea (mar-

see-uh) suiter (soo-ter) says it happened around 2:30 this morning. Someone fired a shotgun at their door, 

blasting through the door and spraying pellets through their living room. Suiter's husband was asleep on the 

couch, less than a yard from where this kleenex box was hit. “we measured and it was 29 inches from 

where the shot hit the kleenex to where he was and that's just a little too close for my comfort” the suiters 

say they can't think of anyone who would want to hurt them. Police are investigating whether this could be 

a case of mistaken identity. 

 

9/17/11  9pm 

Wichita police investigate a theft at an east Wichita storage unit... Items taken included 4 Ak-47's and 3 

AR-15 assault rifles... One of which had a grenade launcher. Thieves also took loaded magazines, 

ammunition, handguns, and flat screen T-v's. Police say the theft occurred sometime during the past week 

and a half. 

 

9/18/11  9pm 

Thieves steal a pair of air conditioning units from two homes... It happened in the 6-thousand block of 

south eastridge. A realtor was preparing this home for a showing today, when she and a neighbor 

discovered the A-C units had been stolen. And it's not the first time it's happened. <sot verbatim: 18:35 



 

 

"this happened to one of my houses on college hill that was vacant, it seems like it happens to a lot of 

vacant houeses" > The home had been empty for the past 9 months. Police are investigating. 

 

9/19/11  8am 

Wichita police arrest a woman - who they say stabbed another woman after a fight. It happened in the 14-

hundred block of north kansas over the weekend. Police say the two women got into an argument...and one 

of them attacked the other. The victim was taken to the hospital for treatment... 

 

9/20/11  4pm 

Trial begins in saline county for a man accused of killing his wife... davin sprague is charged with first 

degree murder in the death of kandi sprague... kandi sprague's body was found on the couple's property in 

august of 2010...  our news partners at the salina journal report, during opening statements Prosecutors said 

sprague was upset over how much time his wife spent on-line, which included chatting with another man. 

They say during a confrontation between the two, davin sprague hit His wife with a pipe... Then strangled 

her with a rope and buried her body in a hole. The defense says her death happened recklessly and 

unintentionally, without premeditation. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

<Stand up and testify,  We won't let Troy Davis die!" protesters fighting to save the life of troy davis aren't 

taking "no" for an answer. They rallied in atlanta last night -- hours after davis was denied a last-ditch 

request for clemency. "There's just too much doubt for Georgia to make this decision" davis was found 

guilty in 19-91 of killing savannah police officer mark macphail. Since then, several witnesses have 

recanted. But the now-retired prosecutor who sent davis to death row stands by the conviction. "There are 

two Troy Davis cases...We have consistently won the case as its been presented in court, we have 

consistently lost the case as its been presented in the public realm and on TV." spencer lawton says davis' 

supporters are wrong when they say there's no evidence. "It has been a game of delay throughout.  The 

longer the delay the more time they have to create...not doubt, not honest doubt, real doubt...but the 

appearance of doubt." the georgia pardons and parole board says it considered all of the information before 

deciding to go through with the execution. But davis' supporters are vowing to fight to the last minute to try 

to save his life.  

 

9/22/11  8am 

A judge denies a request for a new trial, and sentences a man convicted of killing a 13-year-old teen to life 

in prison. Edward laurel was found guilty of killing miguel andrade last year. Andrade was shot ten times 

through his front door. Prosecutors say he was not the intended target and it was the wrong home. Laurel's 

case hinged on gregory patton who testified against laurel and two other suspects convicted in andrades 

death. In a hearing wednesday another inmate testified that patton lied about the whole thing to get a plea 

deal. A sedgwick county judge ruled the story wasn't credible and denied the request for a new trial. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

Wichita police make two arrests in a west wichita bank robbery -- and say one suspect is connected to three 

other local robberies dating back to august. Police say a man walked into *this bank near central and west 

street yesterday. He gave the teller a note demanding money, and then walked out with an undisclosed 

amount of cash. Two men are now behind bars and awaiting charges. 

 

9/24/11  9pm 

A man accused of killing a teen from great bend wants a judge to suppress evidence of his relationship with 

the 14 year old. Adam longoria's attorneys filed a motion yesterday day that says - that kind of evidence is 

not relevant to the case.  This comes after the prosecution revealed plans to show evidence - longoria 

became obsessed with alicia debolt after meeting her at a birthday party. Longoria is accused of killing 14-

year-old alicia debolt last year.  Her body was found burned beyond recognition at an asphalt plant - where 

longoria worked.  

 

9/25/11  9pm 

Home made explosives are found outside a church in North Wichita. Police say congregation members 

were doing some yard work early this morning at the Kingdom Halls of Jehovahs Witnesses near 29th and 



 

 

Arkansas. One of the workers found a backpack containing five homemade explosives behind some shrubs. 

Police are investigating. 

 

9/26/11  7am 

Closing arguments continue today at the appeals trial of american amanda knox.  knox was convicted in 

2009 of sexually assaulting and murdering her british roommate meredith kercher.  knox's boyfriend was 

also convicted on the same charges.  he was sentenced to 25 years in orison... knox 26. both deny all 

charges.. and appealed their convictions. a verdict is expected early next month. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

A new twist in a case against joran van der sloot. A new video has been released that shows him admitting 

murder. Van der sloot is charged with killing a 21-year-old woman last year in his lima, peru hotel room.  

The videotaped interrogation aired on america tv...as well as other peruvian news organizations.  In it, an 

interrogator twice asks van der sloot in spanish whether he killed the woman.   Both times, he answers yes. 

You might remember van der sloot from the 2005 disappearance of alabama teenager natallee holloway in 

aruba. That case is still unsolved. 

 

9/28/11  4pm 

The butler county sheriff's departments says it's discovered and destroyed 3-thousand marijuana plants. 

We've got the latest on a string of marijuana fields.  After a tip from a landowner - they say they busted a 

growing operation in the area of northwest 180th and indianola road...   A spokesperson says The field was 

well hidden in wooded area. But looks to be abandoned - probably because of a lack of water to irrigate the 

plants.  This bust happens just days after another big bust in neighboring marion county. Police there 

destroyed over one-thousand plants. They say the fields are similar .. And to others found in counties 

around the state. Coming up  in our 'klose up' segment  butler county's sheriff  joins us to talk about the 

challenges of finding the people behind all the pot plants. 

 

9/29/11  7am 

The man charged in the arizona shooting rampage that killed six people and wounded congresswoman 

gabrielle giffords, was back in court wednesday. A judge decided jared loughner will eventually be 

mentally fit to stand trial.   But his treatment will be extended four more months.  He has been at a facility 

in missouri, receiving treatment, which includes anti-psychotic drugs.  Loughner has pleaded not guilty to 

murder and attempted murder charges.   

 

 



 

 

 

Community 
 

7/1/11  7am 

There's plenty of security as england's prince william and his wife kate arrive in canada. It's the first official 

trip for the couple since their wedding in april. The duke and duchess of cambridge will visit several cities 

in canada -- before ending their 11-day tour in los angeles. The queen is the head of state in canada.  

William -- second in line to the british throne -- even has his own flag.  It will be flown on buildings and on 

vehicles carrying the royal couple 

 

7/4/11  8am 

<you're watching all-american marketing magic! Nathan's hot dog eating contest is a bonanza for the fast-

food company. As the "eaters" have expanded their gastric capabilities....the event's popularity has soared. 

And so have sales of nathan's hot dogs: piling up seven years in a row to 453 million last year! " this is one 

of the greatest marketing stunts ever, ever put forth in the united states."  it's a natural for nathan's....which 

first opened at the fun-filled amusement park 96 years ago. In the late 1970's the contest was just another 

coney island side show...thought up by pr stunt man max rosey. "we waited for a couple of fat guys to walk 

by. We asked if they wanted to eat hot dogs in a contest. They said yes."  max's protege- george shea-- and 

his brother rich are the marketing men who have brought  competitive eating into the modern era: they've 

created a phenomenon by: -introducing the coveted mustard yellow championship belt  -having espn cover 

the event -building up the rivalry between former champion takeru kobayashi and current champ joey 

chestnut -and promoting the "eaters" as professional athletes. "its absolutely a sport and it has the 

attendance of a sport, and these guys are athletes for sure."  this year's stunt: building a new rivalry between 

the u.s. And china by flying chinese "eaters" to coney island, just when nathan's happens to be embarking 

on a major expansion in china. "t hey represent a potential threat to our possession of the mustard belt. // if 

they take the belt, it's going to hit us right where we breathe. It's going to-they are going to be eating our 

lunch literally." the media eats it up! And not just in coney island. The sheas have qualifying events across 

the country---  and sponsors for other eating events: chicken wings, oysters, hamburgers.... ..all part of what 

they call "major league eating"! Alan chernoff, cnn, new york. > 

 

7/5/11  8am 

<lt. Dan lt. Dan lt. Dan lt. Dan! I'm lt. Dan taylor playing alongside tom hanks in forrest gump.  But gary 

sinise wears many hats-  currently starring on the hit show csi new york.  Off the set, he is a staunch 

advocate for military members and their families.  (reporter on cam) "this space is awesome. Two acres?"   

"yeah it's two acres right here by the capitol. To be involved with a project like this is pretty amazing."  

sinise is the national spokesman for the american veterans disabled for life memorial that will be built in 

the shadow of the us capitol.  "look if you're going to serve your country, if you're going to go out there and 

defend this nation, the nation should show some appreciation and do what we can to take care of them 

when they come home. I'm just trying to do my part to help keep them strong."  sinise has played guitar 

since he was a kid and started his own band - the lt. Dan band-  after 9/11 as a way of giving back. His band 

travels the globe visiting troops in places like kuwait, afghanistan and iraq. "people don't have high 

expectation for an actor with a band let's face it. I like to surprise them."  his foundation is helping raise 

money to build homes for wounded veterans, job training and other needs.  For 18 months a camera crew 

followed his band. The result: a movie "lt. Dan band for the common good."   available starting july 4th on 

pay-per -view on the internet. One out of every four dollars will go to his charitable foundation: "it's a good 

firsthand look at the kind of people serving in our military. Why they do it, what they do, how dedicated 

they are, what they're going through, what their families are going through." sinise is not doing this for 

money... Or as a photo op.  He says he's been moved by the stories of the men and women in uniform and 

he doesn't want them to be forgotten.   

"i've been at events where somebody will come up to me and they'll have a picture of me with their son.. 

And they'll say this was the last picture that was taken of them. I'm shaking hands and taking a picture for 

maybe ten seconds, fifteen seconds with a person. But i know that i'm going to leave, i'm going to get back 

on a plane and go home. They have to stay there and something could happen so ii try to make that ten 



 

 

seconds, that fifteen seconds last a long time."  the movie can be seen at ltdanbandmovie.com lisa sylvester, 

cnn, washington. > 

 

7/6/11  7am 

An emporia man dies after falling from a boat in the cottonwood river tuesday morning... The lyon county 

sheriff says 32-year-old david praeger and six children were fishing from a boat... When praeger fell in the 

river. The oldest child, a 10-year-old, got the boat to shore and went for help. And we now know the name 

of a man who drowned at lovewell reservoir in jewell county. Our news partners at the salina journal say 

23-year-old jason cross of jamestown was boating with family saturday... When he went under the water.  

Rescuers recovered his body sunday... Two teens died in separate incidents at cheney reservoir friday and 

saturday... And a child drowned over the weekend at a lake in douglas county. 

 

7/7/11  7am 

a hearing over a lawsuit by planned parenthood against the state is now delayed. Planned parenthood is 

fighting against a clause in the state budget...that prevents it from getting federal money.  Attorneys for the 

state asked for a delay in the hearing...that was first planned for friday. No new date is announced. 

Already...some of the money planned parenthood used to receive has gone to other places -- like the 

sedgwick county health department. 

 

7/8/11  7am 

Little league teams from across the country are in scottsdale, arizona this week for the junior r-b-i classic. 

With them will be a team from storm-ravaged joplin, missouri. More than 100 people were killed when 

tornadoes tore through the town in may. R-b-i stands for reviving baseball in inner cities. The program's 

tournament provides players the opportunity to participate in major league baseball's all star week. 

 

7/10/11  7pm 

A question over insurance coverage is confusing to people who live along the flooded missouri river. 

Agents say federal officials are selling policies that won't cover the damages. The insurance companies 

allege that the policies only coverage damage... If they were bought two months before the flooding started.  

But fema is telling landowners to buy the insurance anyway.the confusion is increasing the anxiety along 

the river as the flooding continues. The flood is expected to last another two months and affect six states, 

from north dakota to missouri. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

Talk about a frequent flyer.  United airlines honored passenger thomas sty-ker this weekend.  Styker has 

flown more than *ten* million miles on the carrier - that's enough to circle the earth 400 times. It took him 

29 years and almost 6-thousand flights. 

 

7/12/11  7am 

Do you have dinner plans on thursday? The public is invited to share a virtual "all-american meal" with the 

atlantis shuttle crew thursday. Nasa says the meal will include grilled chicken, barbecue brisket and baked 

beans.  People at home can visit nasa's website to get the recipes, or "formulations" as nasa's food scientists 

call them.  The crew will finish up with apple pie.  The food scientists serve more than 180 different kinds 

of food and drink to the astronauts. The food is freeze-dried or bought commercially and repackaged.   

 

7/13/11  8am 

Friends and family of a hutchinson mother say a reward, offered by the governor, is giving them hope. 

Jennifer heckel was murdered last month in her home. So far, police say they have no suspects.  Governor 

brownback has now announced a five thousand dollar reward for anyone with information leading to the 

arrest and conviction of someone in the case. <6:09 - she as special to us and that made me think it meant 

something to someone else, and that they want someone to talk and it made me feel good> friends and 

family have formed a group called justice for jenny. It's hanging purple ribbons around wichita in an effort 

to make sure no one forgets about what happened to heckel. 

 

7/14/11  7am 



 

 

We all know the heat affects our cars, our pets, our bodies, and our electric bills. But it also affects what's 

under our car tires.the string of triple digit temperatures that have blanketed kansas have weakened area 

asphalt and pavement. As you can see by some wichita sidewalks. <sot verbatim: 7.22  the heat causes the 

pavement to expand, and you'll see that on sidewalks and driveways and street pavement.  Where it will 

buckle up, causing bumps in the pavement. 32  > expect more of these in the future, because temperatures 

aren't cooling down much --even at night. 

 

7/15/11  7am 

"the mindset changes a lot, i go from being myself and goofy to just being serious and ready to go." 

(nats of glove velcro) (nats of buzz saw) by day a local handyman...by night a guy whose hands you want 

nowhere near you. "mostly i know plumbing stuff like water heaters and putting in toilets...stuff like 

that."(more buzz saw) "it's just something besides wrestling to do and it's a lot more exciting."(nats of 

refree) one glance at chris sutton-kearn at his job in concordia and you would never guess that the same 

person would be a main event cage fighter. Believe it, when this 24 year-old isn't shooting sparks at 

work...hes shooting for the the right leg lock or choke hold in the octogon....his body pays the price in the 

process. "just being on my feet all day and then going to practice." "basically wake up in the morning and i 

dont want to move...i feel like an old man at 24." (stand up) "chris gets his mixed martial arts practice in 

here at the kansas highway patrol training center. It's old...it's gritty...it does not have air 

conditiing...basically it's the perfect condition for any fighter." (nats of fan) "theirs nothing else that goes on 

up here but hard work" (nats of welding)  "just got to work for that pay check" sutton-kearn is set to main 

event saturday's mixed martial arts event put on by the united fighting federation at salina's hertiage hall.... 

The fighter is already coming out swinging with his words for his opponent. "he said a wrestler can not 

touch him...i will touch him...i will do more that that" (nats of welding)  "i'm looking to end this real quick" 

in salina karl man kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

7/17/11  7pm 

Emergency crews respond to a pair of accidents over night... The first happened around midnight near eye-

235 and central. The kansas highway patrol reports a motorcycle overturned... When it hit the median. The 

rider was not wearing a helmet... And later died at the hospital. 

 

7/18/11  7am 

Astronauts at the international space station wake up last night to "days go by" by keith urban. 

 this is the last full day a space shuttle will spend docked at the space station.  After buttoning up a 

multipurpose module, the astronauts will use the station's robotic arm to move it to the cargo bay. Then 

later this morning... The shuttle and station crews will say farewell and close the hatches between the two 

spacecrafts. 

 

 

7/19/11  8am 

Businesses that offer you free internet... Could get in trouble for what you download.  Places like mead's 

corner have already increased security on its wi-fi to deal with illegal downloads of music and movies.  

Now -- internet providers and the entertainment industry will track piracy and notify businesses if it's 

happening.  If a business receives five alerts...it could be held liable. Mead's corner says it's tough because 

it has find a balance between limiting illegal activity while giving people what they want. <sot 

verbatim:(13) 22:48 internet is almost as critical as coffee here and it needs to stay free.>  to see how the 

alert system for businesses works...head to k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

7/20/11  7am 

Wichita bus riders-- you'll soon need to carry some extra cash.the wichita city council approved raising bus 

fares tuesday morning -- fixed route rates will go up 50 cents - paratransit services will go up a dollar. The 

city manager says the increases are needed to offset the $1 million deficit the transit department faces.  He 

blames part of that deficit is to the rise in gas prices. 

 

7/21/11  8am 

The sedgwick county commission votes to increase the amount you pay for an ambulance ride. They 

approved a 100-dollar base rate increase wednesday... Plus three dollars extra per mile. Ems director scott 



 

 

hadley asked for it... Based on increasing fuel and supplies costs. Fees make up three-quarters of the ems 

budget. But rates have not increased since 2-thousand-3. <sot verbatim: sound 41:44 "i think is prudent to 

be available as we have done in the past. It was a good thing overall."> two commissioners argued against 

the increase. They didn't think it was fair to put the burden entirely on the public. Here's how much you 

could be paying. For a non-immediate transfer it goes from 250 to 350 dollars.  For the most critical 

patients... The fee will go from 650 dollars to 750 dollars. And both will also pay more for mileage. That 

change takes effect october first. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

And a small caiman spotted swimming in a derby pond is back with his owner. The two to three foot 

caiman was spotted a few days ago. Since then people have been trying to catch it. Two people were able to 

catch it with a fishing pole. It's not known if the owner faces any sort of fine for having the exotic animal.  

You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. Stay tuned...mark is next with your weather. 

 

7/24/11  7pm 

A hutchinson aquatic center reopens today after a near drowning on saturday... A two year old boy was 

found unconscious in a three-foot-deep area at the salt city splash aquatic center. A lifeguard and manager 

performed c-p-r on the child until emergency crews arrived. He was taken to an area hospital where he is 

now in stable condition. The pool was closed early because staff was shaken by what had happened. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

A memorial service is planned for this morning for the executive director of wichita's interfaith ministries. 

Sue castile was found dead at her wichita home last week... Her service is this morning at 10 at college hill 

united methodist church. Officials with interfaith ministries say staff have been in shock...  The president of 

interfaith's board of directors says what will probably be missed most is castile's willingness to work 

together on projects to help the community... <14:00:39 "she did not need to be in front, she could be a 

follower as well as a leader, she sought counsel as well as gave counsel she was just a joy to work with and 

a joy to be around" 14:00:52> interfaith ministries is a more than century-old non-profit that helps serve 

and shelter the homeless. 

 

7/27/11  8am 

A founding member of the popular 70's band "america" has died. Dan peek was found dead sunday in his 

missouri home. It's not known how he died, but an autopsy is planned, and his funeral is set for monday. 

"america" was known for songs such as "a horse with no name" and "ventura highway." peek quit the band 

in 19-77 to pursue a singing career in contemporary christian music... Where he was nominated for a 

grammy. Dan peek was 60 years old. 

 

7/28/11  7am 

Shelly green's job is to make a tough conversation... A little easier. Sot 28:39 you are the child and they are 

the parent and it's a touchy subject. She's one of the few occupational therapists in the state... Who 

specializes in driving rehabilitation. Sot 29:31 i will tell them to let me be the bag guy.  Her evaluation is 

lengthy... But she can help families decide... When a loved one should stop driving. Sot 36:10 they are the 

last to know. They're the ones who don't see the near misses and a family member says you almost hit the 

car and thy say i didn't see it. Some elements don't even take place... In a vehicle...  Like the reaction test... 

Using red and green lights. (9) 39:35 im looking at how quick you move from gas to brake. Sot 36:36 with 

each test i am clear about the norms and what they scored. There's also a test for night driving... Factoring 

in glare. Nats of the testing.  And its not always black and white... Sometimes an elederly driver just needs 

additional help behind the wheel. Sot 32:59 depending on the issue we can provide equipment if needed, 

hand controls if they need them. Nats of the testing...  Sot 33:42 my main goal is to keep that person safe 

behind the wheel, i will do what i need to do that. That way both the driver...  (30) 44:49 you did great, you 

did great.  And their family can feel more secure...   Denise hnytka kwch 12 eyewitness news.      

 

7/29/11  7am 

A quick reminder while we're on the topic of hot weather... The city of Wichita is asking residents to limit 

their water use until mid-day today. That includes holding off on watering lawns and washing cars. A 



 

 

power outage on Wednesday caused a drop in water production... Preventing 20 million gallons of water 

form being pumped into city reservoirs. 

 

7/31/11  7pm 

In the aviation watch tonight. We could soon learn what's in hawker beechcrafts latest contract proposal to 

it's union members. It's expected to be released either tonight or tomorrow. Union members will be voting 

on it next saturday. Representatives say machinists have some key issues they want resolved including 

health care, pay, and job security. It will take a two thirds majority to authorize a strike. Anything less than 

that, even if a majority rejects the deal, will mean the contract is automatically ratified. 

 

8/1/11  8am 

Professional soccer will return to Wichita this november. This weekend, the Wichita wings held open 

tryouts for some undiscovered talent looking for their chance. Eyewitness news reporter Dave Roberts 

shows us what they were looking for.. 100 players with a single goal...to get signed by the Wichita wings... 

“I really love soccer a lot” Shanny Johnson spent three days on a bus to be here...his home is in 

Woodbridge, Virginia...  “yeah yeah um I‟m running on um the bus trip really kicked my butt! But I‟m here 

and I‟m ready.” He's twenty years old and wants to play for the pro's “just uh, trying to find teams that I can 

bring my talent to and uh Wichita, I just researched the city and it looked like a great city to come play for” 

the Wichita wings hosted hopefuls from across Wichita and the world Saturday with open tryouts... “if we 

get a pele heck yeah that's great” lebaron Holliman played for the wings before the team folded in 2001...he 

says he's looking for players who can show a love for the game in their play... “do they have the skill set to 

play indoor, do they have the quickness, do they have the touch, do they have the ideas in place to play the 

indoor game at the professional level” “when the name of the team was originally announced, the team was 

going to be called the Wichita wings two, but as you can see from this official logo on this t-shirt, the two 

has been dropped” “we had to do some legal things first before we just jumped and said we're the wings“ 

while the players ran drills and played in a scrimmage...the coaches and managers kept a keen eye out for 

players with promise... “some players are drill players, and they look good in drills so now let's see what 

they can do in games and actual decision making time is more critical” the coaches thought Shanny 

Johnson showed promise...and got called back for a second tryout... “I like to play from my heart, and get 

the fans into it and make sure they have a good time when they come see” he just hopes that he gets the 

chance to wear the uniform...and take to the pitch in November...in Wichita, Dave Roberts, kwch 12 

eyewitness news 

 

8/2/11  7am 

It's one of the biggest events in southwest kansas... And this year's dodge city days is in full swing... That 

included the western art show...  Set-up at landmark national bank, this year it features the work of artist 

jim clements... The oil painter has come to dodge city days before... And is excited to be able to show off 

his inspiration in a place so closely associated with the old west. <"i just love painting the west, anything 

with the west, i've been really blessed to work with the indians the sioux and south dakota cowboys from 

all over kansas, oklahoma, texas.">  clements artwork will be displayed in the bank all week long. 

 

8/3/11  8am 

It's one of the hottest competitions in kansas...   And it's taking place in these extreme temperatures. The 

heat is forcing four-h students competing in the jefferson county fair to work hard to keep their animals 

cool. Lauren seabrook reports.  It doesn't take much heat to turn a pig-- into a grump. And who could blame 

him? If they get hot then they might die. These meriden 4-h students know how dangerous the triple-digits 

temps can be. It's hotter up here than it is at our barn, so i put ice water bottle, i freeze bottles of water and 

put them in there for them. I put wet towels on them that have been in the ice cooler and we rub them 

down. If they get really hot, i take a piece of ice out of the coolers and i rub it on the backside of their ears. 

All things they've learned during their time in 4-h-- about how to keep their animals safe. We're very 

fortunate to have a group of kids and parents to understand animal agriculture and understand what it kind 

of takes to keep them in good shape during the fair. The stresses of being around more people, other 

animals, and the heat definitely adds to that. With all the extra work-- the students need a good cool off as 

well. It's safe to say-- all living species at the fair are doing what they can to keep their own tail-- out of the 

heat.  

 



 

 

8/4/11  8am 

<If you're hunting for a unique final send-off... (nat sound of gunfire)  

Now you can turn your ashes into bullets.  It's a new service offered by a company called "holy smoke." 

"are you gonna spend eternity sitting on a mantle?" Not when you can spend it in a bullet?  Two alabama 

game rangers dreamed up the idea. (reporter) "i mean it's weird right?" "it's different." "no, thad, it's weird. 

Ha." The target audience is people who love hunting and their right to bear arms, or as stephen colbert put 

it... "we're finally extending the second amendment rights to dead people."  (laughter) all you do is send 

"holy smoke" some of your ashes.... "about a pound of ash is all we need." they turn the ash into 250 rounds 

of ammo... Which costs $1250 bucks.  Co-owner clem parnell wants his ashes turned into turkey shot, so 

"the last thing that one turkey will see is me, screaming at him at about 900 feet per second."  (reporter 

standup) "talk about a classy send-off. This is high caliber...literally. You pick the caliber." (reporter 

standup) "but really, why settle for bullets when you can get shot out of a cannon." (standup ends) that's 

what journalist hunter thompson requested.   His friend johnny depp paid for the cannon.... "yeah!!!   

Yeah!!!!" thompson's ashes went up in a blaze of fireworks.   

These days you can send your ashes into orbit for three-thousand bucks... "a portion of the cremated 

remains are placed inside the flight module." or if that's not far enough, for about 10-thousand dollars... 

"....remains can also be placed on the moon." closer to home, there are teddy bears designed with a cavity 

to hold a container of ashes so that the dearly departed can still be hugged.  And remember sam the world's 

ugliest dog contest winner? His ashes were turned into a "memory glass orb."  the ashes to bullets service 

just started. So far they've had 3 customers.  But there is something attractive about the image of a speeding 

projectile. "faster than a speeding bullet."  "it's a bird! It's a plane!" it's your funeral! Jeanne moos cnn (gun 

shot)   new york. > 

 

8/5/11  7am 

and a wichita woman dies after being trapped inside a burning home thursday. the fire started around two 

thursday afternoon near 30th street north and broadway.  a disabled woman in her 60's died inside. <sot 

verbatim: 0059HF/31:55 I'm trying to call 911 and the fire is pouring out.  I knew she was in there.> tamara 

davis knew her disabled neighbor wouldn't be able to get out on her own.  So a relative tried to kick in the 

door and window but that only made it worse. Fire fighters say while the relative had the best of intentions, 

you *need to wait for help. <sot verbatim:0051JR/18:37 we do ask that people call 911 and let the 

professionals deal with what we do which is getting outside and putting out the fire.>     when the fire 

started...the woman's family members were in the process of moving her out.  they left for a bit and came 

back to a burning home. The cause of the fire is still under investigation. This is the fifth deadly fire in 

wichita this year. 

 

8/7/11  7pm 

A kansas soldier is among those killed when a helicopter was shot down in afghanistan. Specialist Spencer 

Duncan was on a helicopter hit by rocket fire Saturday. 30 americans and 8 Afghans were killed in that 

crash... Making it the deadliest single loss for U-S forces in the decade long war. Duncan was a graduate of 

Olathe South High school, and joined the military in 2008. He had been in Afghanistan since May. 

 

8/8/11  8am 

lyon county fair organizers blame the heat for low attendance this year. final numbers haven't been released 

yet, but organizers say they saw fewer people in the seats at grandstand events and at the carnival. they say 

the poor economy may have also impacted attendance. 

 

8/9/11  8am 

It's not open yet. We told you an east wichita post office would reopen yesterday. Now we know it will 

reopen, but it's just a matter of time. The munger station at 13th and oliver shut down in early june...after a 

fire.  the fire was small... but it left a lot of damage - lots of soot to clean-up...  and a hole in the roof that 

firefighters had to cut... to ventilate the building - no-one's mail was stopped because of all this...but 

customers have had to be patient. <sot verbatim: 1:33 THE customers had 24 hours...now they have to go 

to downtown...problem..apologize it's been that way...  > the post office had to decide whether it was 

economically feasible to reopen the station...  it made the decision last week...but it doesn't know when that 

will happen.   the cost of the repairs -- 300-thousand dollars. 

 



 

 

8/10/11  7am 

The wichita city council approves a 549-million dollar budget for next year. The budget keeps property 

taxes where they are. Those who ride the bus will pay fifty cents more per ride. The city will use reserve 

funds to make sure all routes continue. The biggest question mark still left is whether the city will close a 

golf course. Public hearings on that will be held today and august 15th. For details... Check out k-w-c-h 

dot-com. 

 

8/11/11  8am 

The statue of liberty will close at the end of october for a year long renovation. Officials say they will make 

the interior safer and more accessible. They'll be working on the statue's fire systems, elevators, and 

bathrooms. The renovations will cost more than 27-million-dollars. 

 

8/15/11  7am 

and that wasn't the only motorcycle accident over the weekend. another rider is in the hospital this morning 

in critical condition after his bike left the roadway and hit a guardrail. It happened on k-254 near the 

hillside exit just after six last night. Authorities say the biker was speeding...and believe that alcohol is also 

a factor in the crash. 

 

8/16/11  8am 

<They are the other athletes on the field... Texans cheerleaders... Wowing the crowd.... Boosting the 

team.... And busting some moves...  I thought i'd give it a try and found out... It's a lot harder than it looks. 

Tc 25:26: 27 ... "who run the world... Girls.. Girls.. Who run the world.. Girls  girls... Track:   the texans 

cheerleaders run it and rock it for the hometown team.  And it's no easy task to become one of these elite 

dancers. (chita) tc 6:48:15 and how many people were there initially who tried out? 600. And there's 30 ... 

35... Wow that's awesome. Track:  getting on the team is only the beginning... Tc 5:55:22 we also do 

appearances.. We have media. We go to radio stations.. We promote the team tc 6:16:10 it feels like a full 

time job.. But it is part time. Track:  think you're busy.  These young ladies work, go to school and manage 

to carve out at least another 15 hours a week to get ready for the big games.  I thought i'd give it a try. Tc 

7:24:20 try to cover me up ... I'll just be like... Laughter track: .. But i had just a few hours to get the routine 

down. Tc: 8:04:09 so you're gonna swing in an l.. 1-2-3-4... You're gonna check it 5-6-7-clap-8 track:  as a 

meteorolgoists ... I know numbers... But not like this tc 10:17:04 this is hard... Very hard. Track:  but i've 

never been one to back down from a challenge.> 

 

8/17/11  8am 

And investigators want to know what happened in a deadly accident near the town of Bel Aire late Monday 

night they say a driver lost control near 45th and Greenwich... The car went airborne and landed on its roof. 

Passers-by called 9-1-1 after finding the car on fire. The driver died at the scene...he has not been 

identified. 

 

8/18/11  7am 

More than an hour before chief warrant officer bryan nichols body was supposed to return home...People 

were choosing the best spots...to show their support. <0035MR - sandie haselhorst - 21:09:51 - it's just 

something that doesn't happen. You here about it everywhere else but not here...and I feel really bad for 

them.>hundreds lined the streets - flags waiving - all to pay tribute to a hometown hero. A moment that hit 

a little closer to home for some. <0057UT - cindy cline - 21:25:26 - my son used to be in the 388th and I 

just think he can't be here so I should do this for him.> <0058Sm Eileen roberts - 21:27:07 - it's only by the 

grace of god that is wasn't my son this time so I just wanted to come and support our military and support 

his family.> Those who knew nichols describe him a great friend, husband and father... 

And a man who made his hometown proud. In hays, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

8/21/11  7pm 

The kansas city aviation expo re-opens today... The day after a stunt pilot was killed. Bryan jenson was 

unable to pull out of a dive in time, and crashed. Spectators were asked to leave the airport immediately. 

Jensen flew a custom-built biplane dubbed "the beast" in air shows across the country. 

 

8/22/11  8am 



 

 

New this morning.. A new monument honoring dr. Martin luther king opens to the public today on the 

national mall in washington, d.c.  the focal point of the memorial is a 30 foot statue of the slain civil rights 

leader.  An arched wall displays more than a dozen of his quotations. The official dedication is set for this 

coming sunday... On the 48th anniversary of king's "i have a dream" speech. The monument has spent more 

than a decade in the making. It's also the first national memorial dedicated to a civilian. "for the first time in 

our country's history we're going to have the first man of peace, first non president and first man of color on 

the national mall." the project costs 120-million-dollars to build. It sits between the jefferson and lincoln 

memorials. 

 

8/23/11  7am 

Ben affleck and wife jennifer garner are expecting baby number three. The actors say they're thrilled to 

have another baby on the way. They already have two daughters -- 5 year old violet, and two year old 

seraphina.  The two are 39 years old, and married in 2005. 

 

8/24/11  8am 

He said he'd be back. Now arnold is set to return in october.  A new mexico newspaper says arnold 

schwarzenegger will make his big screen comeback in a flick called "last stand" that begins filming in the 

fall.  It'll be his first major role since 2003s "terminator 3: rise of the machines." 

 

8/25/11  7am 

<natural Sound: SUV falling off roof> an s-u-v falls off the roof of a house in kansas city, missouri. Police 

say the driver jumped a curb and landed on top of the house. Three people were in the SUV, but only two 

have minor injuries.  About seven people were inside the home at the time.. They were not hurt. 

 

8/26/11  8am 

Jason bateman's family is about to get a little bigger.  He and his wife, amanda anka are expecting their 

second child.  The actor's father-in-law, singer paul anka, tells e-t canada that the baby is a girl.  Bateman 

and his wife, who have been married for 10 years, already have one daughter, francesca nora, who is four.  

 

8/28/11  7pm 

If you are driving through north wichita tonight, be prepared for a detours... The exit ramp leading from 

south bound Eye-one- 35 to k-96 has been shut down for repairs. The ramp will re-open at six tomorrow 

morning. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

Three flight medics and a patient who died in a helicopter crash near kansas city are remembered. The 

helicopter crashed friday night. This weekend a motorcade carried their bodies from kansas city to saint 

joseph. <sot verbatim: "These were very dedicated passionate people who were passionate about doing 

what they were doing." >  investigators say it's too soon to tell why the helicopter went down.  But the pilot 

had reported being low on fuel before it crashed. 

 

8/30/11  7am 

<nats this was the choir. The altar, this gazebo in the middle of the church or in this case, the city's main 

plaza. Our nation deserves our prayers. The grass served as pews. Crosses were replaced by umbrellas and 

the congregation was a mix of all faiths from the city of new braunfels. Lord we need you and we need rain 

here in New Braunfels, not just here in New Braunfels but everywhere in the United States.  

The sermon was about one thing -- rain. We have a place in Kendall County, north of Boerne and I raise 

cattle and I wasn't raise any product for them to eat. The last time we prayed for rain, it rained; so who 

knows. What do they say? Ye of little faith? See what happens. So God I pray when this rain that we're 

praying for comes, we smell you. I would say that divine help is what we really need. Something really big. 

And the Lord is the only one that can help us out with that. As a Christian I feel this is the one thing I can 

do. I can at least pray about this. > 

 

8/31/11  8am 

<"This little piggy wants to stay home, but the homeowner's association here in the Thicket of 

Cypresswood says this home is no home for a pig. Now, Wilbur and his family are headed to court." 



 

 

Wilbur Sardo - he's a pot bellied pig with a big snout supporters log in to watch him eat on this live 

webcam set up in his backyard he has close to 4500 fans on facebook but not everyone is pleased as a pig 

in mud when it comes to wilbur. including the hoa."You can't imagine what it would be like without him, 

especially at this point." Missy Sardo isn't taking no for an answer eventhough the hoa wants him out. "To 

me, it's just ridiculous that it has gotten to this point." see, according to the homeowner's association- 

wilbur is livestock. livestock is not allowed in this neighborhood. but sardo says her 60 pound pig is a pet. 

pets ARE allowed. "they're sold in pet stores, they're bred as pets they are taxed as pets, they're food is 

taxed as pets nobody eats a pot-bellied pig." so far it's been a more than two month long battle. and now the 

h-o-a is threatening the family with 200 dollar a day fines starting in mid-september if they don't find 

wilbur a new home. "The Sardo family just said enough is enough."so they hired this man-mitchell katine 

and today filed a lawsuit. "Most people who have large dogs are much larger, noisier, smellier than wilbur 

is, this is just not fair and the Sardo family decided it was time to take a stand and protect a member of their 

family." Courtney Zubowski/Spring "Now the 200 dollars a day starts around september 10th and the 

sardos say they're willing to pay that fine until the judge says it's ok for them to keep wilbur, and if the 

judge says it's not ok they'll think about selling their house. reporting from spring. courtney zubowski.> 

 

9/1/11  7am 

And just like that -- a 300 foot tall stack quickly becomes rubble and dust on the ground. The buzzi (booz-

see) plant imploded its smoke stack in independence. Demolition crews said the smoke stack had been 

inoperable for many years. Former employees met to watch the demolition. The buzzi plant still employs 5 

workers. 

 

9/2/11  8am 

Cher is going on the defensive. It comes after some people criticized her son, chaz bono, when he was 

added as the first trans-gendered contestant on "dancing with the stars."    cher is fighting back with a series 

of tweets defending her son's right to dance. 

 

9/4/11  7pm 

this labor day marks a somber anniversary for a wichita family. 10 years ago four year old jaquilla scales 

vanished in the middle of the night. She stayed the night at her grandmothers home and was gone the next 

morning. Scales would have turned 14 on march second. This is what she may look like. The last tip police 

received about her disappearance came two years. 

 

9/5/11  8am 

A blood drive isn't just about saving lives...but changing misconceptions. The campaign is called "Muslims 

for Life."  the group is holding Blood drives across the nation to mark the 10th anniversary of the 

September 11th terror attacks.  Event sponsors say it's their way of remembering all the lives lost on nine-

eleven by saving lives through  blood donation. They're also hoping to try to change any misunderstandings 

about their community.  <"For us, it's a matter of continuing to educate Americans, slowly but surely, to 

say 'here's what the truth is' and to demonstrate that through our actions."> The goal is to save 30-thousand 

lives through 10-thousand bags of blood. 

 

9/6/11  7am 

<) It's almost like owning your own lake. Jordan sanchez: 16:01:24 we got all the beach right here in the 

world...all to myself!  just a handful of people spent their labor day at cheney reservoir. long-time campers 

al stewart and brian sereno say this is one for the record books. Brian soreno: 15:55:30 we've been coming 

out here for years and this is probably the slowest we've ever seen it! Al stewart: 15:53:34 there's no one 

here.  In this campground there's usually a bunch of people.  Right now there's nobody here. Brian soreno 

15:55:50 it's good for us because we're out here and we pretty much got the run of the lake.      soreno has 

pictures of the algae bloom that forced the state to advise to people to stay out of the lake for much the 

summer...up until just before the labor day weekend. Jim grawe: the algae, the excessive heat, the bad 

economy....they all combined to create the perfect storm which rained down on this park all summer long. 

although you couldn't  blame the heat today Chris becker: 15:51:44 weather-wise you couldn't have asked 

for a better weekend. park ranger chris becker says the algae threat didn't go away until most people had 

already made their holiday plans.  now with the outdoor season coming to an end...he says its time to 

calculate the numbers and figure out how to make up for the lost park fees. meanwhile a cooler, wetter 



 

 

summer next year would keep the algae bloom at bay...and likely make this campground a less lonely 

place. jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.>           

 

9/7/11  8am 

The land in question may be outside of valley center city limits...but the future of the kansas coliseum 

couldn't be ignored at tuesday's city council meeting. <7:23:24 - the idea was floated out there that no 

matter what they should do some county commissioners felt they should retain 40 acres for building a jail 

satellite site.> meaning, if approved, a minimum security jail would sit just east of the community. And 

that's something that isn't sitting well with a lot of people. <stand-up - while tuesday's meeting didn't draw 

in a lot of people from outside of valley center like this neighborhood which is just northeast of the 

coliseum one man told us he was just hoping to get support from the neighboring communities.> <7:33:14 - 

the county needs to know valley center is not in favor of a jail on that property.> and very soon, they will. 

<7:24:29 - i would like the county to take this out of their thought pattern.> the council voted to draft a 

resolution that will be sent to the commission stating the city does not support the option...in the interest of 

the people of the community and the future potential of that land. <7:25:17 - i'm not a developer but if i was 

looking at developing that land and there was any kind of conversation about a jail going up next door to 

whatever i was going to develop there would be no way i would want to invest my money.> <7:33:22 - 

park city and kechi and bel air and all the rest of them need to tell the county the same thing.> it may just 

be an idea at this point... But it's one that people here don't want to go any further. In valley center, megan 

strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

9/8/11  7am 

Covering kansas this morning. Tattoo parlors may soon be allowed in downtown salina.      Right now it's a 

banned business there. City officials will be discussing whether to change that for a tattoo parlor that wants 

to move in."the board just looks at different uses and evolution of business types in a district. They felt that 

this is the right time since tattoos have become more main stream in our culture."  salina residents will have 

their chance to voice their opinions at a public hearing later this month. From there a final decision will be 

made by city officials. There are several tattoo parlors located in salina but this would the first downtown. 

 

9/9/11  8am 

you can look back at the events of nine-eleven. Just head to kwch dot com. There you'll find stories, videos, 

and photos from 10 years ago. You can also share your thoughts. 

 

9/11/11  7pm 

A fire causes extensive damage to a home in west wichita over night  it happened at a home on the 18-

hundred block of south Shefford court. When crews arrived, they found heavy smoke and flames 

throughout the home. < Carney- "we have a single family residence approximately 15-hundred square feet. 

Had heavy fire involvement throughout most of the house, crews did a good job, did an interior attack. Got 

most of it knocked down."> No one was home when the fire started.. Investigators are still trying to 

determine what caused it. 

 

9/13/11  7am 

The wichita city council will vote today on whether to approve tax incentives for a new downtown hotel. 

developers want seven-and-half-million-dollars in public funding. the proposed project is 21-million-

dollars and would go in at douglas and broadway.  it would be built inside an old bank from the 1920's that 

once housed the famed dockum drug store. in return for the hotel, developers want the city to spend more 

than seven million on land acquisition, a parking garage and an urban park.    

 

9/15/11  8am 

Winners of next months emmy awards... Will also get a sweet treat from wichita. Local business cheri's 

bakery is making cookies... To be put in gift bags for the news and documentary emmy awards next month 

in new york. They'll look like larry king's microphone... Since he's receiving a lifetime achievement award. 

The award's producers picked cheri's after finding her treats on line. “they didn't even ask for a sample 

either, they just looked at the work on our website.” “it says something about our work.” In all the bakery 

will make 800 sugar cookies. 

 



 

 

9/16/11  4pm 

A speeding ticket or housing violation will soon cost you more in the city of wichita.   The wichita city 

council will vote tuesday whether to raise jail fees and court costs.   It's one of the changes city manager 

bob layton proposed to help balance next year's budget. The council will vote to start charging inmates $48 

a day for every day they spend in jail.   Inmates would also be charged an additional $10 processing fee.  If 

you don't go to jail but still get a ticket, you'll also pay more.   Court costs would increase from $59 to $63.   

 

9/17/11  9pm 

Less than 24 hours remain in this years kansas state fair. If you've been to the fair you probably know there 

are a lot of options when it comes to food. But which one's are the top draws? Many pointed us towards this 

stand...where they're serving up deep fried cookie dough."it's and incredible amount...during a stretch here 

today we went through two cases in an hour,there's 200 cookies in a case." there's still time to get some 

deep friend cookie dough. Tomorrow is last chance day at the fair. While your there be sure to stop by the 

kwch booth. 

 

9/18/11  9pm 

It won't match last year...but kansas state fair officials say they're happy with the turnout this year. 

Beautiful weather greeted those who came on the last day. It was big crowd today...but overall attendance 

during the ten-day event didn't match last year. Final numbers won't be available for several days, but fair 

manager denny stoeklein says this year's roller coaster weather no doubt kept some people away. Still, he 

says it was a good one. <sot verbatim:We had ten great days of weather last year so its hard to compar to 

that.  The economy can be a challenge but what we've found the last two years that is a challenging 

economy, we tend to do better because I think a lot of of people made this more of a vacation.  > 

Comments from fairgoers back that up. They tell us the fair has been a welcome diversion from troubles in 

these tough economic times. 

 

9/19/11  8am 

Carb load for Komen Wichita Race for the Cure® with others the night before the race: Friday, September 

23. Not participating in the Race? You can still help …by eating pasta for the Cure! The event will be held 

at the Commons at the WaterWalk (west side of building). WaterWalk is located in downtown Wichita at 

515 S. Main. Free parking will be available in the WaterWalk and Gander Mountain garages. The Pasta 

Dinner will take place from 5:30- 7:30 p.m. The cost of a ticket is $25 and Carrabba's Italian Grill will be 

serving: Caesar Salad, Grilled Chicken Marsala, Pasta, Italian Bread, Chocolate Dream Dessert, Wine, 

Beer, and/or Iced Tea. So whether you're looking to gear up for the Race, or looking for a way to get 

involved that doesn't include lacing up running shoes, we want to see you! Thanks to our generous sponsors 

Carrabba's Italian Grill, WaterWalk and LDF, 100% of the revenues will directly benefit the Komen Mid-

Kansas Affiliate. The pasta dinner will be limited to the first 300. Purchase your ticket on line at 

<http://race.komenmidks.org/> or by calling 316-683-8510. 

 

9/20/11  9pm 

He's never even been there...but a salina man says... A case of mistaken identity has lead to more than two 

dozen tickets from the state of new jersey. Fact-finder 12 investigates. dean gipe says... despite his calls to 

the  turnpike authority in New Jersey..., the tickets kept coming.The turnpike authority accuses him of not 

paying the toll on a bridge. Each citation has a picture showing a semi-truck. That truck has the same 

license plate gipe *had* on his pick-up. The only difference...Gipe's was a veteran's tag. <sot verbatim:      

29:30 it's got the same exact numbers on it i don't know why they do that. > it finally reached a point that 

gipe called the "fact-finder investigators."   find out what Investigator michael schwanke found... tonight at 

10 on kwch 12. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

Inmates will soon be paying for their stay in jail. Sedgwick County charges cities 50 dollars a day for 

housing inmates on municipal charges. To offset the cost, the Wichita City Council voted to charge inmates 

48 dollars per day. Sedgwick county began charging for jail space in 2-thousand-8. 

 

9/22/11  8am 



 

 

Not since maurice evans picked wichita state 15 years ago has a local hoops star captured this much 

attention. Wednesday..wichita heights star basketball player, perry ellis  announced he'll be a jayhawk next 

fall. The 6-foot-8 power forward had narrowed his choices down to four schools. In addition to k-u, there 

was wichita state, k-state and kentucky. All four recently did an in-home visit with the ellis family... But in 

the end... Ellis says it was the comfort factor with ku and lawrence that made the difference."i've known for 

so long. Every time i've been there i've felt so comfortable there. There was some sense that that was the 

school. All the schools are great. I could succeed at all of them. It was just i felt so comfortable there." with 

his choice behind him... Ellis says he's ready to concentrate fully on his final season of high school 

basketball. You can find more about perry ellis, plus other up and coming athletes on our high school sports 

site... Catch it kansas dot com. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

After a fire earlier this month gutted its building--a hutchinson radio station is hoping to be back on the air 

within the week. The fire on september seccond caused an estimated quarter-million dollars in damage and 

quieted all four of the stations housed there. The stations will opporate from a temporary building for now--

but hope to be moved into a new permanent facility within a month. Station managers say they are waiting 

on one piece of equiptment--but they expect the stations will be back on the air in the next week. 

 

9/24/11  9pm 

Pink was everywhere at today's race for the cure....  As thousands gathered to raise awareness for breast 

cancer.  Thanks for joining us tonight i'm melody pettit.  This was a record setting year for wichita's susan 

g. Komen - race for the cure. More than 10-thousand people showed up to get their race on.  That's the most 

people the organization has ever had at one of it's races. The k-w-c-h team there to support our own kim 

setty.  Event organizers say with the boom in participants comes a boom in fundraising... They say it also 

shows just how widespread the disease is.  So far, this year's race has raised over 570-thousand dollars 

towards the fight against breast cancer. Fundraising remains open through october 15
th

. 

 

9/25/11  9pm 

With a state-controlled casino under construction south of wichita....  The oklahoma-based wyandotte 

nation still wants to build its own casino here just north of wichita.  But the u.s. Department of interior has 

to approve. 16:24:38 billy friend: it may take us longer than we want it to take but we feel in the end we'll 

be gaming and operating a nice quality facility in park city, kansas.  Monday is the deadline for the interior 

secretary to respond to a lawsuit by the tribe...which claims the secretary is taking too long to make a 

decision. However, the chief says the judge is likely to grant a 40 day extension.  Opponents of the 

casino...which include the state of kansas...contend that the wyandottes' casino in kansas city fulfills the 

government's land trust obligation to the tribe. So in other words, they say the tribe has no right to use more 

land for gaming. Glenn thompson 21:51:58:  it's just a very technically complex problem.  I wish it were 

simple.  Because if it were simple i think they would have turned in down long ago. Meanwhile the kansas 

attorney general has asked to be included as a defendant in the case....which the interior department wants 

moved from washington d.c. To federal court in kansas.  The tribe plans to file objections to both requests. 

Jim grawe: so what's the bottom line?  It may be that if a casino ever is built out here, it's a safe bet that 

construction is still a ways off.  In park city, jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

9/26/11  7am 

Kenyan nobel laureate Wangari Maathai (wahn-GAH-ree mah-T-EYE) has died.  Medical sources say the 

celebrated environmentalist died in a nairobi hospital where she was undergoing cancer treatment.  

Wangari Maathi, founder of the green belt movement, was 71. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

<Sometimes those pesky weather graphics escape from the weather segment. A loading ramp fell off of a 

flatbed trailer (giggles) headed northbound on i-15, i'm sorry. And shine where the sun ain't supposed to, 

giving anchors doing serious news the giggles. All right we're trying to figure this out folks. A jeep had 

stopped at crosswalk to allow pedestrians to cross the street. So what if it turns out the blooper was two 

years old, that the anchors don't even work at kidk in idaho falls anymore. Sorry this is a serious story folks. 

Once ellen degeneres played the clip on her new "local focal" segment. And ellen came out of it dodging 

her own graphics. Dr. Drew is on the show (applause)  that's not dr. Drew. The weather graphics gone 



 

 

amok went viral. 20 year old lincoln high school student josh foster was hit by a vehicle at 9:33 monday 

morning during (giggles). But even more aggressive than weather graphics are robotic cameras -- the robo 

cams. You really have to watch your back. Excuse me you never know where they'll go. The heavy rains 

across... Whoa what happened to camera 3! Especially in the old days. Oh whoa wait a minute take. After a 

couple of losses against yankees, the blue jays -- wah ohhhh. One merely gets you a motorcycle a rocking 

chair. Whoa where's one going. I should be over there folks. Push a wrong button, toggle the wrong way.  

Down boy, down, up upppp. Next thing you know. Amendment one is now part of the florida constitution 

and like it or not local governments say.. Like it or not the floor manager's stuck on camera. You have to 

find a way to make it work. Abc's 27 tom world checked with... Take a look. On danish tv, the camera 

attacked. Australian radiation service... (unintelligible) but if you really want to see a tv camera on a 

rampage. What the heck's wrong with that camera laughter. Don't let the laugh track fool you. This really 

happened on new england cable tv. Danger! Laughter. It's going to hit us. God it's coming. Anchors away. 

Jeanne moos, We're off the air. Cnn, live from camera one  new york. > 

 

9/28/11  4pm 

The story caught many people's attention from the beginning...when they first heard a child was forced into 

the man's vehicle... So we want to know...what do you tell your children to prepare them in case they're 

approached by a stranger?  tell us what you think...talk to us now on facebook and twitter...and we'll show 

some of your comments later in the show. on twitter, use the hashtag *KWCH news* 

 

9/29/11  7am 

In these times, cities are looking at every possible way to save money. Even if that means teaming up to do 

it. In a rare joint council meeting, bel aire and kechi board members discussed ways to join forces. 

Eyewitness news reporter michael schwanke explains. Bel aire and kechi are in a tough spot--the cities 

have run out of options, kechi only has 10 full time city employees, bel aire only has 28. A consultant 

says... Cutting people is no longer an option. But in an unusual move...the two cities are discussing ways to 

help  each other by consolidating some services. This was the first meeting--a workshop where both 

councils came together to discuss ideas. Some as simple as buying office supplies together-or sharing 

public works equipment. Some more extreme--like joining police forces...one of the biggest expenses for 

small cities. There were also ideas like privatizing city services--from maintenance to administration. And 

council members here say although it's a first for them...they wouldn't be surprised if more cities follow 

suit. 

 

9/30/11  9pm 

A twitter user-name is drawing some attention from Governor Sam Brownback's office. The twitter user-

name is "at Sam Brownback." The user is sending out offensive tweets and the governor wants it to stop 

Brownback's real twitter user-name is... "at gov-sam-brownback.”  The governor's office asked twitter to 

take action against the fake twitter user. Legal experts say... This account holder is not doing anything 

illegal. “it's protected speech, and one wonders who could read these posts and not identify it as parody and 

parody is protected speech” Twitter's rules of use allow... For parody accounts, as long as it's clear in the 

user-name that the account is a parody. 

 

 



 

 

 

Economy 
 

7/1/11  7am 

Gas prices continue to fall -- just in time for the fourth of july. The average price for a gallon of unleaded 

averages three-30 in wichita. Some stations are selling it for three-27 a gallon. Gas is down more than 30 

cents in the past month. But it may not go much lower. The price of oil has climbed in recent days but is 

still below 100-dollars a barrel. 

 

7/4/11  8am 

Fireworks will light up the skies tonight and will also bring in  big bucks . Taxes on the sale of fireworks 

generate just under one billion dollars nationwide. Some states that currently ban sales are now 

reconsidering.massachussetts and maine are both looking at legislation to legalize the sale of fireworks. 

 

7/5/11  8am 

Today is the last day to shoot off fireworks in wichita. But last night was the final night in salina. People 

there were excited to buy fireworks. This fourth of july was the first time you could buy and set off 

fireworks in the salina city limits in four decades. Tents all around the city say the untapped market created 

high demand. There were six tents selling fireworks in all. Operators of one tent say their salina location 

did more business than any of their other locations around the state. 

<sot verbatim: "opening up in salina has been huge for us. This last weekend has been madness. We have 

not been able to keep anything on the shelves. Soon as a box comes in people are taking out of the box. " 

we have a three year old granddaughter so we purchased some just for her. But we also bought some 

fountains for us to watch.">  the salina fire department says it didn't respond to any more calls than usual 

over the weekend. 

 

7/6/11  7am 

Christine lagarde holds her first news conference today as chief of the international monetary fund.  

Lagarde takes over following the resignation of dominique strauss kahn. He resigned amid charges that he 

sexually assaulted a new york maid.  Largarde will immediately be confronting a european debt crisis that 

threatens the global economy. 

 

7/711  7am 

For the first time since 2004.. The sales of music albums in this country are growing.  Overall album sales 

in the first 6 months of the year rose nearly 4 percent.. To almost 221 million. That figure includes the sales 

of compact discs and digital albums.  The top selling album was adele's "21".. Lady gaga's born this way 

came in second. 

 

7/8/11  7am 

The obama administration is making it easier for some out of work americans to stay in their homes. On 

august 1st...unemployed homeowners will be able to miss their mortgage payments for a full year - before 

facing foreclosure.  The grace period is currently three to four months.  The new rule only applies to loans 

that are backed by the federal housing authority - which make up about 14 percent of current mortgages. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

Don't expect to see gas prices go down any more for now. The lundberg survey found that the two-month 

drop in gasoline prices across the country has stopped due to steadying crude oil prices. The survey out 

today... Shows the average price of a gallon of regular gasoline is three-dollars and 62 cents. That's down 

just a penny over the past two weeks. The price is a 38-cent drop from the beginning of may, when the 

average topped off at four dollars a gallon. Prices in wichita are around 3-54. 

 

7/12/11  7am 



 

 

<in a market where sales are slow and prices are reduced... A government program is trying to keep more 

people in their homes. 56q 46:33 the biggest thing is it was meant to fill a void the others weren't able to 

help with.  The program targets those who've lost a job... And at least 15 percent of their income... And are 

behind on their mortgages.191 42:18 they have funds set specifically for rural areas. So metro areas don't 

dominate the funding.  400 people in kansas will be chosen for the assistance... Up to 50-thousand dollars.  

The money will first catch homeowners up on their mortgages... Then the rest subsidies their payments for 

up to two years. 3ug 45:04 many struggle to make the initial changes to allow them to afford what they 

have. In 2 years they can raise income and eliminate expenses to afford.  The goal is to keep homes out of 

foreclosure and off the market... And for individual families... To have a more stable financial future.> 

 

7/13/11  8am 

Winning the tanker contract may cost boeing in the short-term. Reuters reports the program likely won't 

turn a profit during the first phase of development..  Boeing could be on the hook for 7-hundred million in 

development costs. It budgeted 3-hundred million. Still the company insists it will be profitable. The 

company beat out eads to build the air force's new refueling tanker.  Some of the tanker work will be done 

in wichita. 

 

7/14/11  7am 

Continuing our coverage of the state's money troubles.  Sedgwick county plans to lay off 78 people. It's one 

part of the plan to cut 10 million dollars from next year's budget. The county isn't sure which positions will 

be eliminated just yet. The budget proposal also includes cutting funding to 25 different cultural and 

community agencies. To see details...head to our website kwch dot com. 

 

7/15/11  8am 

Covering the nation this morning... President obama plans to update the nation today on progress on debt 

ceiling negotiations. But time is running out as both sides remaining divided on how to reduce the deficit. 

No formal negotiations are scheduled for today...  But congressional leaders are meeting with their parties 

to discuss the latest proposals. After 5 days of meetings, republicans and democrats have not been able to 

come to an agreement... With each side blaming the other. <sot verbatim:  (vo) "i'm willing to compromise  

(oc)  but what we haven't seen is any willingness on the part of some congressional leaders to budge and 

inch." (sot - rep. John boehner/(r) house speaker) "the administration, our democratic colleagues still are 

not serious about cutting spending."> if there is no agreement by august second, the government may not 

be able to pay its bills...  Which could lead to a financial crisis.  Senate leaders are quietly working on a 

"plan b", which would give the president authority to raise the debt ceiling as a last resort. 

 

7/18/11  7am 

An aviation career fair will be hosted in salina today. The event starts at seven o'clock this morning at the 

salina airport hangar. People will get to meet with the local aviation workforce. If you're going to the job 

fair, remember to dress professional and take plenty of resumes. 

 

7/19/11  8am 

The borders books in west wichita will soon shut its doors for good... The struggling bookstore chain 

announced its closing all its remaining four hundred stores in a matter of days...after failing to find a new 

owner. The only remaining wichita location in new market square is now selling its inventory at a discount. 

11-thousand borders employees nationwide will lose their jobs.  Borders had more than 12-hundred stores 

less than a decade ago. The company struggled as more people bought books on-line, in electronic form 

and at discount stores.  Borders closed its rock road location earlier this year. It joins circuit city, mervyn's 

and linens `n things -- as major retail chains -- to closed during or after the recession. 

 

7/20/11  7am 

Also in the aviation watch....  Speea recommends union members reject the company's 10-year contract 

offer. The current contract expires monday. The union wants better wages, benefits and pension guarantees. 

Spirit says it remains focused on finding a fair and equitable solution. A contract vote is scheduled for july 

28. The union has not said whether there will be a strike authorization on the ballot...  Or if a rejection 

would lead to new contract talks. 

 



 

 

7/21/11  8am 

The bad economy means two kansas red cross offices will close... The red cross says it plans to shut down 

offices in great bend and colby by september 2nd. It's part of a nationwide re-organization to deal with 

increased costs of health and retirement benefits. Officials say safety classes, blood drives and emergency 

response will not be impacted... Since most are handled by volunteers... <sot verbatim: 0001jv :56 "really 

the best work that red cross does isn't in an office necessarily, but it's out in the field helping somebody 

recover from a disaster, applying cpr to save a life and those kinds of things" 1;07> the closings will result 

in two people being laid-off... Officials say it will save about 46-thousand dollars, much of which went to 

administrative costs... But will now go back to the local communities. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

Consumers who get turned down for credit are now entitled to see their report - and their score - for free.   

New rules went into effect thursday that require creditors to send the information if they deny you credit or 

give you less-than-favorable terms.  Consumers had to pay to see their scores before these new regulations 

were put into effect. 

 

7/24/11  7pm 

President obama is calling the two top democrats back to the white house for another meeting this evening. 

They'll be discussing how to raise the debt limit. Speaker john boehner has proposed a two part plan that 

would cut spending and raise the debt limit by one trillion dollars immediately. That's enough to last until 

the end of the year. It would also avert the current crisis while a larger deficit plan is negotiated. “i would 

prefer to have a bipartisan approach to solve this problem. If that is not possible, i and my republican 

colleagues in the house are prepared to move on our own.” Republicans want to show progress on a deal 

before the asian markets open late tonight. The white house however says the president will veto any 

measure that doesn't extend the debt limit through the next election. The deadline is just a little over a week 

away. 

 

7/25/11  8am 

New this morning... Two people familiar with the negotiations say the nfl and players have reached a deal 

to end the lockout. The people spoke on condition of anonymity because the process is supposed to remain 

secret and no formal announcement has been made. The nfl players association's executive committee is 

meeting monday and is expected to begin the voting process.  Owners overwhelmingly approved a proposal 

last week, but some unresolved issues still needed to be figured out to satisfy players. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

Airport construction projects across the nation are halted this week after the f-a-a shutdown. The wichita's 

mid-continent airport is not affected by the f-a-a's shutdown. The wichita airport authority says there are no 

f-a-a funded projects currently underway at midcontinent.  But because of a fight on capitol hill, the f-a-a 

operating authority expired last week... Putting dozens of airport construction projects across the nation on 

hold.... And thousands of federal employees out of work. Those working... Are air traffic controllers and 

faa employees who inspect plane safety, and test pilots. So far neither side is seems willing to a 

compromise. 

 

7/27/11  8am 

Newton city commissioners have proposed a three mil increase to next year's property taxes. That means an 

extra 30 dollars a year if you own a 100-thousand dollar home. Dozens of people packed city hall last night 

to tell commissioners to find other ways to balance the budget. The city's mayor said they've been able to 

pull money from reserves to make up for shortfalls in the past - but are quickly running out of money. The 

commission is expected to vote on the budget next month. You can find these stories and more online at 

kwch.com. Now...here's mark with your forecast. 

 

7/28/11  7am 

Nat montage... They train for months...in all 50 states...005dc/57:52  i'm from arizona.  59:46 houston 

0003ct/ 57:15 colorado to end up here...at the junior olympics. 0003ct/57:08 it's great really exciting to see 

seven thousand athletes run their fastest and jump their highest  0008ti/59:22 great for the kids. To make 

sure they do great...there are 50 thousand bottles of gatorade and water. 000234/42:32 we unload our water 



 

 

with forklifts. Once they're hydrated...and stop watching the clock...they leave ...and do one thing. 

00079z/58:43 we do spend quite a bit of money. Everyone here needs a place to sleep...all wichita hotels 

are sold out.  And they need to eat. 0025qy/ 9:39 they can really eat when they're competing. The wichita 

sports commission estimates this event will generate close to 20 million dollars for the wichita economy. 

00234/41:47 when money is circulating in the community it touches a lot of people's hands. Because while 

these athletes are here to race... 000234/8:44 the kids like the t-shirts. They also need souvenirs. 025qy/8:59 

we always go home with some metals so that outweighs at the end how much we pay. And that pays off for 

wichita by hosting such a large event.  Kh eyewitness news.  

 

7/29/11  7am 

Meanwhile, Hawker Beechcraft is in contract talks with its machinists... Union reps say they are needing 

resolve issues with health car, pay, and job security in the new contract. Union members will vote on a new 

deal next month. The current contract expires in just over one week. 

 

7/31/11  7pm 

Negotiators in washington say they are close to a debt deal. But the back-and-forth continues on capitol 

hill... With a deadline just around the corner. Eyewitness news reporter jessica stone has the latest from 

washington. A new deal is emerging in washington to finally end the debt-ceiling stalemate. "i can pretty 

confidently say this debt-ceiling increase will avoid default.""if there's a word right here that would sum up 

the mood, if would be relief." this, after pair of symbolic defeats .   Senate majority leader harry reid's plan 

was voted down today.  And speaker boehner's plan didn't make it through the senate friday.  Now, the 

white house and congressional leaders  are working on a plan to raise the debt ceiling  -  with one   one 

trillion in intial spending cuts.  "we're going to do it in two stages, but ultimately we need the same 

outcome, which is we need significant deficit reduction."a bi-partisan committee would then need to find 

further cuts. That would allow a second increase in the debt ceiling through early 2013. Late this afternoon, 

senator reid signed off on the agreement pending approval of fellow democrats.  A sticking point is whether 

an agreement would include a vote on a balanced budget amendment. It has *strong* support among 

conservative republicans, especially in the house. "i think the american people want to see a balanced 

budget.  That's where we stood and that's what we'll fight for." "holding out the threat that if you don't pass 

a constitutional amendment you can't let the economy continue, is really not a good faith bargain." if no 

agreement is reached on the borrowing limit, the nation will run out of money to pay its bills on tuesday. 

Nervous financial markets - and an anxious nation - will be watching. Jessica stone for cbs news, 

washington. 

 

8/1/11  8am 

It's a story we first told you about last spring -  that's when the u-s postal service first told the residents of 

goo-da springs that their post office could close. As eyewitness news reporter dave roberts found out - this 

week, they learned it's closer to a reality.for many residents of geuda springs...there's only one topic of 

conversation... “i think it's stupid. I mean, why close it down?” “it's a rotten deal“ the u-s postal service is 

reviewing post offices for possible closure to save money and consolidate...gueda springs is on that 

list...closing it down could save more than twenty thousand dollars... But that worries residents like nancy 

farris...she says she's seen too many businesses leave her small commiunity... “we used to have a 

combination bar and grocery store, you know that closed down, the gas station closed down” many 

residents describe the post office as the center of geuda springs...the town has less than a hundred 

people...and many go there for their gossip... “i want it to just stay the way it is i've had that mail box up 

there since 1965” the postal service says that if the geuda springs post office closes...mail service, both pick 

up and delivery will be done through the oxford post office...a town that's about 11 miles away... “price of 

gas keeps going up, we try not to go to town any more than we have to she says that she can't put up a mail 

box near her house because the way the delivery route runs...and that 11 mile trip for a new p-o box could 

just cost her too much..” “he's on social security, i'm on disability, you know, we don't get that much a 

month, may not get our checks next month” in geuda springs, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

8/2/11  7am 

<)It's the news machinists at hawker beechcraft have been waiting for... 

Details on what the company is willing to offer them in a new contract. <27:37 - there's a few things i don't 

like about it. I don't like the dollar for our pension for five years, it should be a little more but it ain't worth 



 

 

going out and walking in the heat over.> union members will head to the polls for the third time in three 

years on saturday - either voting to strike or ratifying a new contract. Union leaders are recommending the 

latter.  <18:25 - we had surveys, we went out and talked to the members and what they had to have in a 

contract and to a great degree we've been able to achieve that.> the five year contract keeps pensions in 

place, even for new hires. There would be no pay raises for the first two years... But one, two and three 

percent increases for the last three. And the costs of benefits would increase. <17:37 - we both felt we had 

to get to a place where everybody would come out ahead.> workers say they still need to read through the 

entire contract, not just the bullet points - but say they had feared it would be worse. <22:17 - we 

anticipated that...it's a relief, it is passes that is. I don't know if i'm gonna vote for it or not yet. I don't 

know.> <27:57 - this one i think we can live with.> but it will be the votes that have the final say this 

weekend. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

8/3/11  8am 

Continuing coverage of wichita's budget. Several people spoke during a public hearing at tuesday's city 

council meeting. They're happy the city is planning to keep saturday bus service. Others spoke out against 

the idea of closing a golf course. The city manager presented the idea as a way to save money to make 

improvements to the rest of the city courses. But some say letting the private sector take over golf might be 

the best option. “i think the golf courses need to be kept available and open to the public, if they need to be 

operated differently that would be fine.” The council will vote on the 2-thousand-12... 2-thousand-13 

budget next week. 

 

8/4/11  7am 

In a world of 4g phones, wireless internet and digital subscriber lines, folks in idaho are being left behind...  

A study of internet speeds in the Huffington Post says Idaho has the slowest internet service in the U-S.  

The company Pando Networks says it tracked downloads speeds of about four-million users over five 

months...  The end result found customers in Pocatello, Idaho waiting and waiting and waiting to get info.  

Locals say there just aren't enough options for fast downloading speeds.   

 

8/5/11  7am 

<Panic on wall street as the dow dropped 512 points yesterday...  Marking the worst one-day decline since 

2008.  "there's bad news about the economy." The reason for the drop?  Economic fears and anxiety 

connected to asia and europe  "We don't know what comes first the chicken or the egg, so it starts in Asia 

then it goes to Europe, then it comes here. The question is will that negative circle continue and i guess 

only time will tell." "And then you've got Spain and Italy with their own debt problems and quite frankly 

we've got more time than they do but when you look at our ratios of debt to GDP we're in the same 

neighborhood they are. So we need to do things to get the economy going and deal with unemployment but 

we're going to have start putting our own finances in order or face bigger problems down the road."  

Markets in japan were down almost four percent this morning.  Stocks in australia and korea also opened 

lower.  Some analysts say there is no need to sound the alarm here at home just yet.  "It's a large point drop. 

it's not a particularly enormous percentage drop. we've had a fantastic stock market recovery from the lows. 

We may very well be heading for a double-dip recession, but so far, things are not that terrible."  

I'm melisa raney reporting.. > 

 

8/7/11  7pm 

european central bank is holding an emergency conference on how to prevent financial collapse in italy.    

It is set to discuss possible purchases of Italian government bonds tonight.  Purchases of the bonds would 

be a risky step but could help drive down the interest yields that are threatening Italy's finances.    The 

phone meeting comes after officials discussed a way to minimizemarket turbulence in the wake of the 

downgrade of the U-S  credit rating. 

 

8/8/11  8am 

Markets from australia to asia fell this morning following standard and poor's historic downgrade of 

america's credit rating.  So far, S&P has been the only one out of 3 major credit agencies to strip the U-S of 

its triple A rating. Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner slammed the decision Sunday calling it - terrible 

judgment. 

 



 

 

8/9/11  8am 

continuing coverage of the world's market... Stocks in Asia fall again this morning following another huge 

sell off on Wall Street.  The Dow lost 634 points Monday - its biggest decline since December 2008. 

Analysts say investors are worried about the shaky economy in the U-S and the debt crisis in Europe. 

 

8/10/11  7am 

Big names with a big job ahead...   The first members of the bipartisan deficit reduction committee created 

by the debt ceiling compromise have been announced.   That group will try and find more than a trillion 

dollars in cuts to try and tame the deficit...all while trying to deal with their own different viewpoints.   This 

as americans look to washington for leadership on keeping the nation out of a double-dip recession.   Here's 

greg black with this report.  Their task...to flick away rampant deficit spending.... Tuesday 

evening...democrats max baucus -- john kerry -- and patty murray...were selected as the democratic 

senators who will serve on the so-called deficit reduction "super committee." when all the members are 

named...six republicans and six democrats will try and work out one point five trillion in deficit reduction 

by late november and get it to both the house and senate. While congress works to get deficit spending to 

decelerate...the federal reserve wants to get the engine of the economy to roar.... The fed has announced it 

will keep interest rates at near zero at least through mid-2013. Good news for borrowers but economists 

point out that... The fed doesn't have many bullets left in the holster. It can't lower interest rates very much, 

they can buy more assets but it's not clear that would make much difference. Neel kashkari oversaw the 

distribution of funds to troubled banks during the financial crisis. Washington is telling the american 

economy -- you're on your own that's why the markets are reacting the way that they are standard and 

poor's cited a lack of fiscal policy cohesion in their decision to downgrade u-s debt from it's triple a rating. 

I'm greg black reporting from atlanta.  

 

8/11/11  8am 

The global markets continue to fall as worries grow about the U-S downfall. European stocks bounced back 

after US futures rose one percent overnight. Meanwhile, investors are still concerned about the health of 

French banks. They carry a lot of the deep and mounting debts in Italy and Spain. Markets in Japan and 

Taiwan followed the freefall on Wall Street. “it's boring to say this again but it's true. As long as the 

markets are not secure any rumor can hit the markets, today, or tomorrow and the next couple of weeks and 

months.” Severe budget cuts in Italy have already triggered anti-government demonstrations.  French 

ministers cut short their summer break for an emergency meeting in Paris over the European debt crisis. 

The u-s weekly jobless claims could also be a key factor in the world markets in the coming days. 

 

8/15/11  7am 

When vice president joe biden travels to china this week, he'll likely face questions about the recent 

downgrade of the united states' credit rating.   China is the united states largest creditor... Holding more 

than a trillion dollars in u-s treasury securities.  The new ambassador to china, gary locke, assured the 

chinese government this weekend that its investment in the u-s is safe. 

 

8/16/11  8am 

The leaders of germany and france meet today to discuss europe's debt crisis.  Together, france and 

germany account for almost half of the eurozone's economic output. The two countries are taking the lead 

in pushing for reforms.  

 

8/17/11  8am 

Sony is cutting the price of its PlayStation three by 50 bucks. The move is an effort to boost sales of the 

five-year-old system.  You can now pick-up the base model for 250-dollars... A system with twice the 

storage space will cost you 300 bucks.  Sony's change is seen by analysts as a usual part of a game system's 

life cycle. Game console generations typically last four to six years...but sony's playstation move could 

prolong the current cycle.  

 

8/18/11  7am 

Spirit aerosystems and speea's wichita technical and professional unit will go back to the negotiating table...  

that's in this morning's aviation watch...  last month the union rejected a new contract... It would have 

covered about 23-hundred salaried employees who are not managers or engineers. Today the union said 



 

 

spirit agreed to go back to the table... And a federal mediator will observe. the two sides will go back to 

talks august 25th. 

 

8/21/11  7pm 

It's a big issue for families trying to pay the bills in these tough times. Groceries are more expensive now. 

Prices have jumped nearly four percent in the past year, and experts predict that to continue. Eyewitness 

news reporter elaine quijano has more. Elaine q: have you noticed your grocery bill has gone up?  Yes, 

definitely has by a lot. ..and over again food prices have gone up the gov't says about 4% does that surprise 

you? (camera pulls wide at very top of question) no, not at all. You noticed it?it's only 4 (laughs) So it 

seems like more to you? Seems like more, yeah. From beef to pork to pasta, it's been steady sticker shock at 

grocery stores this year for shoppers.since june of last year:  the price of milk has jumped by more than 7%, 

beef to 8.2%  and eggs? -a whopping 11 percent. We're all cutting down on those things (laughs) the price 

of eggs and other items of that nature are higher because energy prices are higher and it costs more to 

deliver material to get your egg and to deliver eggs fresh.  In addition the feed is higher and that is creating 

higher prices for many items, eggs, poultry, beef economist chris christopher says factors such as bad 

weather, droughts and a surge in global demand for food have also contributed to rising prices. Food is 

approximately 7 and half of household budgets.  But when the price increases….consumer confidence 

drops quite dramatically.  The way people shop for food // makes them very sensitive to those prices and of 

course, they're necessities.  What are you gonna do?  You're a prisoner to it.you gotta eat? I still have to 

feed my family.   ..a more expensive reality now .. And one… experts say will likely remain costly in the 

months ahead. 

Eq, cbs news, new york. 

 

8/22/11  8am 

Another down day  for the asian markets on fears the u-s economy may be headed back into recession. 

Although european markets are trading higher so far today.. And wall street is looking to open higher.  This 

after the dow lost more than 450 points last week, about 4-percent. 

 

8/23/11  8am 

There's a one in 4 chance the us will enter recession within a year, and no significant improvement is 

expected. That's the message from a new AP survey of leading economists. The results show they are 

growing more pessimistic, saying high unemployment and low consumer spending will hold back the U.S. 

economy into next year. They also predict the jobless rate will remain high at end the year at 9 percent. 

 

8/25/11  7am 

<Even though steve jobs has been sick for a long time; i think the timing of this announcement caught 

many people off-guard; steve jobs putting out a statement saying quote - i have always said that if there 

ever came a time when i could no longer meet my duties and expectations as apple's ceo, i would be the 

first to let you know. Jobs has been on medical leave since january and his departure as ceo is only going to 

fuel more speculation about his state of health. We don't really know how he's doing at this point but the 

fact that he's leaving of course will have many people thinking that his health is quite dire but we'll just 

have to wait and see how that unfolds. Of course the story of steve jobs is quite legendary, he starts apple 

with his childhood friend steve wozniak in his parent's garage, it becomes a global phenomenon. But we 

should point out it wasn't always smooth sailing. In 1985 steve jobs was actually forced out of apple, that 

was one year after the macintosh was released, despite all of its acclaim, the original macintosh didn't sell 

so well, and it led to some internal divisions in the company; about a decade later, steve jobs actually 

returns; and it's been called one of the greatest ceo tenures of all time, of course you have a string of hits 

with the iphone, the ipod and the ipad. And one person who was very instrumental in the success of all that 

is tim cook, who succeeds steve jobs as apple's ceo, tim cooke was the chief operating officer but tim cooke 

has been with the company a long time, a very trusted adviser to steve jobs and so many people think that 

apple will be in very good hands. Dan simon, cnn, san francisco. > 

 

8/28/11  7pm 

North carolina was the first to take a hit from irene. Businesses are spraying away the dirt and sweeping 

water out of their buildings. The outer banks of north carolina depends on tourist money. With labor day 

around the corner... businesses are racing to get back up and running. <sot verbatim:   (sot) "right now at 



 

 

the end of the season time money."> irene dumped more than a foot of water on parts of north carolina.   

Hundreds of thousands of people are still without power. The hurricane is also blamed for at least five 

deaths in the state.  Tonight at ten we'll talk to a woman with ties to wichita who decided to ride out the 

storm in north carolina to see her husband return home from afghanistan. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

Experts say Irene will have little impact on gas prices. Some analysts say the storm forced millions of 

Americans to stay home this weekend.... which could lower demand and in turn drive down prices.  Irene 

didn't really affect refineries on the East Coast, so fuel supplies won't be hurt. And since airlines grounded 

flights, and people didn't drive much in the storm, Lundberg suspects demand for fuel will drop. According 

to the Lundberg Survey... gas prices have held steady for the past two weeks. 

 

8/30/11  7am 

President barack obama has promised a jobs proposal next month. But he's facing limits that will make it all 

the more difficult to craft. budget cuts and a tight debt ceiling leave him with limited economy-boosting 

tools.  at a minimum, the president's plan will call on congress to extend current payroll tax cuts and jobless 

benefits.  he'll also ask to spend money for new construction projects and offer incentives to businesses to 

hire more workers.  economists say that would maintain the status quo, but not propel the economy to new 

heights. 

 

8/31/11  8am 

The 7-37 engine is getting a makeover. that was the announcement tuesday made by boeing in seattle. the 

engine is designed to be more fuel efficient.  but will airlines want it?  Angela Russell has the latest in our 

aviation watch this morning... 

 

9/2/11  8am 

Gasoline is near the highest it's ever been for this time of year.  According to triple-a the national average is 

3-63 a gallon.  The last time it was this high ahead of labor day was in 2008, when pump prices hit an 

average 3-68 a gallon. 

 

9/5/11  8am 

The United States Postal Service warns it may soon be in default.  The agency is struggling to pay its bills 

and might not be able to make a five-and-a-half billion dollar payment due this month.  The Postal Service 

is calling on Congress to step in to straighten out its finances. Postal officials warn the agency may be 

forced to shut down this winter if congress does not intervene. 

 

9/6/11  7am 

It will cost you a little more to ride wichita city buses starting today - fares for single bus rides in wichita 

increase 50 cents to a dollar-75.  para-transit van rides increase to 34-dollars for a 10-ride card. the city 

council approved the hikes in july as a way to keep saturday service.  the changes are expected to save the 

city more than a million dollars. 

 

9/7/11  8am 

Most private businesses don't invite customers to buy from their competitors.  but we found trisha liss 

dropping off a fedex package outside the post office.  she's not a big fan of the usps. Trisha liss 21 16:18:30 

maybe its time for a change.  Maybe there could be something else. postal officials concede there must be 

change...big change if the postal service is going to survive.  david gittrich says if its going to compete 

against companies like fedex and ups...it needs to run like a business, not a government agency. David 

gittrich 7 16:11:10 any other private business tries to cut expenses where they can and offer better, quicker 

services to attract customers, and i wish the post office would try to do the same things. the most immediate 

impact customers may see is the elimination of saturday mail service..if congress approves.Trisha liss 21 

16:17:20 we have gotten so accustomed to six days delivery, we're so used to that, our mail being there on 

time.  It will probably (dramatic pause) hurt us in the pride book more than the pocket book. Jim grawe 

standup: another result of the p-o's economic woes may be the fact that its munger station here on 13th and 

oliver just sits idle.  It's been closed ever since a  fire broke out here three months ago. postal officials 

say...this station will reopen - in the meantime...those with p-o boxes...are not happy customers...because 



 

 

they have to go all the way downtown to pick up their mail. Mechelle butler 16 16:12:10 you have a right 

as an american citizen to get your mail, i mean, i don't understand it.  while email and internet bill paying 

has taken business away...there's still a demand for many of the things the post office does.  but will 

lukewarm customers be any more satisfied with a trimmed down postal service?  it'll be up to postal 

officials and congress to deliver. jim grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

9/8/11  7am 

Traders will also be listening to federal reserve chairman ben bernanke today. He'll give a speech on the 

economic outlook for the u-s. Traders will listen for any clues about what steps the fed may take to 

jumpstart the economy at its september meeting. 

 

9/9/11  8am 

Americans borrowed more money in july than any other month in more than three years.  The federal 

reserve says consumer borrowing rose nearly 12 billion dollars in july... Led by strong demand for school 

and auto loans.  But americans cut back on using their credit cards. 

 

9/13/11  7am 

Another wave of layoffs is coming to wall street. Bank of america is cutting 30-thousand jobs over the next 

five years. the struggling bank says the move will save it 5 billion dollars a year. hours later goldman sachs 

said it will cut one thousand jobs after reporting poor quarterly profits. last month, u-b-s and credit suisse 

(sweece) were among the wall street banks announcing job cuts as the firms try to cut costs in a weak 

economy. <sot verbatim: There is real concern that this economy just doesn't have enough oomph from the 

private sector, in terms of business spending from consumers who are just not confident in spending to 

keep things rolling. > political analysts say when it comes to the economy voters look to the guy at the top - 

president obama. 

 

9/15/11  8am 

Facebook is taking its time going public.  The social networking site is preparing to launch its initial public 

offering towards the end of next year, much later than expected.  Ceo mark zuckerberg wants to wait until 

next september or later in order keep employees focused on product development rather than a big stock 

pay-out.  Other internet companies, groupon and zynga, have been holding back on their ipo plans because 

of stock market turbulence. 

 

9/18/11  9pm 

Republican lawmakers  are slamming an expected proposal by president obama to tax millionaires. Some 

describe  the new tax as 'class warfare'.  (SUND049) Paul Ryan House Budget Chairman  ''What it does is it 

adds further instability to our system, more uncertainty and it punishes job creation and those people who 

create jobs.'' The tax proposal on those making more than 1 million dollars a year  will be announced on 

monday as part of the president's plan to reduce the deficit. The proposal is referred to as the "buffet rule".  

That's a reference to billionaire warren buffet - who says the richest people in america pay a smaller share 

of their income taxes compared than anyone else. Former president clinton agrees.  He says the rich have 

benefited the most from the bush tax cuts. Bill clinton (sund035) Former president "If you look at the group 

that has had the biggest income increases and the benefit of most of the tax cuts of the previous 8 years 

before the Obama administration took office, those of us in that income group, we're in the best position to 

make a contribution to changing the debt structure of the country." Many republicans would rather see an 

overhaul of benefit programs like medicare and medicaid to meet deficit targets . They say raising taxes 

will only discourage investments. (SUND 047) Mitch McConnell Senate Minority Leader “Right now, 

we've got -- we've thrown a big, wet blanket over the private sector economy. We've borrowed too much. 

We've spent too much. // And now we're threatening to raise taxes on top of it. That's not going to get the 

economy moving. At least one democratic senator is in favor of raising taxes on some. (SATU059) Senator 

Dick Durbin Illinois SOT: Well, certainly on those who are wealthy and comfortable and wouldn't even 

notice it, yes!  Analysts say the millionare tax is likely to appeal to president obama's democratic base as 

the country heads into the 2012 elections.  

 

9/19/11  8am 



 

 

<(nats:) This morning, President Obama will roll out his new plan for carving more than THREE 

TRILLION dollars from the deficit. The proposal - which he says will cover the cost of his new jobs plan - 

is expected to include cuts to Medicare.... but roughly HALF of the money will come from higher taxes on 

the wealthy. (SOT: President Barack Obama) (Handout from The White House) "We'll pay for this plan 

and pay down our debt by following some basic principles: making sure we live within our means and 

asking everyone to pay their fair share." The President will call for an END to Bush-era tax cuts for couples 

making more than 250-thousand dollars a year. He'll also propose a minimum tax rate for millionaires. The 

so-called Buffet rule is named for billionaire Warren Buffet who himself says it's not fair that he pays lower 

taxes than his secretary. (SOT: Sen. Mitch mcconnell/Minority Leader) (Courtesy: NBC Meet the Press) 

"With regard to his tax rate, if he's feeling guilty about it, i think he should send a check." (STANDUP: 

Susan McGinnis/CBS News/Washington) Ahead of today's announcement... Republicans were already 

lining up against the plan. They argue the proposed tax hikes will only hurt the people who create jobs.  

(SOT: Rep. Paul Ryan/R-WI) (Courtesy: Fox News Sunday) "Class warfare may make for really good 

politics but it makes for rotten economics." Instead, many conservatives are pushing for a sweeping reform 

of the nation's tax code. Still - President Obama is expected to make it clear today that EVERY American 

must share the burden of reigning in the deficit. He'll reportedly threaten to take Medicare cuts OFF the 

table... if Republicans don't agree to the new tax hikes.Susan McGinnis, for CBS News, Washington.>  

 

9/20/11  8am 

Welcome back - checking today's top stories -  paying your debt to society may take on a new meaning in 

wichita - the city will vote today on whether to charge inmates jailed on municipal charges for their jail 

stay. It would be 48 dollars a day for anyone convicted of charges like domestic violence and d-u--i. The 

city is trying to offset the cost it pays to the county to house inmates. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

union officials say a tenative contract between general motors and the united auto workers would save or 

create more than 6 thousand factory jobs. it would also raise base wages for entry-level workers and replace 

traditional wage increases with profit-sharing. g-m workers are expected to ratify the contract next week. 

 

9/22/11  8am 

United airlines is taking another step to combine its frequent flier program with continental's.  It's boosting 

rewards for people who buy some of the most expensive tickets instead of just those who fly the most 

miles. It's also adding adding an expiration date, which will be new for continental frequent fliers. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

Americans are swiping their credit cards like it's 2008... The amount of credit card debt added in the second 

quarter is up 66 percent from the same time last year.  That report comes from a credit card research firm. 

The firm says the last time consumers charged up this much debt in the same time period was back in 2008-

- several months after the recession began. 

 

9/26/11  7am 

self-service checkout lanes are phasing out in the consumer watch.... Supermarket chains like "big y foods" 

says it can offer better customer service when dealing directly with the shopper.  the grocery store chain has 

more than sixty locations in the new england area. some shoppers say they're disappointed because they 

like the convenience of the self-checkout lanes.  but studies find they're in the minority. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

and s-and-p could be in the cross-hairs of the s-e-c.   the securities and exchange commission is considering 

civil action against the firm...for its 2007 ratings of mortgage investments that turned out to be worthless. s-

and-p consistently gave good marks to the mortgage-backed securities.  the demise of those securities then 

contributed to - if not started - the 2008 financial crisis. 

 

9/28/11  4pm 

And a new report out says tablet users spend more money online.  U-s consumers spent 150-billion dollars 

shopping online last year...  And while only 9-percent of online shoppers own tablets - the ones who do 



 

 

typically spend more time and money online. Some companies are catering to that market... Creating tablet-

friendly websites that load faster and make shopping easier 

 

9/29/11  7am 

Fed chief ben bernanke says long-term unemployment is a national crisis. During a speech wednesday, he 

called the country's labor woes --quote-- "unheard of" and suggested congress take further action to spark 

the jobs market. 

 



 

 

 

Education 
 

7/8/11  7am 

"obviously we got the ruts out there and there's what's left of the goal post." the valley center 

superintendent says two vandals destroyed grounds near the new valley center high school. Security 

cameras caught people using a front end loader to destroy a large truck. They also used equipment to knock 

down football goal posts and uproot trees. Damaged is estimated in the thousands of dollars. <sot verbatim: 

10:55 "you know i thought a lot about that had a lot of people comment, you know what would go through 

somebody's mind, to do that, i can't even respond to that question, it has no logic and no common sense to 

it. 11:05  > the damage is not expected to affect any school activities. The sedgwick county sheriff's 

department is investigating. 

 

7/13/11  7am 

The state board of education wants a 500-million dollar increase in funding for schools next year.  

Members approved the request tuesday.  Staff will finalize the proposal then send it to the governor.  Board 

members say the increase would fund items state law requires public school districts to provide.  Last year 

the legislature cut per-pupil state aid by 2-hundred-32 dollars. 

 

7/17/11  7am 

Kansas lawmakers will learn this week how well they did cutting spending... Preliminary numbers show the 

state is starting the next fiscal year with 175 million dollars in the bank. That's a far cry from one year ago, 

when lawmakers were facing a 500 million dollar deficit. They trimmed close to 800 million dollars from 

the state budget... Including cutting some school funding. With the budget improving, school officials are 

asking those funds to be restored. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

<) nats of talking about computers it may be a long way from a medical office. But the tech things taught 

here mark the first day for eight medical school students.  And they are learning closer to home. Whitney 

16.11.56  i was born and raised in wichita  jordan 16.22.11  i graduated from derby hs caitlin 16.18.04  i 

came back and did my undergrad at wichita state, and i've just been here every since. 11  monday marked 

the first time first year medical students sat in this wichita classroom. Dr. Dennis valenzeno 16.27.00  now 

for the first time, students coming into the wichita campus will be able to take all 4 years right here in 

wichita. 09 before, they spent two years in kansas city... And could chose to finish at the k-u school of 

medicine in wichita. And that meant a lot of students never considered wichita.  Nats from classroom  but 

this class marks a departure from that.   Kyle rowe 16.15.55  i don't think it's pressure.  I think it's a unique 

opportunity. 58  caitlin 16.18.47 it was close to home, it was historical, and i thought it would be a great 

experience. 50   and with the smaller class size --  whitney 16.12.25  there's 175 here in kansas city, and 

there's 8 of us here in wichita.  29 the chances of success increase significantly.  Kyle 16.16.02  i thin it's 

pressure for the staff.  They've got to make sure we succeed. 07 and with that...   16.20.40  i would love to 

be a physician in wichita.  The chances the students become doctors in wichita and western kansas. Dr. 

Dennis v 16.27.09  and there are a lot of studies that show where you do medical school, where you do 

your residency, those are major influences to where you practice. 19  this year, there are eight first year 

med students in wichita.  But next year... That will expand to 28.  And in the future... Maybe more. Nats 

out for 9 rg, kwch 12 ewn for 10.> 

 

8/4/11  7am 

a court ruling today could mean more money for three kansas community colleges... the ruling requires the 

board of regents to recalculate the amount of funding for community colleges in pratt, dodge city and 

cowley county.  the schools sued over the formula determining their share of technical funding. The 

schools claim it meant they didn't get as much as other colleges with similar courses. 

/8/11  7am 



 

 

The wichita public school board is collecting school supplies for children who don't have all they need for 

this school year. All supplies need to be taken to tonight's school board meeting starting at six o'clock. The 

meeting is at north high school.. 

 

8/9/11  7am 

Continuing our education coverage...  Last night, the public school board in hutchinson unanimously 

approves next year's budget.  The budget sets a general spending fund of just over 29-million-dollars.  

Meanwhile, state aid for students was cut dramatically for the school year  the district was looking at a 

budget gap of one-point-4 million dollars... And that's with the student aid cuts and additional costs for 

utilities and other unavoidable expenses. 

 

8/18/11  7am 

The new school year is in full swing... And that means an earlier start time for some students.  five wichita 

schools are beginning classes earlier this year.  The early start time means an earlier start for kids who have 

to be ready for the bus. The reason is because of budget cuts to school funding this year and last.  So is the 

early start time a good thing?  it's as story you'll only find at kwch dot com. <sot verbatim: sot verbatim: 

"This is KWCH.com reporter Rebecca Zepick White. Some Wichita schools are starting as early at 7 a.m. 

Go to our website to learn how the early morning start times are affecting students." > 

 

8/23/11  7am 

ichita passed a school bond measure back in 2008...but the money may not be used entirely as planned.a lot 

has changed since that bond was developed... the district has lost 50-million-dollars a year in operating 

funds from the state... the trouble is over new schools under construction... like two in bel aire.  the district 

may not operate those schools as planned. <sot verbatim: SOT (from PKG) Maybe the building is supposed 

to be a k-8 and it will be just an elementary school. thats what we will have to work through in the coming  

months.  > new schools would also change the boundaries of who goes where in the district.  

superintendent john allison admits those decisions could be controversial.  but he would like them made by 

february. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

We live in a society where people keep an eye on rankings -- everything from trending topics on the web to 

the b-c-s college football teams.  most of those lists don't affect the general population directly.  but u.s. 

news and world report's annual college rankings can make an impact on students, parents and the 

institutions themselves.  steve perry looks at whether that's a good thing. 

 

8/31/11  7am 

<College and parties go hand in hand, but this fall, new students at the u of oh may learn to think twice 

before drinking too much. thanks to a new web-based program called alcohol e-d-u. {04:41:25-

04:41:30}(it's meant to go through and assess where they're at with their knowledge of alcohol and how it 

affects the body, the mind.) 4,200 new students will enter the u of oh this fall.  And everyone under 21 will 

have to take the two phase online program.{04:41:57-04:42:02}(there are several modules that students 

will go through and learn by reading. It's very interactive, there's videos, there's questions.)  Substance 

prevention and student success director jennifer summers says each portion is no more than 2 hours 

long.{04:43:14-04:43:19}(it's a very unique program that's very personalized and gives a lot of feedback 

based on where they're at.){04:48:07-04:48:17}(so why target new students that are under 21 and not all 

students? Well the university says those new students are the most vulnerable when it comes to alcohol 

use.)  Students i talked to on campus today had mixed reactions to the new program.{04:35:49-

04:35:56}(in high school the drinking scene was a lot more calm and in college it accelerates a lot 

obviously.) {04:34:29-04:34:34}(any awareness that can be spread about it is not a bad thing for sure.) 

{04:37:38-04:37:45}(I think that it would be kinda boring honestly but in the long run it could help them.) 

{04:43:31-04:43:38}(it's one part in the grand comprehensive strategies for making sure that this is a 

healthy, safe campus here for our students.)  In eugene i'm kn> 

 

9/13/11  7am 

Your child could go to a new school next year. the wichita school board sets a timeline for when decisions 

about new boundaries will be made. those decisions could affect where your child goes to school in the fall 



 

 

of 20-12. The lines need to be re-drawn because the district is building five new schools. But what's 

complicating the issue... Is that it may not be able to afford to open the schools the way it originally 

planned because of budget cuts. the first public meeting on the boundaries will be held on september 28th. 

 

9/20/11  9pm 

The missouri board of education votes unanimously to strip the kansas city school district of its 

accreditation status. Now the school district has two years to improve or it could face a state takeover. The 

state education board revoked the district's accreditation after it failed for several years to meet most of the 

state's academic performance standards. The district officially loses its status on January first.  Parents can 

start transferring their kids to accredited districts in January, if they choose to. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

Time finally ran out for the kansas city school district. The kansas city star reports the state of missouri 

made its decision tuesday to strip the district's accreditation. The change doesn't take effect until january 

first. The delay will give kansas city and its neighboring districts time to sort through a host of 

complications...including the possibility of families seeking to transfer out of the district. The district has 

two years to turn around its flagging performance. Accreditation allows students to gain greater access to 

federal loans, scholarships, postsecondary education and military programs that require students attend an 

accredited institution. 

 

9/26/11  7am 

Just days after presdient obama says he'll consider allowing states to opt out of parts of no child left 

behind...kansas may be doing just that. A kansas official says the state will most likely consider seeking a 

waiver to the no child left behind education law.  The state board of education would decide 

Whether to ask for the waiver.  The u.s. Department of education rejected a waiver sought earlier this year 

by kansas. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

Wichita school board members hear more details about boundary changes. The district plans to tell parents 

more about it in a meeting wednesday. It will re-draw many boundaries for next school year as it builds 

five new schools--including some in bel aire. That means students could be forced to change schools. 

 

9/28/11  9pm 

Superintendent john allison promised parents it would be an open discussion.doug 33:45 seems like its 

early in the process, seems like we don't know much but hopefully that will change tonight. The wichita 

school district held its first meeting for parents on boundary changes wednesday. Changes that could affect 

where their child goes to school. Sylvia 29:02 i don't like changes, i like where my kids go now. The re-

districting makes way for five new schools under construction. Two of them are in bel aire... Where harold 

smith is the mayor. Mayor 38:57 we worked hard building a sense of community and it would damage that 

sense if the kids went to different schools. But that could happen... Depending on how the lines are drawn. 

Maps won't be made public though... Until next year. Doug 35:07 to me make sure they put the kids first 

and not a business not lose track of the kids they are doing their jobs and considerig whats importatn. 

Allison said he wants parents to help them come up with a plan... He wants the school board to vote on it 

by march. Denise hnytka kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 



 

 

 

Environment 
 

7/1/11  7am 

Firefighters in new mexico say efforts to keep a raging wildfire from the los alamos nuclear lab appear to 

be working. They're laying down a line of foam to help keep the fire from spreading. Even though progress 

is being made, local residents won't be allowed to return home until sunday at the earliest. The blaze has 

burned about 145 square miles in less a week. 

 

7/4/11  8am 

Fire officials in new mexico know what started the state's largest wildfire. They say it was a tree that fell 

onto power lines. The fire was especially worrisome...because it burned so close to the los alamos nuclear 

laboratory. The lab is where the u-s developed its first atomic bombs and it still has large amounts of 

nuclear material. Los alamos and nearby communities were evacuated nearly a week ago.  About 12-

thousand people have now been allowed to go home. The fire is about 20-percent contained.    

 

7/6/11  7am 

The los alamos national laboratory reopens today in neighboring new mexico. The largest fire in that state's 

history forced its closure last week. The fire is still burning -- but the lab and the town around it are out of 

danger. Residents returned home this weekend. The lab will check each of its 2-thousand buildings before 

they are allowed to reopen. 

 

7/7/11  7am 

<sot verbatim: this is the first time that there has been a bear caused-human fatality in yellowstone in 25 

years. >  a grizzly bear kills a man in yellowstone park wednesday morning.  The national park service says 

he was hiking with his wife along a trail when he surprised a bear with her cubs.  The bear attacked the man 

in an attempt to defend her cubs.  Some nearby hikers heard the wife yelling help and called police.  All 

trails and back-country campsites have been closed until further notice.   

 

7/8/11  8am 

Bad weather is threatening to delay the last space shuttle launch. Liftoff of atlantis is scheduled for later 

this morning.  The shuttle and its crew of 4 astronauts are delivering food and other supplies to keep the 

international space station stocked through 20-12. 

 

7/10/11  7pm 

A hiker is killed by a bear at yellowstone national park this week. But he's not the only person to be 

confronted by a bear recently. The bear approaches hiker erin prophet. And she has no where to go. The 

bear doesn't charge her but isn't backing down either. Erin gets ready to make a swim for it... But then 

kayakers paddling nearby drag her across the lake to safety. <sot verbatim: "when the guys in the kayak 

offered to pull me across that seemed like a better plan because the bear seemed like it wanted to be down 

there by edge... Patrick: i have to ask you how afraid were you? A: i was pretty afraid! I really was."   > 

rangers say injuries from bear attacks at the park are rare. There's only about one each year. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

Astronauts aboard the shuttle atlantis have a full day ahead of them. They will spend today moving a carrier 

out of the shuttle to the international space station. The 21-foot-long carrier is full of food, clothes, and 

other needs for the space station. The supplies are enough to keep the outpost going for a full year. 

Meanwhile, nasa officials are keeping a close eye on a piece of space junk this morning. It could come 

dangerously close to the shuttle atlantis and the international space station during a spacewalk tuesday. 

Nasa says the object could stay at a safe distance but experts won't know for sure until tomorrow. 

 

7/13/11  8am 



 

 

The u-s coast guard has called off the search for seven americans missing off the coast of mexico. The 

fishermen were on a charter fishing boat that sank more than a week ago.   About three dozen people 

survived the disaster, many by swimming for hours to shore.  The coast guard says its "deepest sympathies 

go out to the friends and families of those missing men." 

 

7/15/11  7am 

The governor of oklahoma is calling on residents to pray for rain on sunday... The on-going drought in the 

sooner state contributed to 140 wildfires this year alone... And has led to significant hardships for farmers. 

 

7/17/11  7pm 

The heat wave is even making the pool too hot. So some owners are getting creative. This pool's water at an 

omaha amusement park reached 90 degrees on saturday. Their solution was to....dump two tons of ice into 

it. The park owner hopes the ice will help cool it off at least ten degrees. 

 

7/18/11  7am 

Tropical storm bret forms in the atlantic near the northern bahamas. A tropical storm watch was issued 

from the area late last night. Bret is off the shore of the bahamas... And is moving east and away from the 

united states at about 3 miles per hour.  

 

7/19/11  8am 

24:51 when you walk up to the meters...most of them are spinning. Sid ratzlaff spends his day out in the 

heat -- reading meters for westar ... 28:22 you can deal with the heat if you...just take it easy while he's 

taking it slow -- the meters he measures are not - a sign that demand is high right now... You can see the 

disc that's spinning a lot faster than it normally woud and that indicates there's a good load on our system 

westar energy says... Your air conditioner is to blame for those higher-than-normal electric bills this 

summer - an a-c unit could make-up 50 percent of your bill... Ratzlaff can see the difference...26:28 the 

electrical usage go from double to triple ...from say last month most people tell him...the extra price is 

worth it... But they still hope he could give them a break... 26:58 you don't see many people as you walk 

around in this 100 degree heat but the ones that i do talk to will say...just skip me this month...((cover?)) Or 

27:10 or cut my bill in half, give me a low reading...and i just say... Yeah, i'll do the best i can...27:19 but i 

want to keep my job too 

 

7/20/11  7am 

A lightning strike sparks large grass fire in wyoming monday. It's considered one of the largest fires to 

threaten the black hills in nearly five years...  The fire has since spread into south dakota.   About 44-

hundreds acres are charred.  A couple of trailers and an outbuilding were consumed by the fire but officials 

say no homes are threatened.  No word on when the flames may be contained.   

 

7/21/11  8am 

Hurricane dora is moving away from the western coast of mexico. Category 4 storm left behind lots of 

flooding. The water flooded streets, and homes. Mexico has no major oil installations on its pacific coast, 

but sugar- and coffee-growing cropland in southern states could be soaked. Dora is forecast to strengthen 

some before weakening on friday.  A tropical storm watch is in effect for the some areas along the coast. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

The alarm clock going off a little earlier this for some workers. That's because some companies have 

shifted to summer hours to avoid the heat. Construction sites have done this for years. But other places are 

just beginning the shift this year -- and some are shifting several hours earlier. <sot verbatim: john s 

23.23.50 we have a crew coming in at 4 o'clock tomorrow.  (4 am?) In the morning, yes. 55 /// 23.24.05 and 

we're going to be working on a building that's metal with an asphalt parking lot.  And the only way to make 

that happen is to come in that early. 12 > of course, if you don't get to go in early to beat the heat -- drink 

plenty of water and don't push yourself too hard. 

 

7/25/11  8am 

A thunderstorm rolled through our area sunday afternoon...causing at one point more than 4-thousand 

people to lose power in sedgwick county. The outage knocked out several traffic lights... Police were sent 



 

 

to the affected intersections to direct traffic. A lightning strike destroyed this 20-year old pear tree in 

haysville. Nobody was hurt but it came just feet from the house.    Elsewhere...residents saw minor damage 

from the storm... Like flooded intersections and downed tree limbs. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

The triple digit heat may be keeping people from getting the immediate care they need... Emergency room 

doctors at via christi say, instead of an early evening rush, they're seeing *more* people come in after 10.  

Doctors say they're waiting until it's a little cooler to get check out...  It's also meant longer hours for 

staff...3:27:32 "when i worked last friday night for example the physician who normally gets off at 3 in the 

morning was here until 5 in the morning and we were both hoppin and it was busy" 13:27:48>  doctors say 

the people waiting to come in do not usually have life-threatening conditions... And could wait to see the 

family doctor the next day. 

 

7/28/11  7am 

<sot verbatim:  0003CT/57:13 No ,it's not this hot in Colorado.  005DC/ 

57:52 I'm from Arizona, I'm okay right.>  where you're from dictates how those attending the junior 

olympic track meet are handling this heat. Close to 10-thousand youth athletes are competing at Cessna 

Stadium over the next several days... That doesn't include parents, coaches, and fans. Organizers also 

brought in 50 thousand bottles of water and gatorade to keep athletes hydrated. 

 

7/29/11  7am 

storms in dodge city are to blame for some damage on Thursday. the national weather service there says a 

possible microburst took down power polls. A power line also fell on a vehicle with a person inside.That 

person was eventually rescued. 

 

8/1/11  8am 

Back in Kansas -  an eastern Sedgwick county home is a total loss after a fire Sunday afternoon -  

firefighters were called to this home near 21st and 159th street east, near Andover. Officials say the 

homeowner burned off some weeds in a flower bed -- then covered the area once he thought the fire was 

out... By the time crews arrived - more than half the house was in flames. Firefighters say the extremely dry 

conditions helped fuel the fire.  “anytime you do any kind of outside buring even we firefighters have to 

make sure we have fully extinguished the fire because it is so dry, it may flare up on you, even several 

hours later." the home as well as the truck are considered total losses.... 

 

8/3/11  8am 

Meanwhile ...triple digit temps continue to put pressure on kansas crops... More than a third of the corn 

crop is in poor condition... Part of that's because the extreme heat came during a critical pollination stage... 

The same is true of sorghum and soybeans... With nearly 40 percent of each crop in poor condition. 

 

8/4/11  7am 

Storms blew through the wichita metro area wednesday night. rain filled the streets in west 

wichita...causing some brief local flooding. The storm also caused some minor wind damage in some areas 

around town. Games at the NBC tournament were delayed until 8 this morning. 

 

8/5/11  8am 

<"I've been out here when there was water in it and now there's nothing. We're definitely going through a 

drought." for more than 50 years, this once large lake has been a popular place to camp, swim, boat and 

fish. The severe drought has now ended that. And all that's left is a dry lake bed. Which crunches under 

your feet. "There's a lot of fish that we've seen on television that have died of course with no water. That's 

what you can expect."  "but what's even more remarkable is the small amount of water that is left. A pool 

that's collecting under this concrete pillar, about 300 yards from this boat ramp. It's attracting a lot of 

attention." "It's kind of a shock once you walk up on it and it kind of hits you in the face." Earl nottingham 

is a photographer for texas parks and wildlife, documenting the drought -- and came out to get pictures of 

this phenomenon. A pool of water that's so red it looks like blood. "I've never seen anything like it. I've 

seen several different types of algae but not this type of red algae, if that's what it is."  scientists do believe 

it's a specific kind of bacteria that's causing the unsettling color - and has also killed all the fish. "This has 



 

 

been one of the most surprising things I've seen so far." "I think it's crazy." these two local girls came down 

to check it out for themselves and think it's more of a sign from above. "It's in the Bible. It says that the 

water is going to turn blood red. So you never know when He's going to come." whatever the cause or 

belief, scientists do think the mystery is temporary.  "It is sad to see it, but it's nature and it happens. It will 

happen again. Rains will come back. It'll get filled up -- filled up again." > 

 

8/8/11  8am 

New this morning...  Severe weather blows through the kansas city area knocking out power to thousands. 

The kansas city star reporting this morning more than 50-thousand electrical customers were without power 

sunday in the kansas city area. The storm tore down power lines and knocked over several trees.  

Meanwhile, here in wichita severe storms sunday night... Caused very little damage.  Westar energy 

reporting about two-hundred customers without power.  

 

8/9/11  8am 

If last month felt a little hotter than usual... That's because it was. According to a new government report, 

july was the fourth hottest month on record. In the past 30 days, more than 37-hundred high temperature 

records have been set or tied across the nation. Oklahoma and Texas had their warmest months ever on 

record, with average highs in the upper 80's.  Temps in Dallas exceeded 100 degrees on 30 out of the 31 da 

 

8/10/11  7am 

Many of you sent us your storms on facebook last night. Including taryn crawford in hays. She posted this 

picture of hail piled up on her back porch. Also on facebook was this picture of from todd nilson in the city 

of russell. He says small hail and strong winds hit the area last night. You can also see leaves scattered 

across his front yard. Send us your weather pictures to stormshots@kwch.com. Again, that's 

stormshots@kwch.com 

 

8/15/11  7am 

Authorities in indianapolis are investigating after a high gust of wind caused a deadly stage collapse over 

the weekend.  The accident happened just before the band sugarland was to take the stage at the indiana 

state fair saturday night.  Five people were killed... 40 were hurt.   Melisa raney has the latest.... It's difficult 

to watch... As an evening of music and fun at the indiana state fair takes a turn for the worst.  Five people 

died after strong winds brought down the metal scaffolding stage onto a crowd waiting to see the band 

sugarland saturday night  "the clouds and the sky all the sudden turned really dark and pitch black and it 

was coming straight at us." People rushed to help... "make sure you've got her neck. One, two, three!" 

"there was a people trying to lift the scaffolding up. There was a bunch of us able to lift it up just enough 

people pulled her out." "i know that those who were rescued and those who would've been more seriously 

hurt without their help are profoundly grateful today and i am on their behalf." Crews began sifting through 

the debris, sunday .. Trying to determine how the accident happened.  The national weather service 

estimates winds were at 60 to 70 miles per hour... That's almost hurricane strength.  

"it's unclear to me at this stage how anyone could have foreseen a sudden, highly localized blast of wind in 

one place... As they pointed out mere yards away there were other vulnerable structures that weren't harmed 

in that way." The fair will re-open this morning... Starting with a service to remember the victims of the 

collapse. I'm melisa raney reporting. 

 

8/16/11  7am 

the latest this morning...  On a gas leak that evacuated a third of a town in southeastern kansas. The 

chautauqua county sheriff says he hopes to have residents back in their homes before the day's end.     

Work will begin again around 8 this morning.  county officials thought the leak from a gas station had 

stopped... But it started up again late monday night. K-d-h-e tested the sewer system after several people in 

town reported a strange smell. 150 people were evacuated and are now staying at area shelters.  the sheriff 

says there was a chance the gas fumes could get into people's homes and ignite.  People have taken the 

inconvenience in stride. <sot verbatim: lady 52:44 he said you got to get out of here now, he meant now, 

you got to go. > health officials will be there this morning installing a trench in the ground that will help 

stop the gas from leaking into the sewage system. 

 

8/18/11  7am 



 

 

No one was hurt when strong winds knocked part of a tree into a house in rose hill. It happened after a 

severe thunderstorm rolled through areas south of Wichita last night.  Wind speeds reached up to 65 miles 

per hour. The tree broke a window, ripped up the siding of the home, and broke the gutters.  Firefighters 

came in to help remove the debris from the home.  

 

8/22/11  8am 

Irene is now a hurricane and its projected path will take it toward the u.s. coast later this week.  Hurricane 

irene is moving over puerto rico and headed for hispaniola, the island shared by the dominican republic and 

haiti.  Nearly 600-thousand haitians still live without shelter after last year's earthquake. 

 

8/23/11  7am 

new this morning... People in western kansas probably woke up late last night to trembles. It comes 

following a strong earthquake in southern colorado. the 5-point-5 magnitude quake hit near the town of 

trinidad about 11-45.  it's about 180 miles south of denver.   Officials say a few homes have been damaged. 

They're also investigating a few rock slides.  The late night quake follows two smaller ones in the same 

area from earlier in the day. 

 

8/24/11  8am 

Hurricane irene is being blamed for one death in puerto rico. Officials say a 62-year-old woman drowned 

while trying to cross a bridge in a car over a flooded creek.  The storm left widespread damage on the 

island, leaving about 600-thousand electric customers without power at its peak.  President barack obama 

has signed an emergency declaration for puerto rico, providing for federal disaster assistance.   Tourists on 

a small north carolina island have begun evacuating as hurricane irene heads for the east coast. 

 

8/25/11  8am 

Hurricane irene sent tourists packing in the bahamas. The extreme weather system barred down on the 

island Wednesday evening.  The outer bands of Irene are bringing wind and heavy rain to the island chain. 

Most of the island's visitors departed on cruise ships or caught flights out before the airport closed 

Wednesday afternoon. Those tourists who remain are hunkered down in large hotels built to withstand 

intense storms. Without shoppers, most vendors packed up and cleared the streets by nightfall. 

      

8/26/11  8am 

Hurricane irene is now in open waters, leaving the bahamas behind. Her target at this point: north carolina's 

outer banks.   Rafael romo is at kill devil hills, north carolina...as residents brace for irene's impact. What 

happened in the bahamas is a glimpse at what is expected along the east coast this weekend. Watches, 

warnings, cancellations and evacuations issued as hurricane irene churns its way across the atlantic and up 

the eastern seabord.  While it brought the surfers out.... Most are taking heed of the warnings ... Ready for 

irene  In north carolina... People are boarding up... And heading out...  Irene is expected to bear down on or 

near the outer banks on saturday... Bringing winds of more than 100 miles an hour. "i hope people heed the 

warnings. (butt) everybody should take this very seriously." Ahead of the storm's expected intensity seven 

states from north carolina to connecticut have declared states of emergency  In ocean city, maryland... 

Officials want everyone out by 5 p-m today. "first, we would like our visitors to return to their place of 

residence.  Also, we're going to ask then that all citizens of ocean city seek shelter elsewhere and evacuate 

ocean city." And many people aren't taking any chances. "no chances. We've seen what it can do and it's 

not a pretty sight. You've got to respect the power of nature." Irene's second landfall threatens major cities... 

Like boston and new york city... What we have to do is assume the worst, prepare for that and hope for the 

best. Irene's exact course, strength and time of arrival remain difficult to be predicted with precision. 

 

8/28/11  7pm 

(Vo - boat on norfolk) this sailboat is now stranded  - sent ashore in irene's powerful surge. (va beach 

damage) there is damage up and down the east coast. (dc trees tree on powerline) millions are without 

power and at least 18 people have been killed. (nat sailboat adrift) the tropical storm is now pushing 

through new england with 60 mile an hour winds. (nat - wcbs reporter)irene slammed into new york  early 

sunday. (nat)"let's get out of here." (pix)the storm wasn't as strong as predicted but it dumped a lot of 

water.in the upstate new york town of windham this empty school bus got taken for a ride.  (ny flooding 

holland) a handful of streets in lower manhattan are washed out and  ( duarte g 14:39:30) in the coastal 



 

 

areas the roads are filled with seawater.... (14:45:35) thousands of homeowners are trying to get the 

floodwaters out. 02:42:10 (sot - mos) "i've never seen anything like it" (standup: duarte geraldino/cbs 

news/long beach, long island)this is what's left of a sand wall built in long beach to protect the city from the 

storm surge. The wall stretched from more than 100 yards and was nearly 13 feet tall. Irene's powerful 

waves washed it all away. (vo-stein sat share) irene made landfall in north carolina with 100 mile  an hour 

winds.the hurricane also spawned tornados that ripped through homes and buildings. (dc airport cancel 

sign) thousands of flights were canceled.  And major airports  across the northeast remain shut down...  

And may not reopen until monday. Rem 1 16:23:00(sot-jeff self, raleigh, nc resident) “i'm going to have to 

rent a car and drive back to raleigh." (pipe 1 boats 12:22:20) it could take weeks to clean up  irene's mess.  

(pipe 1 boats 12:22:20) duarte geraldino for cbs news, long beach, long island. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

<  Irene's three-day run caused major damage all along the east coast. In many northeastern cities,  streets 

turned into raging rivers Despite being bordered on all sides by land, fast-moving flood waters swarmed 

towns in vermont. This building is dangerously close to falling after a nearby brook tripled its width.  The 

soaking rain and rising water forced some to leave their homes with little warning.  "they came pounding 

on our door about 10:30 and said we needed to get out that the river was cresting, going over the banks. As 

soon as we looked out, it was utter mayhem down the street." Some needed help from rescue crews to 

escape from water logged homes.  "as you can see, this storm beat us."  The effects of irene are blamed for 

more than 20 deaths in eight states...  And millions are without power.  The cost of the damage has yet to 

be calculated. "i want people to understand that this is not over. Response and recovery efforts will be an 

ongoing operation." "the impacts of this storm will be felt for some time and the recovery effort will last for 

weeks or longer."  > 

 

8/30/11  7am 

<"It's terrible, this is terrible, makes you want to sit down and cry." The reality of the devastation from 

irene is now setting in for people along the east coast. "I just thank God that it didn't come in the night, 

cause I don't think we would have got out." Upstate new york, new jersey and vermont endured some of the 

worst flooding. "It's nine river locations have reached past record flooding levels."  

Leaders in many states toured the destruction monday.  "It tears at your heart and soul in a state like this to 

see what's happened." Today officials from the obama administration will travel to virginia, north carolina 

and vermont to see some of the hardest hit areas. "Those assessments are beginning already, we've been up 

in the air in North Carolina, for example so we are going to move those as quickly as possible. People from 

north carolina to new england will need that support, with homes, businesses, roads and bridges torn apart 

by floodwaters. "I feel real sad right now because it's my home... all of this village and I never thought I'd 

see something like this." I'm melisa raney reporting.. > 

 

8/31/11  7am 

wildfires burning an hour and a half west of fort worth are also destroying homes. a 75-hundred acre blaze 

has left many homeless. linda and paul jackson were forced to evacuate. A fire engulfed their home.<sot 

verbatim:Linda Jackson 24:25 "It happened so quickly and I thinking not again." Paul Jackson "This time it 

happened like now before we knew it was coming it was taking time."  > the jacksons say they will rebuild. 

 

9/1/11  7am 

and it's expecting to be another a scorching day in wichita. on wednesday, wichita tied the record from the 

dust bowl... for the most triple digit days...      the current record sits at 50 days of one hundred plus 

temperatures. today, the air capital is expected to break the 75-year-old record. you can find these stories 

and more online at kwch.com. stay tuned...mark has more on the extreme heat here in a moment. 

 

9/2/11  8am 

Parts of louisiana, mississippi, and alabama are bracing for possible major flooding from a tropical 

depression in the gulf of mexico. The system could dump up more than a foot of rain over southern parts of 

the states through sunday.  Louisiana has already declared a state of emergency. 

 

9/4/11  7pm 

Torrential rains and wind from Tropical Storm Lee continued to batter  



 

 

Louisiana and Mississippi Sunday. Nearly a foot has fallen and more is expected as Lee slogs and sloshes 

its way inland.(--SOT Darren Coulon, Lower Barataria resident--) man, the water is is coming up right 

now. It went down a few inches last night And then it came, it's coming real fast right now." New Orleans 

seems to be weathering Lee as best it can. Six years ago the city was underwater-because of Levee breaks 

thanks to Hurricane Katrina. The rebuilt Levees along with new giant pumps are holding. (NATSOUND 

PUMPS) They are pushing water out of the city and into Lake Pontchartrain. (--LOCATOR:LAFITTE, 

LA--) There are no pumps in the tiny bayou town Lafitte--which is now under several  

feet of water. The sandbags are straining and in some places failing to hold back the  

floodwaters. (Sund069) (3:35)"the height of the bayou is actually higher than what this is right here." 

Lafitte's Police chief told the New Orleans CBS affiliate, everytime he turns  

around there's another breach in the bags. (--Sot: chief marcell rodriguez/lafitte police dept.--) (3:51) 

"it's a battle." "it's tough to keep it back." "it's tough it's almost impossible." Those Lafitte resdidents who 

didn't heed the manadatory evacuation are now paddling around town. The rain bands were expected to 

head northward into the Tennessee Valley later  in the week, where forecasters predict the possiblity of 

flash flooding. Drew Levinson, CBS News 

 

9/5/11  8am 

it's a scene all too familiar. Coastal louisiana -- swamped with water. "We're worried most about flooding. 

We're not so much worried about the house floating away like it did in 2005 when we were on the roof 

floating up the street."  Robert green lost his mother and granddaughter in hurricane katrina.  

This time, it's a much weaker lee doing the damage. "People are in a sense worried but they're not 

concerned enough to be scared and pulling out because if you leave before the time is necessary then you'll 

say, 'Well, I should have stayed because nothing's happening.'" Lee's causing more headaches than just 

flooding. It triggered tornado watches across the gulf coast. And though it hasn't been confirmed, in 

alabama, they're pretty sure a twister is to blame for this damage. "I didn't hear no roar.  I didn't hear -- all I 

heard was wind, and if it was wind, it was a hell of a wind." After lee camped out on the gulf coast over the 

weekend, it's finally starting to trudge northeast. That's good news for some parched southeastern states. 

But then, lee's expected to dump even more rain on mid-atlantic states still mopping up from hurricane 

irene. I'm rick vincent reporting.  

 

9/6/11  7am 

Investigators call this grass fire in sedgwick county "suspicious." the fire destroyed a van and a small 

outbuilding monday afternoon. Fire crews say about 2 acres just east of jabara airport were burned.  

Firefighters had a tough time getting to the fire because of overgrown grass and trees. 

 

9/8/11  7am 

Texas firefighters are making progress against a deadly wildfire raging near austin. The blaze which has 

already destroyed hundreds of homes is at least 30 percent contained. With dozens of other fires still 

burning in the state... Texas is dealing with its most costly wildfire season on record. 

 

9/9/11  8am 

The lights are returning to parts of southern California and mexico after an electrical outage that affected 

millions of people. A massive power outage thursday left residents from southern california to parts of 

arizona and baja, mexico in the dark.  A power company in san diego says that power has been restored to 

more than 710-thousand customers as of this morning. However, the utility says some customers may not 

be back online until saturday. Officials say an employee working at a power substation in arizona likely 

caused the outage. 

 

9/11/11  7pm 

The number of homes burned in the fire raging near austin texas... Has reached more than 15-hundred.  

Now 17 people are also unaccounted for. Law enforcement said the people could simply be out of town, 

but authorities have been unable to contact them.The fire has been burning since last week... when 

blustering wind blew over a very dry area.The fire is the largest of more than 190 raging throughout the 

state.  

 

9/19/11  7am 



 

 

At least sixteen people are death following a strong earthquake that shook northeaster india and nepal...     

Seismology officials are estimating the magnitude at six point nine...and say it triggered at least two 

powerful aftershocks. Tv stations are reporting some collapsed buildings and cracked sidewalks in a region 

near the epicenter. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

The heat is gone... But one southeast wichita neighborhood will still spend thousands of dollars to get city 

water. Many need it because their wells dried up this summer. Rebecca Wells hasn't had water in two 

months. She even drilled for two other wells...but didn't come up with usable water. So the neighborhood 

petitioned the city to install a water line. The council approve it...but it will cost each homeowner more 

than nine thousand dollars. Wells says it's expensive...but it's better than not having water. <sot verbatim: 

Rebecca/ 16:29 "It's not fun, we have to go to somebody else's house to do laundry or take showers, we can 

flush the toilets.">  The city says about 20 other homes across town have also asked to hook up to city 

water because of dry wells. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

continuing drought conditions have caused the u-s department of agriculture to issue disaster declarations 

for 20 Kansas counties - seen here in yellow, growers in those counties will now qualify for federal aid 

because of losses caused by drought, heat and high winds. Assistance will also be available for farmers in 

the bordering counties, seen here in orange. 

 

9/24/11  9pm 

The sky is no longer falling.  The 6-ton-satellite crashed down to earth early this morning.  In france, an 

amateur astronomer caught this footage of the defunct nasa research satellite  other parts of the satellite 

could be seen over los angeles. While we don't know exactly where it crashed... Scientists say what didn't 

burn up on reentry ... Most likely landed in the pacific ocean. You may be interested to know - it's *not rare 

for space debris to crash back to earth. "we've had over the last 40 or 50 years of putting things into space, 

we've had a lot of debris come down, sometimes a hundred objects a year or more. We've had only one 

person brushed on the shoulder by a very light piece of debris in all that time."  

 

9/26/11  7am 

talks begin next month in an ongoing fight over cleaning up contamination at a former air force base in 

salina. A federal lawsuit was filed last year by the city. It wants to speed the cleanup of soil and 

groundwater polluted decades ago at the former schilling air force base. The city argues that the federal 

government should pay for the cleanup because the chemicals came from the air force base operations at 

the site. the sessions are set for late october. You can find these stories and more at kwch.com.  Stay 

tuned...mark is next with your forecast. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

unions and kansas governor sam brownback support it. religious groups and environmentalists say no. All 

shared their views of the keystone pipeline expansion in topeka monday. The State Department is holding 

hearings in several states this week before deciding whether to give final approval on the 7-billion dollar 

project. thousands of gallons of oil already flow from canada -- through kansas via the pipeline everyday.    

the expansion would extend the pipeline to refineries in the gulf of mexico. final approval or rejection of 

the expansion will come by year's end. 

 

9/28/11  9pm 

A large dust storm is moving across parts of arizona.the cloud of dust, called a haboob, hit tucson and 

phoenix on tuesday. The cloud was the cause for a multi-car accident. Officials say visibility was between 

one and five miles during the storm. Other dust storms this summer, reduced visibility to less than a quarter 

mile. 

 



 

 

 

Health & Safety 
7/1/11  7am 

Venezuelan president hugo chavez says he has cancer. In a speech last night, he says doctors in cuba 

detected and removed a cancerous tumor from his body.  It was chavez's first speech on the network since 

doctors in cuba performed emergency surgery on the venezuelan leader nearly three weeks ago.  Chavez 

remains in cuba and officials have not specified when he will return to venezuela. 

 

7/4/11  8am 

A motorcyclist protesting a mandatory helmet law dies from a head injury.he and a group of motorcyclists 

took to the streets to protest new york's new policy on helmet wearing. 

But when the group got to a highway - one motorcyclist lost control. Police say 55-year old philip contos 

flipped over his handle bars. He was not wearing a helmet - and died at the hospital. Medical personnel say 

a helmet would have saved his life. 

 

7/5/11  8am 

A motorcycle rider is in serious condition after wrecking his bike last night. It's an update to a developing 

story we first told you at 10 last night. Police say the 25 year old rider did not merge over, and ran into the 

curb at 37th and ridge. He was thrown from his bike onto the ground. Paramedics took him to the hospital 

for treatment. Witnesses tell police the rider was not speeding. No one else was hurt. 

     

7/6/11  7am 

An obama administration effort to curb junk food advertising to children is meeting resistance from house 

republicans.  The republicans say the government is going too far.  The white house plan would have 

companies market food to kids only if they have specific healthy ingredients and are low in fats, sodium 

and sugar. 

 

7/7/11  7am 

A new study shows medicaid can be a good thing. The study was conducted by economists at harvard and 

m-i-t. It compared people with medicaid to those without insurance. The study shows medicaid actually 

improved a person's overall health and financial security. The study comes shortly after medicaid has been 

accused of not serving those with a lot of money. 

 

7/8/11  7am 

Two people are killed after the plane they were in crashed into this hospital in central california. It 

happened about 7-30 last night the town of watsonville. The plane crashed in the parking lot, then skidded 

about 75 yards before crashing into an o-b-g-y-n clinic. A cleaning person was inside the building but was 

not hurt. It's not clear what caused them to crash. 

 

7/10/11  7pm 

Power outages across wichita force many to deal with record high temperatures without air conditiong. 

Power went out near pawnee and broadway at one this afternoon. About 900 people were affected. Westar 

officials say equipment failure is to blame. It appears the outage also caused an accident at that 

intersection... Police were directing traffic until energy crews could get the lights back on. Power is now 

back one... But people near there say dealing with triple digit temperatures... Wasn't fun. They also say they 

were concerned for their elderly neighbors. <sot verbatim:  "we've just been fanning ourselves off because 

it's so hot. It's cooler outside than inside.">     westar energy reports another outage in the lakeridge area in 

west wichita. That happened about 4 this evening...about 18-hundred people there were without power for 

about 15-minutes. Officials say it was caused by a pole that needed repairs. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

A fire destroys a mobile home in southwest wichita sunday night. The fire burned the mobile home in the 

44-hundred block of south meridian around 8 o'clock.  No one was home when the fire started. Officials 



 

 

say the fire started because of some improperly disposed of coals from a grill. The mobile home is a total 

loss. 

 

 

7/12/11  7am 

<you know to keep your own personal data safe, like your social security number, and your date of birth.  

But what about your child? It's a topic the federal trade commission and other consumer groups are 

tackling. Scammers can steal bits and pieces of a child's identity to create synthetic i-d's, taking a social 

security number without any credit records, and attaching a fake date of birth that makes it seem legit to 

creditors. It can be more difficult for a parent to detect, and just as detrimental to a child's financial future 

so be on the lookout for the biggest warning signs.  Any mail that comes that seems like it should be adult 

oriented mail, phone calls, people looking for your child to make solicitations or potentially to even to 

collect debts. When signing your kids up for sports, dance classes or other activities, think twice about 

giving a social security number -- it's often not even necessary.  Really think about, what is this going to be 

used for, why am i being asked for this information, how is it going to be protected and be sure that you 

feel comfortable with the answers. And shred medical bills and other documents with your child's personal 

data, just like your own. For consumer watch, i'm karin caifa. > 

 

7/13/11  7am 

Mulvane is the latest city to issue mandatory water restrictions. The city buys its water from augusta. 

Because augusta is running low on water -- so is mulvane. Here are the rules for residents of both cities. If 

your home has an even address -- you can water mondays and thursdays. If you live at an odd address -- it's 

tuesdays and fridays. You can water only from six to nine in the morning and seven to ten at night. 

Violators can be fined and possibly have their water disconnected.  People with a well are asked to put a 

sign in their yard saying "water well." the new rules will be in place until further notice. 

 

7/14/11  8am 

People aren't the only ones affected by the heat. The soaring temps mean these dairy cows are unable to 

produce as much milk as usual. Dairy farmer dave lane says each cow is producing just two gallons of milk 

each day. All he can do is try to keep his cows cool until the heat breaks. <sot verbatim: you have to soak 

the cow so their skin gets wet get them wet and then have air moving across them that will help move that 

heat off their back and off their body > lane says milk prices probably won't go up because of milk 

produced in cooler parts of the country. 

 

7/15/11  7am 

(nats of wrestling video) chris sullivan had a passion for wrestling--his family says the hutchinson teen also 

had a passion for life--- (fade out nats and go to black) one cut short by a new kind of drug. 19:08 all i 

knew about it was what i saw on tv potpourri--a synthetic type of marijuana--but often packed with much 

more severe side effects.  In chris sullivan‟s case -- hallucinations likely caused him to commit suicide.  

(standup) and chris sullivan he had just finished the state wrestling tournament had college recruiters 

looking at him and about to enter his senior year in high school. 21:20 he was making plans there was no 

signs whatsoever  hard for parents to detect--and in some ways...just as hard for science.  15:49 it's like 

playing chemical russian roulette doctor tim rohrig leads the sedgwick county forensic science center-it's 

here the science solves many crimes-and he says science is catching up to a new line of drugs... Potpourri--

which can be 10 to 50 times more powerful that marijuana. And bath salts--a synthetic form of cocaine or 

ecstasy--again sometimes much more potent than the real drug. 10:05 these are not tranquil drugs they are 

just like cocaine just like meth. 9:39 these are very dangerous compounds  and there are hundreds of them--

rohrig says his scientists can test for the drugs right now--in solid form--testing a human body is the new 

challenge. 14:19 they are so potent we have to have specialized equipment to do that  but he's close--the 

equipment is here--and more money is being budgeted--and very soon...drugs like the kind that likely led to 

sullivan's death...will be detectable. 18:09 that's awesome news...very much a relief because it doesn't show 

up on tox screens. 14:5 there were probably several months out before we're totally ready for that. 

Sullivan's death was one that helped change the law--to outlaw potpourri.  Now it could be one that helps 

change the science of detecting it. 12 god has a reason for everything we don't always understand what that 

reason is but something good is coming out of this and that's comforting.   For factfinder 12 

investigators...i'm michael schwanke> 



 

 

 

7/17/11  7pm 

A former aid of a media mogul is arrested today in london. British police want rebekah brooks to tell them 

what she knows about the phone hacking scandal surrounding rupert murdoch's empire. The former chief 

executive of international news was arrested when she went to the police station for a planned appointment. 

The scandal surrounding murdoch's media empire includes police bribes and hacking voicemail's of 

celebrities, politicians and murder victims. In the u-s the f-b-i has opened an inquiry on whether journalists 

working for murdoch tried to hack the phones of nine-eleven victims. There are questions about whether 

the foreign corrupt act was violated by rupert murdoch and his news empire. What's going on in england is 

startling to think the extent that they went through to break the law to try to break a story.  A direct apology 

from murdoch ran through the weekend. He and his son are scheduled to appear before parliament on 

tuesday. 

 

7/18/11  7am 

A southeast kansas man goes missing in an ar-kan-saw lake saturday. More than one dozen search boats 

covered beaver lake this weekend. They're looking for a 19-year-old man from pittsburg, kansas. Police say 

the man disappeared saturday afternoon when he dove into the water from a boat and never came back up. 

They say he was not wearing a life jacket and was partying with friends. Benton county said they will 

continue searching beaver lake until the body is recovered. 

   

7/19/11  8am 

Four men from wichita are burned after a semi catches fire on the kansas turnpike. It happened near the east 

wichita exit just after one o'clock this morning. Troopers say an suv was pulling another suv on a trailer 

when a tire blew. A semi following behind didn't realize what was happening and crashed into the vehicles. 

The semi's fuel tank broke open...spilling gas everywhere and starting a fire. Four men in the suv were 

taken to the hospital for treatment. Two of them are in critical condition and the other two are in fair 

condition. The driver of the semi was not hurt. All lanes are now clear for traffic. 

 

7/20/11  7am 

The wichita city council also voted to update regulations for the halloween attractions. The new rules 

prohibit sex offenders and felons from operating a haunted house... They also increase the size of hallways 

and mazes... And raised the minimum amount of liability insurance. The changes came after hearing from a 

haunted house operator last year concerned about safety. 

 

7/21/11  8am 

One of the nation's biggest women's health groups is changing its position on breast cancer screenings. The 

american college of obstetricians and gynecologists is now telling to women to start getting annual 

mammograms when they turn 40 rather than 50. By making the change, the group is siding with the 

american cancer society, and the american college of radiology. A government panel however it standing 

by its controversial recommendation against routine screenings for women in their 40's. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

A toddler is hurt in a house fire in east wichita.  The fire broke out in the back of the home... Around 12-15 

this morning in the 1600 block of n. Pershing.  A woman told firefighters her 2 year old was still inside the 

home. The toddler was rescued and taken to the hospital with critical injuries...from smoke inhalation. The 

fire was put out quickly.  It's not clear how it started. 

 

7/24/11  7pm 

Investigators are learning more about a train crash in china that killed 35 people. The accident happened 

after a high-speed train was allegedly hit by lightning and lost power. It was then rear-ended by another 

bullet train. Crews are still in the search and rescue operation. 

 

7/25/11  8am 

A driver remains in serious condition this morning following a deadly car accident early sunday. The 

accident happened when one car turned in front of another near k-96 and 167th street west. Both vehicles 

ended up in a field. One driver was killed.. Troopers on the scene say they believe alcohol may be a 



 

 

contributing factor. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. Stay tuned...rodney's next 

with your forecast. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

New this morning... One person is dead following an early morning accident in hutchinson.  Bw radio in 

hutch tells us one vehicle ran a stop sign and t-boned another car at 11th and elm just after 2:30 tuesday 

morning.  Police say one person died and two people were hurt in one vehicle, and a third person was hurt 

in the second vehicle. One person was taken to promise...and another was taken to a hospital in wichita. 

The patients current conditions are not known. Expect more updates online and on eyewitness newscasts. 

 

7/27/11  8am 

Arnold schwarzenegger's son is out of the hospital. Christopher schwarzenegger was injured in a boogie 

boarding accident last week.  His mother, maria shriver, tweeted it's a feeling of relief to know that her son 

is going to be fine.  Shriver recently filed for divorce from the former california governor.  

 

7/28/11  7am 

A wichita doctor hits and kills a landscaper in north-east wichita... Then drives 3 miles with the body on the 

roof. Six weeks later, police say they are close to turning the case over to the district attorney. Investigators 

say they must look beyond the shock factor and focus on the driver's actions before and during the crash.  

They say proving those actions were criminal is not easy..  Investigators say the facts are still being 

gathered...' but based on the evidence right now, the driver would likely be charged with leaving the scene 

of a deadly accident. Under kansas law, that's a relatively low-level felony. 

 

7/29/11  7am 

Police respond to a report of a man with a handgun at the Doge City regional airport on Thursday. Officers 

found him outside... The discovered the weapon was a B-B gun. Officials say the man is cooperating with 

police. but did not comment on whether charges against him have been filed. No one was allowed in our 

out of the airport during the incident. 

  

7/31/11  7pm 

two people are hurt in a rollover accident just west of wichita this morning. It happened along k-96 and 

151st street west. both people were outside of this pick-up. A 16-year-old girl and The 20-year-old driver 

were injured. He tells authorities that he believes he fell asleep and drifted off the highway. 

 

8/1/11  8am 

Two people are hurt after a pickup rolls over on k-96 west of Wichita... The vehicle came to a rest on it's 

side. When authorities arrived they found both of the passengers outside of the truck  A 16-year-old girl 

was flown to a wichita hospital. The 20-year-old driver was also injured - he told authorities he might have 

fallen asleep and drifted off the highway. 

 

8/2/11  8am 

In the health watch this morning... Federal officials say one person has died and 

Dozens of people got sick from salmonella poisoning that appears to be linked to ground turkey.  But 

government officials aren't saying who produced the meat and they haven't initiated a 

recall yet. 

 

8/3/11  8am 

We learned this morning that one of the victims of an explosion and fire at a propane dealer has died from 

his injuries... Another victim is in serious condition today. Fire crews are still on scene in butler county 

today controlling hot spots...officials say...some residents who were evacuated from the area will be 

allowed home today 

 

8/4/11  7am 

A house fire heavily damages a home in west wichita.  Smoke and flames were in the back of a home near 

the kitchen... In the four hundred block of n. Glenn just after midnight.  A woman and her two dogs inside 

were able to get out safely, but fire crews were still looking for her cat. The fire caused 40-thousand dollars 



 

 

in structure damages. The woman will have to live with some friends for now. Investigators are looking for 

a cause to the fire. You can find those stories and more online at kwch.com.    Stick around...mark is next 

with your forecast. 

 

8/5/11  8am 

<Raymond johnson is getting what most men don't. Nats a breast exam. Nats "To be 26 and have breast 

cancer is really a surprise." he found a lump about a month ago, but thought it was just a cyst, until a pain 

in his chest sent him to the e-r. Next a biopsy and a phone call his mother will never forget. "It was cancer 

and all I could do was cry 'cause I'm thinking I only have two children and one of them has cancer. All I 

could do was." and that's not all, raymond doesn't have insurance. That's where susan appelbaum comes in. 

"He's young, he's working and he's worried this could be financially devastating to him." She searched for 

resources, and came across a state program that provides medicaid for breast cancer patients. She applied, 

but raymond was denied. Why? Take a look. Because he is  a guy. "Right now I'm stuck with these bills 

and I'm trying to find a way." but time is running out. Raymond is on his second round of chemotherapy. 

"This is a blue chemo pad so none of the chemotherapy drips on your clothes."  The treatment so toxic, the 

woman giving it has to wear special clothes. "Each treatment is probably roughly around ten grand." 

expensive, but needed to save raymond's life and would be paid for if he wasn't a man. > 

 

8/7/11  7pm 

You can find just about anything on craigs lists... One woman found a way to save her life.  she was on 

waiting list for kidney transplants... but was afraid she may not get an organ in time. so she posted an ad on 

craigslist.  in just a few weeks, selina's prayers and that craigslist plea are being answered. she has 8-

hundred responses to sift through... from around the globe. <sot verbatim:"You know when you have that 

gut feeling? That gut feeling inside of you that says this is the right thing to do."  

"Selina, I saw her on TV and she just touched my heart." "We don't know each other, complete strangers, 

reaching out to each other, so it's just like 'wow', I never expected this."   > Testing of some of the potential 

donors have begun.... but no matches have been identified yet.  

 

8/8/11  8am 

A man hurt in an ultra light plane crash saturday evening is in fair condition.  The aircraft went down in a 

field south of douglas, kansas.  Both people on board were hurt.  Authorities say the the men heard the 

engine begin to sputter while it was in the air. The cause of the crash is still under investigation. 

 

8/9/11  7am 

in today's healthwatch... A deadly e. Coli outbreak in oregon has been traced to a strawberry farm.  One 

person has died and around 16 people have been sickened.   Oregon Public Health officials say the 

strawberries came from a farm in rural Washington County. It is a major strawberry producer in Oregon 

that distributes to farmers markets and roadside stands. The farm stopped production at the end of July after 

learning of the outbreak. Health officials are concerned that some people may have frozen berries or turned 

them into jam.   

 

8/10/11  7am 

Smoke billowed from a topeka landmark tuesday. This was the scene at topeka high school- police think 

roofing material may have started the fire--but it's still under investigation. Topeka high was one of the first 

million dollar high schools built west of the mississippi. It's gothic-style architecture has made it a 

landmark in the topeka community. 

 

8/11/11  8am 

Wichita's mayor is hospitalized tuesday. It comes after he was experiencing chest pains at city hall. The city 

says mayor brewer went to the emergency room at the request of his doctor. The mayor will stay in the 

hospital for observation until friday. Council members say they could tell he wasn't feeling well at tuesday's 

meeting and are happy that he decided to get checked out. “we don't want to mess around with anybody's 

heath and particularly his. We were happy he decided to go check it out and hopefully it will be nothing - 

some indigestion or something and it will be fine.” Brewer is expected to resume his mayoral duties on 

monday. 

 



 

 

8/12/11  7am 

The federal aviation administration is expected to be on the scene of a deadly plane crash in southern idaho 

today. Four people died when when the small plane crashed southwest of the burley airport sunday 

afternoon. Officials say the accident happened when the plane stalled on takeoff.  The names of the victims 

have not been released.  

 

8/16/11  7am 

new this morning... A fiery car accident leaves one person dead in bel aire. emergency crews were called to 

45th and Greenwich about 11-30 last night. Officials says the driver lost control, went airborne, and the car 

landed on its roof in a ditch. Witnesses tell police they found the car engulfed in flames. After the fire was 

out, police were able to pull the driver's body out using the jaws of life. Police still are working to identify 

the driver. The exact cause of the crash is under investigation. 

 

8/17/11  8am 

Fire crews responded to a house fire in west wichita last night. It started around 9-30 in the 12-hundred 

block of north brunswick-- that's near 13th and ridge. When crews arrived they found a lot of smoke and a 

fire on the first floor. They put the fire out quickly, but it still caused 40-thousand dollars in damages. No 

one was home at the time. 

 

8/18/11  7am 

an accident near yoder last night leaves one person in critical condition. it happened just before 9 o'clock 

just east of Yoder Road and Red Rock. The reno county sheriff says a pick up truck was following behind a 

tractor when the two somehow collided. The driver of the tractor was taken to a hutch hospital. The pickup 

driver was not hurt. You can find these stories and more online at kwch.com. stay tuned...rodney is next 

with your forecast. 

 

8/21/11  7pm 

A construction update for drivers in east wichita. A project is beginning tomorrow on k-96 from one-35 to 

greenwich. Traffic will be brought to one lane... During the evening and overnight hours. Crews will make 

repairs to joints and cracks in the pavement. Work will begin at seven each evening and all lanes will be 

open by six in the morning. It is scheduled to be complete in september. 

 

8/22/11  8am 

Fire crews respond to a house fire in west wichita this morning. It happened at 9948 west briarwood -- 

that's near 13th and maize. Dispatch tells us the fire began in the living room a little before six. Everyone in 

the house made it out -- but one person is being treated for smoke inhalation. Total damages are estimated 

to be around 50-thousand dollars. Count on us to bring you more details as we get them. 

 

8/23/11  7am 

And a happy marriage could help heart patients live longer. researchers at the university of rochester 

tracked people who had coronary bypass surgery. happily wedded people were three times more likely to 

be alive 15 years after surgery compared to single patients. researchers say a good partner helps the heart 

patient keep to a healthier lifestyle. 

 

8/24/11  8am 

A head-on collision with a semi leaves a man from derby in critical condition. It happened late tuesday on 

k-42 near 135th street. That's where troopers say the man crossed the center line and hit the semi. The semi 

driver flipped his rig trying to avoid the man. He wasn't hurt. Troopers are still trying to figure out what 

caused the man to cross the center line. 

 

8/25/11  7am 

More people are dying from overdoses of prescription pain killers.   According to a new article in the 

British Medical Journal, the number of U-S deaths went from about four thousand in 1999 to more than 14 

thousand in 2007. Fatalities involving these drugs are now more common than deaths from skin cancer, H-

I-V and alcoholic liver disease. 

 



 

 

8/26/11  8am 

A group of kansas volunteers is heading east to help. Red cross volunteers and emergency response 

vehicles left wichita thursday. They're heading to a staging area in middleton, new york...  About an hour 

and a half north of new york city. From there... The teams will distribute food and other supplies to storm 

victims. They could be on the east coast for several weeks. 

 

8/28/11  7pm 

police say a shooting early this morning... Was an accident. They say the 19 year old victim was shot in the 

face with a flare gun. It happened in the 11-hundred block of South Lillac. Two 12 gauge flare guns were 

found at the scene. 

 

8/29/11  8am 

two train workers are hurt after at train derails in north central montana sunday. Three locomotives and 23 

cars ended up on their sides just before 4 o'clock near the town of Havre. Officials say some lumber and 

about 15-hundred gallons of diesel fuel spilled on the ground. They also say there's no environmental threat 

to the area. The cause of the derailment is still under investigation. 

 

8/30/11  7am 

a man is in the hospital after a car accident in far western sedgwick county last night. A deputy says he lost 

control of his car at 3-hundred-27th west... And six street south. That's near garden plain. the man then hit a 

mailbox, went airborne, and hit a tree. He was found in his car in the ditch.... And flown to a wichita 

hospital. 

 

8/31/11  7am 

A federal judge orders kansas to resume payments to planned parenthood. the judge rejected the state's 

request that it pay the organization monthly and only for services provided while it appeals an injunction 

blocking the law.  planned parenthood said without the money it would have to close clinics and scale back 

services.  the money in question does not go to abortions. 

 

9/1/11  8am 

Authorities are investigating a crash in rural butler county that left two dead. It happened just before noon 

wednesday east of the town of douglas. Authorities say a vehicle failed to stop at a stop sign and collided 

with a motorhome. The driver of the that car and a passenger inside died at the scene. The driver of the 

motorhome survived. 

 

9/2/11  8am 

High intensity exercise can burn calories hours after the workout is over.  Researchers in North Carolina 

found people who did a vigorous 45 minute workout in the morning burned an additional 190 calories  

during the day. The calorie burning effect lasted up to 14 hours later. 

 

9/6/11  7am 

Investigators are looking for the cause of a train derailment. this was the scene yesterday near emmett, 

which is about 45 miles northwest of topeka... Authorities say a union pacific coal train was coming from 

wyoming when 56 cars derailed. Crews worked all day monday cleaning up the mess and fixing the tracks. 

No one was injured. 

 

9/7/11  8am 

You may soon be able to once again pass through airport security - with your shoes on... Homeland 

Security Secretary Janet Napolitano made the announcement Tuesday.  Right now, travelers are required to 

take off their shoes at screening check-points.   But Napolitano says that could end soon thanks to some 

"new technology."  However-- Homeland Security says to expect restrictions on liquids to stay in place for 

quite some time to come.  

 

9/8/11  7am 

In the health watch.. Being afraid of needles is no longer a reason to avoid the flu shot.  The needle used for 

your flu vaccination *may* be a lot smaller.... And are being called "ouchless" pharmaceutical company 



 

 

sanofi pasteur (san-o-fee past-your) is introducing a shot that's 90-percent shorter than the typical one-inch 

needle. It's called a microneedle.  It delivers the drug just below the skin instead of to the muscle like the 

big needle. The small injection comes pre-filled with the flu vaccine.   For now, the little needles are only 

for people ages 18 to 64.  

 

9/9/11  8am 

Thousands of emergency room patients have found their information posted online. The security breach 

occurred at the stanford hospital in california the new yoirk times says the data for 20,000 patients, 

including names and diagnosis codes, remained on a commercial website for nearly a year until the breach 

was discovered late last month. The hospital is investigating...and says the breach did not include social 

security and credit-card numbers or other Information used to perpetrate identity theft. 

 

9/11/11  7pm 

A suspicious container brings the bomb squad out to wichita's town east mall. It was a plastic cooler 

wrapped in tape. A maintenance man called police. But X-rays of package showed... That inside was a case 

of beer. Police say they take these calls seriously, no matter what day of the year. 

<sot verbatim:  Lt. Sam Hanley/Wichita Police "47:08 we've got officers on extra patrols looking for 

suspcious devices, packages, and we want the community to call us in case they see something that doesn't 

look right. Most of the time these things turn out to be harmless but you just don't know this day and 

age."47:25> There's also anxiety at airports... in kansas city the fbi says a man has been taken into custody. 

the man refused to allow security agents to examine something in his bag. the suspicious items tested 

negative for explosive material. authorities shut down one of the airport's three terminals and passengers 

were re-screened. 

 

9/13/11  7am 

People with high cholesterol may also be at a higher risk of developing alzheimer's disease.  A new survey 

published in Neurology found that 86 percent of those with high cholesterol had developed brain plaques - 

a trademark sign of Alzheimer's disease.  Only 62 percent of people with low cholesterol developed the 

plaques. 

 

9/15/11  8am 

A two-year-old boy dies... After he was shot in the head. It happened in pratt tuesday morning. Police 

arrived at the hospital to find the toddler with a wound to the head. Police aren't saying how it happened, 

but say every indication is that it was an accident. They're also not saying where the shooting happened or 

who owns the gun. 

 

9/16/11  4pm 

It can prevent a sexually transmitted disease that can cause cervical cancer - but this week...presidential 

candidate and congresswoman michelle bachman is under fire from medical groups after statements she 

made about the h-p-v vaccinn. After monday's republican debate, bachman says she was approached by a 

woman who told the candidate her daughter suffered mental retardation after receiving the vaccine. When 

asked about it yesterday, bachman stood by her remarks."at the conclusion of the debate a woman came up 

to me who was very distraught, she was crying and she said that her daughter had had a negative reaction 

and that's all i related." doctors and pro-vaccination groups have responded to bachman's assertion--saying 

side effects are rare, and--as with other vaccines--are generally worth the risks.      Medical experts have 

also stated that although muscle paralysis has been associated with guardasil--the brand name for the 

vaccine-- no cases of mental retardation have been documented. 

 

9/17/11  9pm 

A second World War 2 era plane crashes at an air show... This time in West Virginia. The pilots condition 

is not known at this time... And no injuries have been reported. Officials say the aircraft lost control during 

a 6-plane stunt formation, and crashed on the runway. 

 

9/18/11  9pm 

A horse gets loose from its stable in north wichita...  And wanders into traffic.    The horse ran into the 

intersectino of 53rd street north and meridian, into the path of the truck. The driver was unable to see the 



 

 

horse until it was too late. The horse was killed, but the driver is alright. The owner of the horse will be 

fined for the animal getting loose. 

 

9/19/11  7am 

Preparing for fires like that one requires training...which some smaller fire departments may not be able to 

afford -  that's why, each year,  wichita hosts a hands-on training fire school. It's an exercise designed to 

train firefighters all over the midwest.  It's the fifth year for the annual event.  A chance for nearly 200 

firefighters from wichita and surrounding states to brush up on vital skills...  At a discounted price...  

Something not all firefighters get a chance to do. <sot verbatim:  we add another element to it, get more 

real world and make it so that it's going to be really what it's going to be like when they rescue somebody 

or advance a hose line we add an extra level.> in order to keep the entry costs low at the hands on training 

event... The wichita fire department, several local colleges, businesses and some individuals contribute 

money. 

 

9/20/11  9pm 

Earth to satellite: when will you hit - and where? that's the question nasa scientists are trying to answer. 

Scientists say the earliest the six-ton satellite will hit is thursday while the latest is saturday. Pinpointing 

when and where it will strike is an imprecise science. Even if they are off just a little bit, it could mean the 

difference between hitting Florida or New York. Scientists say the odds of falling debris hitting someone 

are one-in-32-hundred. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

Doctors may soon be able to take the pain out of botox treatments. Instead of using needles to reduce 

wrinkles...scientists have developed a gel that can be rubbed on the skin. Researchers say initial results 

from a new study shows the drug is effective at  getting rid of wrinkles around the eyes. The gel still needs 

fda approval - and would be for  doctor office use only. 

    

9/22/11  8am 

One is person is killed in an accident in north wichita. It happened around 9-oh-clock wednesday night near 

eye-235 and broadway. The kansas highway patrol says a pickup was in the left lane of the highway trying 

to pass a chevy blazer. For unknown reasons, the driver of the blazer crossed the center line, hitting the 

truck that was passing him. The blazer lost control, rolled, and landed on its top in a ditch. The driver, a 

male in his 50's, was pronounced dead at the scene. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

Getting rid of bed bugs could be worse for your health than just letting them bite you. The centers for 

disease control says 111 people in seven states got sick after using bed bug-related pesticides between 2003 

and 2010.  One person died from the poisoning.  The c-d-c says new york had the most cases of poisonings.  

The most common cause was people using too much pesticide to fight the bugs.  Bed bugs themselves don't 

make people sick-- but can be a nuisance if you get bit.   

 

9/24/11  9pm 

Police say the suspicous death they were investigating this morning... Is wichita's latest homicide. Police 

found the body of a woman inside this apartment this morning on the 800 block of east beverly. 

Investigators say the apartment belonged to the victim's boyfriend. They have taken him into custody. No 

word on the cause of death. 

 

9/25/11  9pm 

A 64 year old man speaks out about being forced to crawl for through a utah desert to find help. Amos 

richards was hiking through the canyonlands national park earlier this month.. He was climbing in a gorge 

when he fell 10 feet... Breaking his ankle and dislocated his shoulder. Richards then set his arm back in 

place, and began making his way out. Richards spent the next four days crawling through the desert 

towards his car before park rangers rescued him. He is now back home in north carolina, recovering. 

Richards fell in the same canyon where climber aron ralston cut off his arm with a pocketknife after being 

trapped by a boulder in 2003. 

 



 

 

9/26/11  7am 

in the health watch... The h-1-n-1 flu is known as a deadly disease, but it may actually help protect people 

with asthma.  A new study out of Britain found asthma patients with the pandemic virus were half as likely 

to die. Researchers aren't sure why but they did find asthma sufferers went to the hospital sooner than other 

patients infected with H-1-N-1. 

 

9/27/11  8am 

Reassuring news In this morning's healthwatch for pregnant women diagonosed with cancer.  A European 

study shows children who are exposed to chemotherapy while in the womb seem to develop as well as 

children in the general population. Researchers followed the children of cancer patients for an average of 

22 months.They found their mother's chemotherapy treatments did not influence their mental development 

or the functioning of their hearts. The study's authors say the results show that pregnant women with cancer 

do not need to delay their treatment. 

 

9/28/11  9pm 

more than 100-thousand pounds of ground beef are being recalled.  And it comes from the Tyson's Plant in 

Emporia. Officials say... the beef could be contaminated with E-coli. Even though the tainted beef was 

produced in Kansas, it doesn't appear any of it was shipped to Kansas stores. 

 

9/29/11  7am 

A listeria outbreak in cantaloupes is still a big concern in the health watch this morning... Federal health 

officials say more people are likely get sick from the outbreak. So far, more than seventy cases have been 

reported in eighteen states and more than a dozen people have died. ... Including one here in sedgwick 

county. The tainted cantaloupes have been traced to jensen farms in colorado - they were recalled last 

month. 

 

9/30/11  4pm 

A pilot is dead after crashing his small plane... Into a western kentucky hotel this afternoon. The hotel is 

near a small airport. Witnesses say... That's where the plane's trip started.  The f-a-a says... No one on the 

ground was hurt. The cause of the crash is still under investigation.    

 

 

Politics 
7/1/11  7am 

For the second time in six years, the minnesota government shuts down. It's new this morning.  Lawmakers 

couldn't agree on how to solve a five-billion-dollar deficit.  At issue is whether to address the shortfall by 

cutting spending or increasing taxes. Democratic governor mark dayton wants to increase taxes. <sot 

verbatim:tax revenues, in my view, are still the fairest way to resolve this but we've offered a lot of 

different possibilities, and they have too.> critical functions like state troopers, prison guards, the courts 

and disaster responses will continue. The last state shutdown was in 2005.  

 

7/5/11  8am 

Congress is back in session today to hammer out a deal on the nation's debt ceiling. President obama wants 

billions in tax increases to lower the debt. But the g-o-p believes that will only damage the economy more.  

Both sides says they are willing to make a deal... But there are no talks scheduled across the aisle. So some 

lawmakers are insisting the white house get involved,  but the president wants *them* to lay the 

groundwork first. <sot verbatim: "i'm confident that democrats and republicans can find a way to give some 

ground, make some hard choices and put their shoulders to the wheel to get this done."> the treasury says if 

the debt ceiling is not raised by august second, the nation will default on its bills.  An agreement may need 

to be reached by july 22nd to meet the deadline. 

 

7/6/11  7am 

President obama will meet with congressional leaders tomorrow to discuss raising the nation's debt limit.the 

president says there's been progress but more work needs to be done.  If congress doesn't raise the ceiling 

by august 2nd, the treasury department says the u-s will default on its bills. 



 

 

 

7/7/11  7am 

The minnesota government shutdown is now in its 7th day. Two tax proposals offered by democratic 

governor mark dayton were rejected by republican lawmakers. No new negotiations are scheduled. 

 

7/8/11  7am 

House speak john boehner calls thursday's talk with president obama on raising the national debt limit 

productive.the president met for 90 minutes with congressional leaders at the white house. If the nation's 

debt limit isn't raised by august 2nd, the country will default on financial obligations. Both sides say there 

are still disagreements but agree that a solution must be reached. They plan to meet again on sunday. 

 

7/10/11  7pm 

President barack obama is meeting with top congressional leaders today... Hoping to hammer out an 

agreement over the nation's budget... And debt. But both sides are coming to the table with demands not 

everyone is agreeing with. Eyewitness news reporter susan mcginnis has the latest. 

 

7/11/11  7am 

<the national debt continues to climb...  While leaders in washington struggle to come to an agreement.  

You know, it's politically very hard, but this is a grave moment for the country.  We need to do something 

very big, very substantial to bring our long-term deficits down over time.   Sunday evening, democrats and 

republicans met with president obama. But the discussion at the white house lasted just 75-minutes.  

It appears tonight they didn't have much negotiation. 75 minutes is not considered serious time frame for 

real negotiations. I don't think they got anywhere tonight.  Republicans say they won't agree to raise the 

debt ceiling unless serious spending cuts are made to reduce the deficit. They're against a democratic plan 

to end some tax breaks for the wealthiest americans. "by all indications we are going to have another 

example of politicians in washington kicking the can down the road before this is over. Normal times, that 

wouldn't be so dangerous. The problem is we are not in normal times. (butted) i don't think we'll go into 

default but if we don't come up with a credible long-term plan soon we run the risk of a credit rating being 

downgraded."  leaders face an august second deadline to reach an agreement.  Negotiations will continue 

later today.  I'm melisa raney reporting. > 

 

7/12/11  7am 

<president obama wants lawmakers to return to the negotiating table with fresh ideas to tackle the deficit. 

He'll sit down with congressional leaders this afternoon... After failing to reach a compromise monday. 

(sot: president barack obama) :11-:20 "it's not going to get easier; it's going to get harder. So we might as 

well do it now. Pull off the bank-aid. Eat our peas." both sides agree on roughly 1.7 of the 2.4 trillion 

dollars in proposed spending cuts. But they're still at odds over raising taxes. (quicksot: rep. John 

boehner/r-house speaker) “it takes two to tango, and they're not there yet." the president turned up the 

pressure monday... Rejecting g-o-p plans for a short term measure. (quicksot: president barack obama)  "we 

don't manage our affairs in three month increments." (standup: joel brown/cbs news/washington) :42-:50 

house speaker john boehner agrees a deal to raise the debt limit must be reached before next month. But 

he's not budging on tax hikes. He says they can't be part of that package. (sot: rep. John boehner/r-house 

speaker) :52-:58 "the american people will not accept - and the house cannot pass - a bill that raises taxes 

on job creators." boehner is under growing pressure from fellow republicans... Especially new house 

members who campaigned on promises of lower taxes. Democrats - on the other hand - are vowing to 

oppose medicare and social security cuts. (sot: president barack obama) 1:12-1:20 "i'm prepared to take on 

significant heat from my party to get something done, and i expect the other side should be willing to do the 

same thing. The president says failure to reach a deal in time could trigger another recession... Possibly 

throwing millions of more people out of work. Joel brown, cbs news, washington.> 

 

7/13/11  7am 

Another round of debt talks is scheduled today at the white house.  With discussions at a standstill, the 

senate's top republican is proposing to allow president obama raise the debt limit himself, under certain 

conditions.  Democratic officials say the president hasn't rejected the idea, but that it's not his preferred 

approach. 

 



 

 

7/14/11  8am 

President barack obama will meet once again with congressional leaders today... Hoping to work out some 

sort of agreement over the country's financial future. But time, and patience is running out. Negotiations 

came to an abrupt halt wednesday night, when a senior republican pushed for a short term deal. President 

obama cut him off, saying ``enough is enough. We have to be willing to compromise." and then ended the 

meeting. Lawmakers have less than 3 weeks days to work out a deal over the nation's debt limit. The head 

of the federal reserve says there will be severe consequences if the debt limit is not raised by august. <sot 

verbatim: "there would have to be significant cuts in social security, medicare,  military pay or some 

combination of those some members of the g-o-p believe the white house is using scare tactics to preassure 

a deal. But the chief republican in the senate says failure to create a budget deal could ensure president 

obama's re-election. 

 

7/19/11  8am 

The house is expected to vote today on the g-o-p's cut, cap and balance bill. The proposal would raise the 

nation's debt limit in exchange for deep spending cuts and a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced 

budget. If the plan passes the house...it's expected to fail in the senate.  If all sides don't strike a deal to raise 

the debt ceiling by august second, the u-s could default on its financial obligations for the first time. 

 

7/21/11  8am 

President obama may be willing to agree to a short term deal to raise the debt limit. The white house says 

he would be open to that option... As long as a bigger deal was essentially in place.  The president met 

again with congressional leaders wednesday. Lawmakers must raise the debt limit by august 2nd... Or the 

u-s will default on its bills for the first time. 

 

7/22/11  7am 

<the white house and g-o-p leaders are denying rumors a debt agreement is  within reach. 

(sot: jay carney/white house press secretary) :05-:07 "there is no deal. We are not close to a deal." still  - 

behind closed doors thursday - president obama and house speaker john  boehner were reportedly crafting a 

plan that would trim 3 trillion dollars  from the deficit over the next decade. (sot: house speaker john 

boehner/r-oh) :18-:21 "at the end of the day, we have a responsibility to act." after getting wind of the deal, 

many congressional democrats were fuming...  Angry to hear the proposal could include cuts to medicare 

and social security.  And tax revenue increases they've been demanding... Would be put off until  next year. 

(nats:) party leaders were apparently so furious president obama met with them at the  white house late 

thursday for two hours. (standup: joel brown/cbs news/washington) :42-:49 both sides are running out of 

time to bridge their differences. In less than  two weeks, the u-s could default on its bills for the first time. 

(sot: rep. Charlie dent/r-pa) :50-:53 "obviously nobody thinks default is an option." house republicans have 

already passed a measure that would raise the debt  ceiling by cutting spending this year... And capping it at 

2004 levels. (quicksot: sen. Mitch mcconnell/r-ky, minority leader) 1:01-1:04 "it's what washington needs." 

the senate will vote on the plan today. (quicksot: sen. Harry reid/d-nv, majority leader) "this is a bad piece 

of legislation." but democratic leaders say it doesn't stand a chance. Joel brown, cbs news, washington. 

 

7/24/11  7pm 

It's wedding day for hundreds of same-sex couples in new york. But... As they say i do... Protests are 

mounting. Local officials around the state began to marry couples at midnight. On new york's long 

island...this couple tied the knot after decades together. More than 800 same sex couples have exchanged 

vows. New york is the sixth and largest state to allow same sex marriage but the federal government does 

not recognize those unions. And protesters vowed to take political revenge.  “now we are individually 

targeting stat legislators to kick them out of office  so we are clear, we warned then now we are going to 

kick them out."  opponents of same-sex marriage want to put the issue to a vote. 

 

7/25/11  8am 

Nancy pelosi is calling for an ethics investigation against an oregon congressman. Representative david wu 

is resisting calls for his resignation, after a newspaper accused him of making inappropriate sexual 

advances toward a young woman. According to "the oregonian," the young woman called the democrat's 

office this spring to report the incident. The woman is reportedly the daughter of a longtime campaign 



 

 

donor. In a statement to c-n-n, wu says he does not want to bring unwanted publicity, attention or stress to 

the young woman or her family. 

 

7/26/11  7am 

President obama is urging americans to contact their lawmakers to push for a compromise in the debate 

over raising the debt ceiling. The president called for an immediate solution during a primetime address to 

the nation last night.  As the august 2nd deadline approaches, congressional democrats and republicans 

have put forward rival plans. If the nation defaults on its credit, the crisis could disrupt financial markets 

around the world. 

 

7/27/11  8am 

Kansas lawmakers held their first meetings tuesday to get public input on redistricting... Population 

changes from the 2010 census mean boundaries for political districts, including the four u-s congressional 

districts, must be redrawn... Leaders from a joint house and senate committee held their first meeting on the 

issue in wichita... The changes come as population continues to shift from rural to urban areas... Officials 

say they'll try and avoid splitting communities... But they want to hear all ideas..."i think people need to 

understand we are way early in the process and that any one of those congressional districts could be part of 

that change and modification" meetings on redistricting are also set for today in salina and manhattan… 

and there will also be hearings in western kansas in october. 

 

7/28/11  7am 

The house of representatives is scheduled to vote today on republican speaker john boehner's plan to raise 

the debt ceiling. The g-o-p leader's plan raises the nation's borrowing limit by 900 billion dollars, while 

cutting more than 900 billion dollars in government spending.  Boehner spent much of wednesday fine 

tuning his proposal, and gathering the needed votes in the house. But if it does pass the republican led 

house, it may not get the same treatment in the democrat controlled senate.<sot verbatim: at the end of the 

day it doesn't matter if speaker boehner's bill passess or fails. The way to resolve this crisis is to ignore the 

extremists and meet in the middle of the road.">  senate leaders are working on a separate 2 trillion dollar 

deficit reduction plan which raises the debt ceiling past next year.  Democrats and Republicans have 5 days 

to reach a compromise, or risk the first ever U-S default.  

 

8/2/11  7am 

Kansas must start paying planned parenthood again. Monday -- a judge blocked a law stripping money 

from planned parenthood chapters in the state.  The organization says without the funding -- it would have 

to close clinics or raise fees.  Federal law prohibits government money from going to abortions.  Planned 

parenthood says abortions account for less than 3 percent of its work --   and the federal money is used for 

family planning and services.  The judge's ruling is temporary.  A court must still rule on the validity of the 

kansas law. 

 

8/4/11  7am 

representative david wu is officially resigns from congress.  The Oregon Democrat announced his plans last 

month amid allegations of sexual misconduct.  Wu is accused of making unwanted sexual advances toward 

a fundraiser's daughter.  He put off his last day in order to vote on the debt ceiling measure.  His term 

officially ended last night. 

 

8/5/11  7am 

The senate is expected to pass a deal today that would get the federal aviation administration up and 

running again.  A funding dispute has shut the agency down for nearly two weeks...  It's left 74-thousand 

private and federal employees out of work. The closure is costing the government about 30 million dollars 

a day in uncollected airline ticket taxes. 

 

8/7/11  7pm 

A top political adviser to president obama is blaming the downgrade of the credit rating on tea party 

republicans. He says they were unwilling to compromise. David axelrod says lawmakers were willing to 

see the country default to get their way.  Axelrod also criticized presidential candidates for not speaking up 



 

 

in favor of compromise. Republicans are firing back... Saying obama did not present a clear plan during the 

debt-ceiling debate. 

 

8/8/11  7am 

<natural Sound ambulances > and crowds attacked riot police in North London saturday night. It started out 

as a protest against a fatal shooting by armed officers - but it turned violent.  Activists threw bottles at riot 

police - Two squad cars and a bus were set on fire. Police say 8 officers were sent to the hospital . 

 

8/9/11  7am 

<on tuesday federal reserve chairman ben bernanke attends his first fed meeting since standard and poor's 

historic downgrade of u-s debt from triple a to double a plus. The credit rating agency said the battle over 

raising the debt ceiling did not show the fiscal policy discipline of a triple a nation. Monday's market 

meltdown has heightened fears of another recession. The united states received a downgrade by one of the 

credit rating agencies.... As stocks plunged...president obama sought to reassure...saying the issues s and p 

noted were fixable. Treasury bonds actually did do well monday -- signs investors still see u-s debt as a 

safe haven. At the end of the day you cannot something with nothing. And even though the u.s. 

Government's market has been downgraded, it is still the biggest and the most liquid.  President obama has 

proposed extending a payroll tax cut and extending unemployment insurance. A former key white house 

adviser wonders if more should be done... Make the case for something more substantial like a very large 

tax cut for businesses that actually hire people. The president has also sought to increase tax revenue... But 

house majority leader eric cantor told fellow republicans to resist pressure to increase taxes as a way to get 

the deficit under control. I'm melisa raney reporting from atlanta.> 

 

8/10/11  7am 

Republicans hold on to control in the wisconsin senate. Voters went to the polls tuesday in the state's recall 

elections for six republican state senators. More than 30-million dollars were spent on the recall races... 

Making it the largest attempt to force out lawmakers in u.s. history. The recalls are in response to 

lawmakers' support of governor scott walker's rollback of collective bargaining rights for state workers.  

Two democrats beat out incumbents and one race was still too close to call as of tuesday night.  Three 

republicans held onto their seats including sheila harsdorf.the voters are speaking and recognizing that 

wisconsin is leading, that we're on the right path to getting our fiscal house in order and creating jobs and 

i'm really encouraged by the strong support that we're seeing thus far tonight. Republicans have countered 

with their own recall attempts against three democratic state senators.  One of them survived a challenge in 

july.  Two others will be on the ballot next week.  

 

8/11/11  8am 

Meanwhile, Sarah Palin may be sending a new signal about her presidential intentions.  After a nearly 

three-month hiatus, the former Alaska governor is planning to crash the presidential party once again. She's 

re-launching her "One Nation" bus tour at the Iowa State Fair...  The fair is just 30 miles south of where 

tonight's GOP debate will be. So far, Palin is not on the ballot.  

 

8/15/11  7am 

Meanwhile, Tim Pawlenty is out of the running for president.  The former Minnesota governor dropped out 

of the race Sunday... A day after finishing a distant third in Iowa's straw poll.  Pawlenty said he thought he 

would've made a great president. 

 

8/16/11  7am 

<President obama visited minnesota and iowa monday... Part of a three-day bus tour to talk with people in 

their own communities about economic policy and job growth.  "i'm gonna need your help to make it 

happen - you've got to send a message to washington that it's time for games to stop, it's time to put country 

first." But some critics feel it is more of a 20-12 campaign event funded by tax payers.  During his own 

campaign stop in new hampshire... Republican presidential candidate mitt romney took a jab at the 

president's bus tour... "the president has set about a bus tour today going to swing states. And frankly i 

think the american people would rather see him in washington working on getting this economy going 

again. He seems to more intent on trying to save his job than to create jobs for the american people." 

Analysts say the tour is nothing unusual for a commander in chief.  "other presidents have done this. There 



 

 

was a brooking study just a few years ago, listing the times that both george w. Bush and bill clinton went 

on tours like this." obama will continue on today with an economic forum in iowa. Wednesday he will visit 

illinois before heading back to washington. I'm melisa raney reporting.  

 

8/17/11  8am 

President Obama wraps up his Midwest tour today. He'll host a town hall meeting in his home state of 

Illinois. Joel brown has more from the tour this morning. President Obama will get to reach out to voters 

today in his home state of Illinois. He'll hold back-to-back town hall meetings... On the final stop of his 

three-state bus tour. "i hope that i can count on you in the days ahead to lend your voice to this fight to 

strengthen our economy." the president continued pushing his economic message in Iowa Tuesday. He 

asked local business owners and farmers for their ideas... While also trying to reassure them. "if we can put 

country ahead of party - i  know that our future is bright. I know that our best days are ahead of us." but the 

president wasn't the only one trying to woo Iowa.  Just a few miles away... Texas governor rick Perry 

pulled in on a bus of his own. "our nation cannot afford another four years of the rising unemployment, the 

rising taxes and the rising debt." with the economy being the top priority for most voters... Perry is 

campaigning on his record of creating jobs in his home state of Texas.  "the government needs to get out of 

the way. And let the private sector do what it does best, create jobs that in turn create that wealth." the texas 

governor has only been in the race for less than a week. Still - at least one poll already shows him ahead in 

the gop field. Perry will try to keep that momentum going today in New Hampshire... But he'll have 

company. Ron paul and mitt Romney will also be making the rounds in the state that's home to the nation's 

first presidential primary. Joel brown, cbs news, Washington 

 

8/18/11  7am 

Republican presidential candidates are keeping their focus on some of the nation's early primary states.  

Texas Governor Rick Perry will spend a second day in New Hampshire touring the region. Minnesota 

Congresswoman Michele Bachmann will hit the campaign trail in South Carolina. 

 

8/22/11  8am 

Libyan leader moammar qaddafi's 42 year grip on power is quickly coming to an end.  Rebel forces swept 

into the heart of tripoli and took control of the capital, but qaddafi himself remains on the loose.  Charlie 

d'agata has the latest this morning. Celebrations across libya stretched long into the night after rebels took 

over tripoli's historic green square. 'God is great' he says - we are free. They waved opposition flags, and 

tore down -- or shot down -- symbols of libyan leader moammar qaddafi's power. 'We've gotten rid of that 

tyrant, she says, for 42 years we've been forced to be silent.' government forces are still fighting rebels in 

parts of the capital. Qaddafi's whereabouts are still unknown. In an audio broadcast on state tv, qaddafi 

dismissed the rebels as 'rats.' he insisted he was in tripoli and vowed to fight to the end. But the 

international criminal court confirmed that rebels had detained his son saif. Both men face charges of 

crimes against humanity. The 20 mile offensive to the capital began at dawn at zawiya. Qaddafi forces 

collapsed and melted away. Libyan soldiers ditched their uniforms and fled. Rebels say they planned their 

assault on tripoli in coordination with nato's bombing campaign in the country. Nato says the transition of 

power in libya must be peaceful and the country must stay united. Charlie d'agata, cbs news. 

 

8/23/11  7am 

Vice president joe biden travels to japan today. he's meeting with the Japanese Prime Minister to discuss 

rebuilding efforts after March's devastating earthquake. Biden will visit Northern Japan later today. he'll be 

the highest-ranking American official to visit the area since the natural disasters. the quake and tsunami 

killed more than 20-thousand people and triggered the world's biggest nuclear disaster since Chernobyl in 

1986. 

 

8/24/11  8am 

Moammar gadhafi's 42-year reign in Libya may be coming to an end.  The 69-year-old gadhafi came to 

power in a bloodless coup against king idris in 19-69, when he was just an army captain. The latest effort to 

force gadhafi from power began from within his country in February.  Gadhafi has vowed to never leave 

libya and to "die as a martyr at the end."  rebel forces say they have taken over much of tripoli.  Gadhafi's 

three sons are in rebel custody but the leader's whereabouts are not known.  

 



 

 

8/26/11  8am 

The search for gadhafi in libya continues. And as nic robertson explains...it's a trip on the rumor trail. 

 

8/30/11  7am 

President obama's uncle is currently in immigration custody after being charged with drunken driving in 

massachusetts. On-yang-go Obama was arrested near a restaurant in Framingham last week after police say 

he made a rolling stop, nearly causing an accident. The White House confirms the man is the half brother of 

the President's father. 

 

8/31/11  7sm 

People in kansas wants the governor to restore funding to the arts. the message came from a group of 

democratic lawmakers and artist.s They want governor brownback to restore 700-thousand dollars to the 

kansas arts commission. At a news conference this afternoon --  they said the governor's cuts are the reason 

national groups are withholding 1-point-3 million dollars in grants to the state. <sot verbatim: "when we 

lose the public funding it sends a message that it's not something important enough for the government to 

support, people start backing off.">  while defunding the arts commission...   governor brownback created a 

new non-government foundation in its place.  at the time -- he said kansas would still be eligible for federal 

funds.  A spokesperson says the governor supports the arts...  but that state money needs to support core 

government programs. 

 

9/1/11  7am 

President obama will address a joint session of congress next thursday to lay out his jobs plan. The 

president had requested to speak next wednesday but house speaker john boehner objected to the date... 

Citing a tight house schedule wednesday is also the same day as a republican presidential debate. The new 

date now puts the president's speech up against the first game of the n-f-l season. 

 

9/5/11  8am 

President obama will introduce his plan for creating jobs in a rare address to a joint session of congress this 

week. He is expected to call for more investments in the country's infrastructure and a possible extension to 

the 2011 payroll-tax credit to boost consumer spending. The obama administration has estimated that 

unemployment will average about 9 percent next year.  When obama took office...the rate was 7.8 percent.  

The white house office of management and budget projects overall economic growth of only 1.7 percent 

this year. 

 

9/7/11  8am 

Republican presidential candidates will face off tonight at a debate in california. It's the first of three 

debates set to take place this month. The event comes just a day after GOP hopeful Mitt Romney unveiled 

his plan for creating jobs... and a day before President Obama's unveils his proposal. 

 

9/9/11  8am 

President Obama heads to richmond,virginia today to continue selling his jobs plan. The nearly 450-billion 

dollar proposal includes bigger pay-roll tax cuts... And new efforts to re-build roads, bridges, and schools.  

The president is also asking congress for an aid package for state and local governments. He wants them to 

hire new teachers and first responders. The president is also proposing tax credits for things like re-

financing mortgages and job training. “everything in here is the kind of proposal that's been supported by 

both democrats and republicans - including many who sit here tonight. And everything in this bill will be 

paid for. Everything.” The president wants to pay for his plan by... Eliminating loop-holes for oil 

companies... And tax breaks for the rich. He wants to use that money to give tax breaks to small-business 

owners and put teachers back to work. 

 

9/13/11  7am 

Frontrunner and Texas governor rick Perry seemed to be wearing a bulls eye during the debate. And his 

rivals had no problem taking aim....with mitt Romney leading the charge. Romney: "The question is, do 

you still believe that social security should be ended as a federal program as you did six months ago when 

your book came out and return to the states?  Or do you want to retreat from that?" Perry: "I think we ought 

to have a conversation." Romney: "We're having that right now, governor. We're running for president." 



 

 

Perry: And i'll finish this conversation Perry accused Romney of trying to scare senior citizens. But newt 

gingrich pointed the finger elsewhere. "I'm not particularly worried about Governor Perry and Governor 

Romney frightening the American people when President Obama scares them every single day. (applause)" 

Perry then had to fend off an attack from congresswoman Michele Bachmann. She went after his executive 

order calling for a cervical cancer vaccine for young girls in his state. Bachmann says the move benefitted a 

drug company that donated to Perry‟s campaign. "I raise about $30 million and if you're saying I can be 

bought by $5,000, I'm offended." "I'm offended for all the little girls and parents that didn't have a choice.  

That's what I'm offended for."  Perry gave as good as he got...even with attacks coming from all sides. It's a 

position he's likely to find himself in again as he continues to lead in the polls.  

I'm tommy Andres, reporting. > 

 

9/15/11  8am 

While the president was out looking for support for his jobs bill wednesday, g-o-p hopefuls were out 

looking for support. Tara mergener has the latest from washington. Texas governor rick perry flashed a 

thumbs up sign... On his way to a ritzy new york dinner with donald trump. The two posed for photos 

before they discussed jobs and the presidency. There's no word yet on whether the billionaire businessman 

will endorse perry.  But both men walked out looking pleased.  (sot: reporter) "how'd the meeting go?" (sot: 

trump) "excellent" 

(sot: perry) "it was very good. He knows how to pick his restaurants."  perry isn't the only candidate 

looking for a high profile endorsement. "as president of the united states i want to solve the border issue" in 

arizona wednesday, minnesota congresswoman michele bachmann met joe arpaio.. The self proclaimed 

toughest sheriff in america. Bachmann *and* perry are still dealing with fallout from monday's gop debate. 

She accused the governor of taking money from the drug company merck in exchange for an executive 

order mandating the hpv vaccine. Bachmann later said a woman told her that her daughter had suffered 

mental retardation as a result of the injection. Perry called that claim baseless.  "i sat on the side of a bed of 

a young lady, and she was dying from cervical cancer. And it had an impact on me. I care about life." cbs 

news has learned that merck gave nearly 30-thousand dollars to perry's campaign... Not the five thousand 

he claimed monday night. The texas governor insists his only focus was on the health of the women in his 

state. Tara mergener, for cbs news, washington. 

 

9/16/11  4pm 

But first...it's been more than 20 years since nola foulston first became the district attorney in sedgwick 

county - now...she announces she will not seek re-election. Foulston's term ends in januay 2013 - she 

says...she then plans to go into private law practice --  foulston twice argued before the united state supreme 

court and her office filed more than four thousand cases a year. She was first elected in 1988, and has been 

re-elected five times. In a statement she writes..."i have had a wonderful career that i can be proud 

of...leaving behind this lifetime calling to serve the public interest is not something that i will ever forget." 

 

9/19/11  7am 

President obama is set to announce a plan to cut the nations deficit today -  it's expected to include a 

minimum tax rate on millionaires. The proposal is being referred to as the "buffet rule." that's in reference 

to billionaire warren buffet. he says the richest people in america pay a smaller share of their income taxes 

compared than anyone else. <sot verbatim:bill clinton (sund035) former president “those of us in that 

income group, we're in the best position to make a contribution to changing the debt structure of the 

country."  >  Many republicans disagree with the idea.   They would rather see an overhaul of benefit 

programs like medicare and medicaid to meet deficit targets. They believe raising taxes will only 

discourage investments. <sot verbatim:  Mitch McConnell Senate Minority Leader “Right now, we've got -- 

we've thrown a big, wet blanket over the private sector economy. We've borrowed too much. We've spent 

too much. // And now we're threatening to raise taxes on top of it. .> the newly created congressional super 

committee must find at least one point two trillion dollars in debt saving before years end. 

 

9/20/11  4pm 

Texas governor rick perry leads several national polls in the race to decide the republican nominee- about a 

year away from the 20-12 presidential election.But a new poll shows perry's top competitor-- Mitt Romney-

- would do better in a hypothetical general election against President Obama.  The most recent U-S-A 

Today-Gallup survey shows 31 percent of Republicans and G-O-P-leaning independents support Perry.  



 

 

Twenty-four percent back Romney, the former Massachusetts governor.  But respondents chose Romney 

over Obama, by 49 percent to 47 percent.   While they picked the president over Perry, 50 percent to 45 

percent. 

 

9/21/11  7am 

Republican leaders on capitol hill want the federal reserve to sit tight. Tuesday, they sent a letter to fed 

chair ben bernanke warning against any further attempts to lower interest rates.  They said  quote "we have 

serious concerns that further intervention could further harm the u-s economy."   despite the warning, most 

analysts do expect some kind of action from the fed today after they wrap up their 2-day meeting. 

 

9/22/11  8am 

Congress could move closer to passing three widely supported free trade agreements today. The senate is 

close to passing legislation to help workers displaced by foreign trade. The measure would then go the 

house. Obama and democrats in congress say it's a prerequisite to the trade measures. 

 

9/23/11  4pm 

Lawmakers try to avoid another potential government shut-down. After april's battle to keep the 

government operating -- congress passed a bill to fund operations through the end of september.  Now that 

the funding needs to be renewed -- a new political battle is underway. The republican-led house passed its 

version of the bill to fund the government just after midnight.   It includes 3-point-7 billion dollars for fema 

to help disaster victims. It also cuts a billion and a half dollars from a loan program designed to help car 

makers develop fuel-efficient autos. Democrats says that version of the bill -- is dead on arrival."we're all 

willing to be reasonable but we're not willing to vote unreasonably.” The standoff is causing a renewed 

concern about a government shutdown.. Time runs out on september 30th.  Fema's disaster fund will also 

run out of money next week. 

 

9/25/11  9pm 

Covering the nation tonight... The normally diplomatic president obama has a more combative message 

today... saying republican's version of government would cripple america. The president spoke in front of 

supporters at a fundraiser today... He denounced what he called ideological push back against sensible 

reforms that could improve the economy. The trip comes at a time where Obama is shifting from 

compromise with the Republicans to calling out G-O-P leaders by name. He has described them as 

obstructionists as he pushes for passage of his 447 billion dollar jobs bill. 

 

9/26/11  7am 

State department officials are traveling to kansas in a series of Listening sessions over a proposed oil 

pipeline spanning from Canada to the texas coast. And those officials could get an earful from 

environmental Critics during today's meetings in topeka. Although the agency hasn't officially signed off 

on the Keystone XL pipeline...it has released a report finding that there should be no serious environmental 

problems with it. The proposed 7 billion dollar pipeline would move tar sands oil from Alberta, Canada.  

Critics say it would produce "dirty oil." 

 

9/27/11  8am 

Sarah palin is lashing out against a book written about her. Her attorney notified author joe mcginniss that 

palin may to sue over what they call the - quote- "lies and rumors presented as fact"-unquote- in mcginniss' 

new book "the rogue."  the book has received widespread attention since mcginniss moved in next door to 

palin to begin writing in 2010. The book has received criticism from a number of news outlets. 

 

9/28/11  9pm 

Campaign 20-12 is kicking into high gear. Kansas republicans have set a date for a presidential caucus. The 

caucus will be March 10-th, the saturday after "super tuesday"... when 10 other states hold primaries or 

caucuses. The national party encouraged Kansas to set a later date... by promising extra convention 

delegates. Kansas democrats will have their caucus april 14-th. 

 

9/30/11  9pm 



 

 

A former kansas senator... Is honored in topeka. Bob dole was given the first spot on a new "walk of honor" 

at the state house today. Dole, a russell native, served more than 35 years in congress. He ran for president 

in 19-96. Dole said today... He wants more civility and trust from congress. "compromise is not a bad thing, 

and working across the aisle is not a bad thing and it all depends on trust, if you trust each other you can get 

things done."  the  88-year-old and his wife, elizabeth, attended today's ceremony. Dole was recently named 

one of the "25 most notable kansans." 

 



 

 

 


